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ABSTRACT

EVOLUTION OF NUCLEAR SHELL STRUCTURE: β DECAY AND ISOMERIC

PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI IN AND NEAR THE fp SHELL

By

Heather Lynn Crawford

One of the fundamental questions in nulear struture siene is how the nuleon

single-partile energies evolve with hanging proton-to-neutron ratio. The nuleon

magi numbers, orretly desribed by the shell model near the valley of β stability,

do not appear to be stati aross the nulear landsape. The shifting energies of

single-partile orbitals, resulting from variations in nuleon-nuleon interations suh

as the tensor monopole interation, lead to the erosion of some magi numbers, and

the appearane of new subshell losures as the driplines are approahed.

Near the borders of, and within the fp shell, relatively low single-partile level

densities lead to a number of distint regions of hanging shell struture. The low-

energy struture of nulei near N=32 and Z=20 are stabilized by the presene of a

subshell losure at N=32, a result of an energy gap between the ν2p3/2 level and

the higher-lying ν2p1/2 and ν1f5/2 levels. An open question, however, is whether

or not the ontinued upward shift of the ν1f5/2 orbital in the Ca isotopes leads to

another subshell losure at N=34. At slightly higher masses, the migration of the

ν1g9/2 orbital leads to the erosion of the expeted N=40 subshell losure, and the

apparent development of a new region of deformation in the Cr, Mn and Fe isotopes.

The question in this region is how quikly olletivity develops as a funtion of Z,

as the ν1g9/2 orbital drops in energy with dereased oupany of the proton 1f7/2

orbital below Z=28.

The β deay and isomeri properties of nulei in and on the border of the fp shell



have been studied at the National Superonduting Cylotron Laboratory (NSCL)

using the ombined experimental set-up of the NSCL β Counting System and 16

detetors from the Segmented Germanium Array. The nulei studied, 53,54Ca, 54,56S,

50K, and 61Cr, were produed in two separate experiments, through the fragmentation

of a 76Ge primary beam by a 9Be target. Nulei were implanted into a double-sided

Si mirostrip detetor, and orrelated with subsequent β deays on an event-by-event

basis. Detetion of γ rays in oinidene with the implant events permitted observation

of µs isomeri states, while those deteted in oinidene with deay events permitted

eluidation of the populated levels in daughter nulei.

The low-energy level strutures of the neutron-rih 53,54,56S isotopes were inves-

tigated and ompared with the expetations of the extreme single-partile model, as

well as with more advaned shell-model alulations using the GXPF1, GXPF1A and

KB3G e�etive interations. The results on�rm the N=32 subshell losure, but sug-

gest a ompression of the ν2p1/2-ν1f5/2 spaing relative to that assumed in urrent

e�etive interations, whih may prelude formation of a N=34 subshell losure in

the Ca isotopes. The low-energy struture of 61Mn was probed through the β deay of

61Cr. The struture was investigated for signs of developing deformation, but results

suggest that the e�ets of the approahing deformation-driving ν1g9/2 orbital are not

yet signi�ant at N=36 for the Mn isotopes. The observation of an isomer in 50K

permitted investigation of the hanging shell struture just below the fp shell. The

isomeri struture in 50K suggests that the inversion of the π1d3/2 and π2s1/2 orbitals

whih is known in 47K may persist above N > 28, whih is at present unexpeted in

sd-fp ross-shell interations.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

1.1 Nulear shell struture

The periodiity in the hemial nature of the elements has been represented on the

periodi table for more than a entury, and is now understood with the essential on-

ept that the eletrons surrounding the atomi nuleus are arranged in disrete energy

levels, or shells. One of the most diret indiators of this eletron shell struture in

atoms an be seen by onsidering the �rst ionization energy, the energy required to

remove an eletron from the neutral atom, as a funtion of atomi number, Z. Shown

in the top panel of Fig. 1.1, the observed trend of ionization energy has disontinuities

at spei� values of Z. These disontinuities are understood as arising from the un-

derlying eletron shell struture. After �lling a given energy orbital, the next eletron

is plaed in a higher energy orbital, and the energy required to remove it dereases

substantially.

Analogous to the observed trend in atomi ionization energies, systemati ex-

amination of many physial properties of nulei has revealed periodi trends. Near

the valley of stability, bulk properties related to the nulear mass are suggestive of

enhaned relative stability for nulei with �magi� numbers of protons or neutrons,

orresponding to 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126. One an onsider, for instane, the one-

1
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Figure 1.1: (Top) Systematis of the �rst ionization energies of the atomi elements

from hydrogen (Z=1) to nobelium (Z=102). Data were taken from Ref. [1℄. Dison-

tinuities orrespond to atomi eletron shell losures. (Bottom) Systematis of the

di�erene in neutron separation energy for even-even nulei A
ZXN and their even-odd

neighbors. Data were taken from Ref. [2℄. Solid lines onnet isotopi hains. Dis-

ontinuities provide evidene for nulear shell struture, representing losed neutron

shells.

neutron separation energy for a nuleus with mass number A, and atomi number Z,

whih is de�ned as follows:

Sn(N) = B(AZXN ) − B(A−1
ZXN−1)

= [M(A−1
ZXN−1) − M(AZXN ) + Mn]c2. (1.1)

2



Here, B(AZXN ) represents the nulear binding energy,

B(AZXN ) = [ZMH + NMn − M(AZXN )]c2, (1.2)

where MH is the atomi mass of hydrogen, Mn is the neutron mass, M(AZXN ) is the

atomi mass of the given nuleus, and ontributions from the di�erenes in the ele-

tron binding energies are negleted. The neutron separation energy is analogous to

the atomi ionization energy, representing the energy required to remove one neutron

from the nuleus. The systematis of the neutron separation energy show periodiity

suggesting an underlying shell struture of the nuleus. These shell e�ets are en-

haned by onsidering the di�erene in Sn values between even N nulei and their

N + 1 neighbors, de�ned as follows:

∆Sn = Sn(N) − Sn(N + 1)

= [M(A−1
ZXN−1 + M(A+1

ZXN+1) − 2M(AZXN )]c2. (1.3)

The neutron separation energy di�erenes, ∆Sn, are plotted in the bottom panel of

Fig. 1.1 as a funtion of neutron number for the isotopes with even numbers of protons

and neutrons up to fermium (Z=100). The disontinuities orresponding to neutron

`magi numbers' are apparent; an analogous examination of proton separation energy

systematis similarly highlights the same `magi numbers' for protons.

Given the suess in desribing atomi struture in terms of eletron shells, a simi-

lar approah has been employed in nulear physis to desribe the struture of nulei.

However, in the atomi ase, eletrons move in an �external� �eld reated by the well-

understood Coulomb fore. As suh, the Shrödinger equation for the atomi system

an be solved exatly, and eletron orbital energies aurately alulated, reprodu-

ing the experimentally observed shell losures. The piture is more ompliated in the

nulear ase, as nuleons move within a �eld reated by the surrounding nuleons,
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and the analytial form of the fore involved, namely the strong fore, is not de�ned

at present [3℄.

The suess of the nulear shell model rests primarily with the hoie of the po-

tential assumed to on�ne the protons and neutrons within the nuleus. Historially,

a starting point has been the harmoni osillator potential. The energy levels aris-

ing from the solution of the Shrödinger equation assuming a harmoni osillator

potential are shown in Fig. 1.2(a). This simple potential reprodues the lowest shell

losures, at 2, 8 and 20, however, the higher losures are not in agreement with obser-

vation. A more realisti potential, bounded at r=R, is onsidered to provide a better

approximation.

The Woods-Saxon potential has a shape intermediate between a square well and

a harmoni osillator, and takes the form

V (r) =
−V0

1 + exp[
(r−R)

a ]
, (1.4)

where the parameter R is the mean nulear radius, a represents the di�useness of

the nuleus, and V0 is the depth of the potential well, usually adjusted to a value of

approximately 50 MeV. Solution of the Shrödinger equation assuming this potential

again reprodues the lowest shell losures at 2, 8 and 20 but still fails to aurately

desribe the higher lying magi numbers [see Fig. 1.2(b)℄.

The missing piee of the puzzle was put in plae in the 1940's, when the inlusion

of a spin-orbit potential was shown to properly separate subshells and reprodue the

experimentally observed magi numbers [5,6℄. The spin-orbit potential takes the form:

Vso = Vso(r)~l · ~s, (1.5)

where ~l represents the orbital angular momentum, and ~s the intrinsi nuleon spin.

The ~l · ~s term aounts for the interation of the nuleon spin and its orbital motion,
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of the nulear shell model to represent the experimentally ob-

served nuleon �magi� numbers. The �rst approximation with a harmoni osillator

potential evolved to the more physial Woods-Saxon potential, and �nally the in-

lusion of a spin-orbit potential to reprodue the experimental observations. Figure

adapted from Ref. [4℄.

and leads to a removal of the l-degeneray of states, or a splitting of states with l > 0,

based upon the total angular momentum (~j = ~l + ~s) projetion. This reordering of

the subshell states is shown in Fig. 1.2(), and the shell losures that develop agree

fully with observations of the magi numbers near the valley of β stability.

The nulear shell model has been further developed and extended to inlude more

subtle aspets of nulear struture. The basi tenets disussed here, whih assumes a

spherially symmetri potential, remains the starting point for understanding the level
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strutures of spherial nulei near losed shells. However, reent experimental evidene

suggests that the shell struture of nulei, i.e. the ordering and energy separation of

single-partile states, is not stati aross the nulear landsape, but rather evolves

with varying proton-to-neutron ratios. The nature and origins of this re-ordering of

single-partile states is the topi of the following setion.

1.1.1 Evolution of nulear shell struture

Aross the nulear hart, as progressively more exoti nulei are probed, there is

inreasing evidene for an evolution of shell struture. The ordering of single-partile

levels as shown in Fig. 1.2() has been observed to hange slightly with proton-to-

neutron ratio, or isospin projetion, Tz = (N −Z)/2, whih an hange the observed

nulear properties.

At Z=4, in the relatively light isotopes, breakdown of the N=8 shell losure

has been observed in the neutron-rih nuleus 12
4Be [7℄. The last two neutrons in

12Be are expeted to oupy the 1p1/2 orbital. However, spetrosopi fators for

the removal of a neutron from 12Be provide diret evidene of signi�ant sd-shell

intruder ontributions to the ground state wavefuntion, and the disappearane of

the N=8 shell losure in this isotope. At slightly heavier masses, the so-alled `island

of inversion' at N=20 away from stable nulei, also gives evidene of evolving shell

struture. Nulear ground states have been shown to be dominated by ν(sd)−2(fp)2

intruder on�gurations, suggesting the breakdown of the N=20 shell losure [8,9℄ for

neutron-rih nulei with 10 ≤ Z ≤ 12 and 20 ≤ N ≤ 22. Shell evolution is also seen in

the apparent erosion of the N=28 shell losure in the neutron rih 16S isotopes [10℄,

and the development of a new subshell losure in neutron-rih 20Ca [11,12℄, 22Ti [13℄

and 24Cr [14℄ isotopes at N=32. At even higher masses, however, the shifting of

single-partile levels is less likely to result in a hange in the position of the major

shell losures, due to the higher single-partile level densities. None the less, the

evolution still ours � in the region of N=50-82, and Z=40-50 there is a reordering
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of neutron single-partile levels as the 1g7/2 orbital rapidly drops in energy between

91Zr and 131Sn [15,16℄.

These examples highlight the ubiquity of evolving shell struture over the nulear

landsape. It is lear from these instanes that there are e�ets and interations be-

yond the sope of the simple shell model whih an greatly alter single-partile level

energies and ordering. Understanding the origins of and aounting for experimen-

tally observed hanges in shell struture are ritial for the development of nulear

theory models � an understanding of the phenomena already observed will enhane

the reliability of theoretial preditions. One nuleon-nuleon interation, believed to

be a possible ause of shell evolution, is disussed next.

Proton-neutron monopole interation

One of the suggested reasons for the evolution of nulear shell struture is the spin-

isospin dependent part of the nuleon-nuleon interation [17℄. This is a tensor monopole

fore, whih is additional to the spin-orbit interation disussed previously, and an

alter the e�etive nuleon single-partile energies (ESPEs). These ESPEs aount for

the mean e�ets from all other nuleons, on a nuleon in a given single-partile orbital.

The single-partile energy of an orbital j is determined by its kineti energy, and

the interation with the nuleons in the ore that produe the mean �eld [18℄. When

nuleons are added to a di�erent orbit j′, the single-partile energy of the original j

orbital is altered. The nuleons in j′ and j will ouple to form states with di�erent

total angular momentum, J , but in onsidering hanging shell struture, it is the

shift of single-partile orbitals irrespetive of the details of the oupled J states that

is interesting. Thus, the J dependene is averaged out, and only monopole e�ets are

onsidered. The monopole omponent of a nuleon-nuleon residual interation V for

the e�et of the nuleons in j′ on the orbital j takes the form:

V T
jj′ =

ΣJ (2J + 1) < jj′|V |jj′ >JT

ΣJ (2J + 1)
, (1.6)
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where < jj′|V |jj′ >JT is the matrix element for j and j′ oupling to a state with spin

J , and isospin T . With this interation, it is possible to evaluate, for example, the

e�et of nn(j′) neutrons in the orbital j′ on the single partile energy of the proton

orbital j. The shift in the single-partile energy of the proton orbital j, denoted

∆ǫp(j), resulting from the presene of nn neutrons in the j′ orbital is given by [18℄:

∆ǫp(j) =
1

2
[V T=0

jj′ + V T=1
jj′ ]nn(j′). (1.7)

With the inlusion of the tensor monopole shift, a new e�etive single-partile energy

an be de�ned, whih is dependent on the nuleon on�guration, and thus hanges

with proton-neutron ratio. The same arguments hold for the inverse ase, the e�et of

protons in a given orbital on neutron single-partile energies. It should be noted that

protons (neutrons) in an orbital j will also a�et the energy of protons (neutrons) in

another orbital j′. However, only T = 1 interations, whih are weaker than T = 0

interations [18℄, are relevant in proton-proton or neutron-neutron interations. Thus,

these e�ets are less signi�ant than those arising from proton-neutron interations.

As disussed by Otsuka et al. [18℄, there is a general rule for the way in whih the

proton-neutron tensor monopole fore a�ets the single-partile energies. An attra-

tive interation is observed between opposite isospin partiles (protons and neutrons)

in j< = l−1/2 and j′> = l′+1/2 orbits (and vie versa, j> = l+1/2 and j′< = l′−1/2

orbits), while the interation between protons and neutrons in j< = l − 1/2 and

j′< = l′− 1/2 orbits (and similarly j> = l +1/2 and j′> = l′ +1/2 orbits) is repulsive.

The strength of the interation is also maximized for l ∼ l′, so a stronger attrative

interation between protons and neutrons in spin-orbit oupling partner orbitals is

expeted [17℄.

Nearly all of the examples of evolving nulear shell struture disussed previously

an be partially explained in the framework of the proton-neutron tensor monopole

interation. The disappearing N=8 shell losure in 12
4Be results from the low ou-
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pany of the π1p3/2 orbital that auses the ν1p1/2 orbital to migrate higher in energy,

eroding the N=8 gap. The island-of-inversion nulei an be largely explained by the

dereasing attrative interation between the ν1d3/2 orbital and the π1d5/2 orbital as

protons are removed from the π1d5/2 level. This redution auses the ν1d3/2 orbital

to rise in energy, eroding the N=20 shell losure, and produing a N=16 subshell

losure for the lightest nulei in the region. The region surrounding N=34, Z=20 also

experienes hanges in neutron level ordering driven largely by a redued monopole

interation between the π1f7/2 orbital and the ν1f5/2 orbital, while the heavier nu-

lei near N=50 show evidene of shell evolution arising from the hanging monopole

interation between the π1g9/2 orbital and the spin-orbit partner ν1g7/2 orbital.

1.2 Desribing the struture of nulei

While one of the goals of nulear siene is to reate a single theoretial framework to

adequately desribe the entire nulear landsape, the variation in nulear struture

aross the hart of the nulides is signi�ant. The nulear shell model provides a basis

for understanding the overall struture of all nulei, but important simpli�ations an

be made in ertain regions of the nulear hart. The most basi shell model interpre-

tation, the independent partile model, provides an exellent qualitative desription

of the low-lying states in nulei one nuleon from losed shells [19℄. A few nuleons

from a losed shell, this model an be extended, and residual nuleon-nuleon inter-

ations taken into aount, to suessfully desribe the low-energy struture of nulei.

However, for nulei far from losed shells, these types of mirosopi shell model al-

ulations beome intratable. Geometri models provide a better desription of the

growing olletive behavior of mid-shell nulei, as marosopi deformations play an

inreasingly important role in determining the relevant nulear struture.
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1.2.1 Struture near losed shells

The independent partile model

The so-alled �independent partile model� desribes a nuleus in terms of non-

interating partiles orbiting within a entral spherially symmetri potential, whih

is itself produed by all the nuleons. Within this model, nuleons are assumed to

sequentially �ll the single-partile levels generated by this nulear potential, in muh

the same way that eletrons are assumed to �ll atomi energy levels. Also in anal-

ogy to the atomi piture of valene, in whih �lled eletron shells do not ontribute

to the hemial properties of an element, �lled nuleon orbitals are assumed to be

inert within the struture of the nuleus. A losed shell will always ontribute a to-

tal angular momentum and parity, Jπ = 0+ in the nulear ase, and so the ground

state angular momentum of a nuleus with only one valene partile in a shell nlj is

determined entirely by the single valene nuleon as J=j, with parity π=(-1)l [19℄.

The independent partile model provides a framework for prediting the ground

state spin and parity of nulei one nuleon removed from a losed shell, and has

also proven suessful in prediting the low-lying exited states in these nulei. Low-

energy levels in suh nulei are formed by simply elevating the valene partile from

the ground state orbital to a higher single-partile state. An example of the suess of

this approah an be found in the struture of 209
82Pb127, as shown in Fig. 1.3. With

one valene neutron above the N=126 shell losure, the ground state in 209Pb is ob-

served to have Jπ=9/2+, as expeted with a (ν2g9/2)
1 on�guration. The other six

levels orresponding to promotion of the single valene neutron to the other single-

partile levels above the N=126 shell losure are all evident in the low-energy stru-

ture [see Fig. 1.3(b)℄. The neutron spetrosopi fator is near unity for eah of these

seven states. The spetrosopi fator is a measure of the ontribution of a given

single-partile on�guration to a nulear state, as determined by omparison of ex-

perimental reation ross-setions with alulations assuming pure single-partile on-
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Figure 1.3: (a) Shemati representation of the nuleon on�guration for the one-

valene neutron nuleus 209Pb. (b) Experimentally observed levels of 209Pb below

3 MeV [2℄. Blak levels orrespond to single-partile states arising from oupation of

the seven single-partile levels above the N=126 shell gap. The purity of these single

partile on�gurations is supported by the near-unity spetrosopi fators. Grey

levels orrespond to levels with on�gurations beyond the sope of the independent

partile model.

�gurations [20℄. Thus, spetrosopi fators near 1 indiate the relative purity of the

single-partile states in 209Pb.

Stritly speaking, the independent partile model is appliable only to nulei with

one valene partile (or hole) outside of a losed shell. However, the fundamental ideas

of this model an be extended to nulei with a few valene partiles (or holes) outside

of a losed shell inert ore. The low-energy strutures of suh nulei an be understood

by inluding a residual nuleon-nuleon interation between valene nuleons above

the inert ore.
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Few nuleon on�gurations

A few nuleons outside of a shell losure, the independent partile model an be

extended to provide an adequate desription of the low-energy states within a nuleus.

The simpli�ed idea of the nuleus as onsisting of valene nuleons oupying single-

partile states above an inert ore of losed shells provides a basis for interpreting

the struture solely in terms of the interations among valene partiles. However,

with more than one valene partile, it is important to onsider the residual nuleon-

nuleon interation, whih largely determines the observed struture of few-nuleon

systems.

Two nuleons oupying orbitals with quantum number n1l1j1 and n2l2j2 an

ouple, in the most general ase, to produe a multiplet of states with |j1− j2| ≤ J ≤

|j1 + j2|. If the nuleons are idential and oupy the same orbital, the requirement

of an antisymmetri wavefuntion limits J to values from 0 to (2j-1), and without

a residual nuleon-nuleon interation, all J states in a multiplet are expeted to be

degenerate in energy. Under the e�et of a residual interation, V12, this degeneray

is broken, and eah state J experienes an energy shift ∆E(j1j2J), given by [19℄:

∆E(j1j2J) =
1√

2J + 1
< j1j2J ||V12||j1j2J >, (1.8)

where the double-bar indiates summation over all M states.

The exat form of the residual nuleon-nuleon interation, V12, is not known,

although it is expeted to have a strong attrative short-range omponent, as well

as a long-range omponent whih is of partiular importane in produing olletive

nulear properties [19℄. One example of a ommonly used interation is the so-alled

`pairing plus quadrupole' interation, whih takes the following form:

Vppq = Vpair + κr2
1r

2
2P2(cos θ), (1.9)
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where θ represent the angle between the radius vetors to eah partile (~r1 and ~r2),

and κ represents the strength of the quadrupole interation. Vpair represents the

short-range attrative pairing interation, while the quadrupole omponent is a �rst

approximation to the long-range omponent. An even simpler approximation for the

residual nuleon-nuleon interation is a simple delta-funtion interation, whih only

represents the short-range interation and has been shown to reprodue many of the

results from more realisti interations. The relative spaing of states within proton-

proton (p-p) or neutron-neutron (n-n) multiplets, for example, an be well-desribed

by assuming a delta-funtion residual interation. Taking the form of the residual

interation to be V12 = V0δ(~r1 − ~r2), where ~r1 and ~r2 are the radial oordinates of

the two nuleons, and V0 is the strength of the interation, Eqn. 1.8 beomes [19℄:

∆E(j1j2J) = −V0FR(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)







j1 j2 J

1
2

−1
2 0







2

if l1 + l2 − J even

= 0 if l1 + l2 − J odd, (1.10)

where FR is a funtion of the radial oordinates (i.e. n1l1n2l2) only. Thus, only half

of the states in a given p-p or n-n multiplet will be shifted under the in�uene of a

delta-funtion residual interation. Further information an be gained by onsidering

that the isospin portion of the nulear wavefuntion for a p-p/n-n on�guration is

symmetri (T=1), whih means that the Pauli priniple requires the wavefuntion

to be antisymmetri in either spin or spae. A symmetri spin on�guration S=1

thus requires the spatial wavefuntion to be antisymmetri. However, a delta-funtion

interation between two nuleons vanishes if ~r1 6= ~r2, and so will not alter the energy

of states with S=1, and will only a�et S=0 states. Given that only half of the states

of a p-p or n-n multiplet will be a�eted by a delta-funtion residual interation, as

indiated from Eqn. 1.10, a general rule arises desribing the splitting of energy levels

in p-p and n-n multiplets. If the parity is positive, even J value are lowered in energy,
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with the extreme J value (Jmin = |j1 − j2| or Jmax = |j1 + j2|) lowered the most,

while for negative parity, odd J values are lowered. If j1 = j2, as in the ase of even-

even nulei, the parity of the expeted states is positive, and this interation results

in a dramati lowering of the 0+ state. This interation is, in fat, the underlying

explanation in this model for the fat that even-even nulei have 0+ ground states [19℄.

The residual interation in p-p/n-n multiplets is restrited to T=1 interations,

whih simpli�es the possible e�ets of the residual interation on the relative spaing

of states in a multiplet. Proton-neutron (p-n) multiplets however an also inlude

T=0 interations, whih have been observed to be stronger than the T=1 intera-

tions [19℄. Thus, a di�erent approah is more appropriate for desribing the energy

splitting of states within a p-n multiplet under the e�et of the nuleon-nuleon resid-

ual interation. Insight into the e�et of a residual interation on the relative ordering

of low-lying levels in few nuleon systems an be gained by onsidering a multipole

deomposition of the interation. Any interation that depends on the separation be-

tween two partiles, as the residual interation is expeted to, an be expanded in

terms of multipoles [19℄. Suh a deomposition allows, among other important re-

sults, the derivation of the paraboli rule [21℄ to desribe the energies of states in two

partile p-n multiplets.

Within a deomposition, eah multipole, k has an angular dependene, Pk(cos θ),

where Pk(x) are the Legendre polynomials, and θ is the angle between the angular

momentum vetors for eah partile, as shown in Fig. 1.4, and given by the following:

cos θ =
J(J + 1) − j1(j1 + 1) − j2(j2 + 1)

2
√

j1(j1 + 1)j2(j2 + 1)
. (1.11)

The monopole omponent, k=0, is onstant, and thus a�ets all states equally, sim-

ply giving an overall energy shift to the entire multiplet of states. This monopole

interation is in fat the same e�et disussed previously in Setion 1.1.1.

The quadrupole omponent, k=2, is proportional to P2(cos θ) = 1
2(3 cos2 θ), and is
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θ

Figure 1.4: Shemati representation of the oupling of two nuleon angular momenta

(j1, j2) values in a geometri representation to a �nal J , and the de�nition of the

angle θ between them.

maximized for θ = 0◦ and 180◦, whih orresponds to the alignment or antialignment

of the angular momentum vetors of the two onstituent partiles. Thus, the attrative

partile-partile quadrupole interation lowers the energies of extreme J values the

most, and raises intermediate spins. The J dependene on the energy splitting between

states in a given p-n multiplet is given by the following expression [19℄, whih arises

from the P2(cos θ) proportionality of the k=2 multipole ombined with Eqn. 1.11 for

the angle θ:

∆E(j1j2J) ∝

[J(J + 1) − j1(j1 + 1) − j2(j2 + 1)]2

4j1(j1 + 1)j2(j2 + 1)

∝ A[J(J + 1)]2 + BJ(J + 1) + C, (1.12)

where A, B and C are independent of J . This relationship takes the form of a parabola

in J(J + 1), and despite the omission of higher multipoles of the residual interation,

has been shown to provide a good �rst approximation to experimental data. Figure 1.5

illustrates the paraboli rule applied to the proton-neutron (πg1
7/2

νh1
11/2

) multiplet

in 122Sb, and the proton-neutron hole (πf1
7/2

νf−1
7/2

) multiplet in 48S. The multiplet
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Figure 1.5: Examples of the qualitative suess of the paraboli rule desribing the

level ordering of p-n multiplets. (a) illustrates the p-n partile-partile parabola in
122Sb [22℄, while (b) illustrates the p-n partile-hole parabola in 48S [23℄. Dots rep-

resent experimentally measured energies, while the solid line is a best �t parabola.

under onsideration in the ase of 48S is atually a partile-hole p-n multiplet. The

residual interation in this ase is repulsive, and thus the extreme J values orre-

sponding to high p-n overlap are pushed higher in energy, while the intermediate

spins are lowered.

Moving beyond the ase of two valene partiles, within the single-partile model

it an be assumed that nuleons in a partially �lled single-partile orbital will pair to

Jπ=0+ where possible [19℄. Under this assumption the low-lying states of any nuleus

near a losed shell an be interpreted, in the independent partile model, as arising

from either a single valene nuleon on�guration, or a p-n multiplet outside a ore

of fully paired nuleons.

1.2.2 Colletive strutures and nulear deformation

The desription of nulei that are more than a few nuleons away from losed shell on-

�gurations beomes progressively less pratial purely within the shell model frame-

work. These alulations rapidly beome intratable for mid-shell nulei due to the
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large numbers of valene nuleons. Additionally, the simpli�ations made by assum-

ing inert losed shell ores beome less appropriate. Signi�antly more omplex ex-

itations develop in these nulei, whih are better desribed in a more marosopi

framework [19℄.

Colletive interations between nuleons typially lead to quadrupole (oblate or

prolate) deformation of the overall shapes of mid-shell nulei. The extent of defor-

mation is denoted by a quadrupole deformation parameter, β2. β2 = 0 in the ase of

spherial nulei, while this deformation parameter takes on positive values for pro-

late deformations, and negative values for oblate deformation. Models whih attempt

to desribe deformation of the nulear shape, suh as the Nilsson model, provide a

framework in whih to understand the strutures of suh deformed mid-shell nulei.

The Nilsson model is, in many ways, similar to the spherial shell model disussed

earlier, but follows the variation of the energies of the spherial shell-model orbitals in

a deformed nulear potential � it is the single-partile model appliable to deformed

nulei [19℄.

While the previous setions have disussed a theoretial framework for under-

standing the struture of nulei near shell losures, the shell-model framework re-

quires knowledge of the loation of shell losures, and the ordering of single-partile

states. The following setion disusses some of the experimental observables whih

an provide suh information.

1.3 Experimental observation of shell losures and

nulear struture

One of the most ritial piees of information needed to allow development of nulear

struture models and theory is the loation of shell and subshell losures aross the

nulear landsape. As disussed previously, the loation of shell losures is not stati

aross the nulear hart, and an ongoing experimental fous in nulear physis is to
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loate these shell losures in previously unknown nulei, and trak the migration of

single-partile orbitals whih lead to this dynami shell struture.

A number of experimental observables are sensitive to the presene of shell losures

aross the nulear landsape. Nulear masses and binding energies provide the most

fundamental mapping of strutural evolution aross the nulear landsape. Changes

in the trends of neutron-separation energies aross isotopi hains, for example, an

indiate the presene of neutron shell losures, or the development of deformation,

depending on the nature of the observed hange. Ground state nulear moments are

also good indiators of shell losures. The nulear quadrupole moment provides a

measure of the nulear harge distribution, and thus the nulear shape. Near losed

shells, nulei are expeted to be spherial, and ground state quadrupole moments

should be small. Away from shell losures, nulei may be axially deformed, and have

large magnitude quadrupole moments. Another indiator for shell losures omes from

the exited states of nulei. Certain harateristis of exited state on�gurations are

expeted near losed shells, and suh states an be used to identify shell losures,

when ompared with the systemati behavior in neighboring nulei. The properties of

the �rst 2+ exited state in even-even nulei, for instane, are sensitive to the presene

of shell losures, as is disussed in the following setion.

1.3.1 E(2+
1 ) and B(E2 : 2+

1 → 0+
1 ) in even-even nulei

Aross the nulear landsape, there are ertain pervasive strutural patterns that

emerge � the near-spherial shape of nulei near losed shells and the dominane of

quadrupole olletive nuleon exitations near midshell, for instane. Thus, experi-

mental quantities that are related to the amount of quadrupole olletivity an be

good probes of nuleon shell losures. One suh measure of quadrupole olletivity in

even-even nulei is the energy of the �rst 2+ exited state, E(2+
1 ). The �rst 2+ exited

state in an even-even nuleus is understood as arising from the breaking of a pair of

nuleons and exitation of one nuleon of the pair into a higher-lying level. At losed
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Figure 1.6: Behavior of E(2+
1 ) aross isotopi hains. Data were taken from Ref. [25℄.

Solid lines onnet isotopi hains. The trend of inreased values of E(2+
1 ) near neu-

tron losed shells is very lear; a similar trend is seen for E(2+
1 ) along isotoni hains

for losed proton shells. The same magi numbers seen in the variation of the neutron

separation energies in Fig. 1.1 are apparent.

shells there is an observed peak in E(2+
1 ) relative to neighboring nulei. This re�ets

the fat that the energy required to break a pair of nuleons and promote one aross

a shell gap would be signi�ant, while away from the shell losures, multi-state mix-

ing lowers the olletive quadrupole states [24℄. Marosopially the urvature of the

potential energy surfae is lessened, deformation requires less energy, and the energy

of the �rst 2+ state is redued. Thus, the value of E(2+
1 ) in even-even nulei, relative

to the neighboring even-even nulei is a good indiator of nulear shell struture and

shell losures. Figure 1.6 illustrates the systemati variation of E(2+
1 ) for even-even

nulei aross the nulear hart, and the appearane of the harateristi peaks in this

quantity at losed shells.

Based on the observed trends in the energy of the �rst 2+ state in even-even

nulei, Grodzins [26, 27℄ derived an empirial relation some time ago between E(2+
1 )
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and the quadrupole deformation parameter β2:

E(2+
1 ) =

1225

A7/3β2
MeV. (1.13)

At losed shells, E(2+
1 ) values are high, and aording to Eqn. 1.13, β2 is small, indi-

ating the near-spherial nature of magi nulei. Moving away from losed shells, β2

inreases as E(2+
1 ) drops, representative of the inreasing olletivity and developing

deformation of mid-shell nulei.

A related indiator of quadrupole olletivity, and hene shell losures, in the

nulear hart is the redued transition matrix element for the E2 transition between

the �rst 2+ exited state and the 0+ ground state in even-even nulei, B(E2 : 2+
1 →

0+
1 ). With an inverse relation to the energy of the �rst exited 2+ state aording

to the Grodzins rule [26℄, the B(E2 : 2+
1 → 0+

1 ) value peaks near midshell, and

reahes minimum values near losed shells. These two quantities, E(2+
1 ) and B(E2 :

2+
1 → 0+

1 ) are among the most readily aessible in nulei far from stability. Trends

observed in these two independently measured values have served as indiators for

shell losures at the far reahes of the nulear hart (e.g. [13, 14,28℄).

1.3.2 Traking single-partile energies and the extreme single-

partile model

Traking the evolution of nuleon single-partile energies requires more information

than simply the loation of shell gaps in the nulear hart. It is desirable to have a

measure of the hanging single-partile energies between losed shells. This involves

not only identifying states within a nuleus, but also determining the nuleon on�gu-

rations that ontribute to these states. Eluidation of the ontributing on�gurations

permits a better appreiation of the shifting single-partile energies that lead to the

observed nulear struture.

One method to obtain information on the wavefuntions ontributing to nulear
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states is analysis of nuleon transfer reations. Stripping reations and the inverse,

nuleon pikup reations, are diret reations whih are onstrained to the nulear

surfae, and thus exite spei� and limited nuleon degrees of freedom. The ross-

setions for suh reations are dominated by the wavefuntions of the transferred nu-

leons [29℄. This property makes single-partile transfer reations uniquely powerful in

haraterizing the single-partile harater of a nulear state. Cross-setion measure-

ments an be ompared to expetations assuming single-partile on�gurations, and

experimental spetrosopi fators an be extrated [30℄. These spetrosopi fators

provide a measure of the single-partile harater of nulear states, as was mentioned

above in the ase of 209Pb (see Fig. 1.3).

While other tehniques, inluding β deay, do not provide aess diretly to the

wavefuntions of nulear states, information regarding parentage of states an be a-

essed indiretly by taking advantage of the preditions of the single-partile shell

model. Within the framework of this model the spin and parity of the ground state

should be representative of the single-partile orbital oupied by the last unpaired

nuleon(s). The extreme single-partile model an be extended and predits ertain

multiplet on�gurations orresponding to spei� ombinations of single-partile lev-

els for nulei with two unpaired nuleons. The spin, parity and relative energy of

low-lying nulear states an provide guidane for assignment of states as probable

members of spei� multiplets, and thus insight into the on�guration leading to the

states. While these inferenes are not as robust as the spetrosopi fators from

transfer reations, suh interpretations an serve as �rst steps in understanding the

underlying nulear struture, and relative single-partile energies. It is possible, in

this way, to qualitatively trak the relative ordering of single-partile orbitals. Lid-

dik et al. [31℄ relied on suh qualitative observations in the region of N=34, and

gained insight into the π1f7/2-ν1f5/2 monopole migration.
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1.4 Re-ordering of single-partile states in

neutron-rih fp shell nulei

The previous setions have disussed the general usefulness of the shell model in

desribing the struture of the atomi nuleus, as well as the nuleon-nuleon fores

whih are believed to drive the evolution of this struture aross the nulear hart.

Spei� regions of evolving struture within the fp shell are highlighted in this setion.

1.4.1 N=32 and N=34 subshell losures

As disussed in Setion 1.1.1, the proton-neutron tensor monopole interation has a

strong in�uene on evolving shell struture aross the nulear landsape. One region

mentioned previously is that near Z=20 and N=34. The monopole interation in this

region is that between the 1f5/2 (l−1/2) neutron orbital and the 1f7/2 (l+1/2) proton

orbital. The low-energy strutures of neutron-rih nulei with neutrons oupying the

1f7/2, 2p3/2, 2p1/2 and 1f5/2 orbitals are strongly in�uened by the oupation of the

proton 1f7/2 orbital, as illustrated in Figure 1.7. With inreasing π1f7/2 oupany in

moving from 20Ca to 28Ni, the energy of the 5/2
− level, whih has a large ontribution

from the ν1f5/2 orbital, drops, moving muh loser to the 3/2− (ν2p3/2) ground state.

Along with the sizeable spin-orbit splitting between the ν2p3/2 and ν2p1/2 states,

the monopole migration of the ν1f5/2 orbital suggests that, for nulei with low ou-

pany of the π1f7/2 orbital, e.g., the 20Ca, 22Ti and 24Cr isotopes, there is a su�ient

gap in energy between the ν2p3/2 and ν2p1/2 states to produe an N=32 subshell

losure. This expetation has been borne out experimentally in the 20Ca [11, 12℄,

22Ti [13℄ and 24Cr [14℄ isotopes in the systemati variation of the E(2+
1 ) as a fun-

tion of neutron number, shown in Fig. 1.8(a). The rise in E(2+
1 ) at N=32 relative

to the nearest even-even neighbors for the even-even Ca, Ti and Cr isotopes is lear.

Further support for the N=32 subshell losure below Z=28 omes from the small

B(E2 : 2+
1 →0

+
1 ) transition probabilities measured for 54

22Ti32 [28℄ and 56
24Cr32 [32℄ [see
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Fig. 1.8(b)℄. The high-spin strutures of 50,52,54Ti [13℄ are also indiative of a sizeable

N=32 gap. The separation between the 6
+
1 and the losely spae 8

+
1 , 9

+
1 and 10

+
1

levels in 54Ti has been interpreted as an indiation of the substantial ost to promote

a ν2p3/2 neutron aross the N=32 gap to either of the ν2p1/2 or ν1f5/2 orbitals [13℄.

The experimentally-on�rmed N=32 subshell losure has been well-reprodued by

shell-model alulations in the fp shell using several e�etive interations [33�35℄. Be-

yond N=32, the GXPF1 interation [33℄ further predits a subshell losure at N=34

for the 20Ca and 22Ti isotopes, arising from the ontinued upward monopole shift

of the ν1f5/2 orbital [33℄. Experimental evidene, however, is inonsistent with the

predition of N=34 as a subshell losure in the 22Ti isotopes. Measurement of E(2+
1 )

for 56Ti34 by Liddik et al. [36℄ plaed the �rst 2+ level at 1127 keV, nearly 400 keV

drop lower than the E(2+
1 )=1495 keV observed for 54Ti32 [13℄ [see Fig. 1.8(b)℄. This

result, at odds with the expetation of a N=34 subshell losure for the 22Ti isotopes,

spurred the development of the new GXPF1A e�etive shell model interation [34℄.

To improve the desription of the low-energy struture of 56Ti, �ve of the two-body
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matrix elements were altered to redue the strength of the monopole interation in nu-

lei with N>32. These modi�ations produed an e�etive interation that provides

improved agreement with experimental data for isotopes in the region, and ontinues

to predit a N=34 subshell losure for the 20Ca isotopes, whih have no protons in the

π1f7/2 orbital and thus a maximum separation between the ν1f5/2 and π1f7/2 [34℄.

The most diret method of addressing the possible N=34 subshell losure in the Ca

isotopes would be to measure E(2+
1 ) for 54

20Ca34 diretly. Low prodution yields have

kept suh a measurement elusively out of reah at the present time.

1.4.2 N=40 shell losure and intrusion of the neutron 1g9/2

orbital

Aording to the shell model orbital ordering shown in Fig.1.2(), the 1g9/2 single-

partile orbital is well-separated from the 1g7/2, 2d5/2, and other higher-energy or-

bitals, giving rise to a well-established N ,Z=50 shell losure. A less pronouned shell

losure at N ,Z=40, arising from an energy separation between the 1g9/2 orbital and

the lower-lying fp shell levels is also expeted within the simple spherial shell-model

framework.

Near N∼Z however, there is little evidene of the suggested magiity at N or

Z=40. The self-onjugate nuleus 80
40Zr40, for example, shows no evidene of magiity,

as it has a rotational-like yrast struture [37℄, and a large quadrupole deformation,

β2=0.39 [38℄, suggestive of a highly olletive struture. This struture is similar to

that of 76
38Sr38, whih again has a rotational-like yrast struture, and a large quadru-

pole deformation, with β2 >0.4 [39℄. The dominane of a deformed struture rather

than the expeted spherial `doubly-magi' struture of 80
40Zr40 is explained by the

shape-polarizing e�et of a well-stabilized deformed shell gap at N,Z=38 [40℄. At

large prolate deformation (β2 ≃ 0.4) a signi�ant gap forms at N=38 between Nils-

son orbitals arising from the 1g9/2 orbital. Energetially, unless stabilized by a large
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spherial shell gap (for instane at N,Z = 28 or 50), it is preferential for a nuleus

to assume a quadrupole deformation and oupy the loal energy minimum at nu-

leon number 38. These deformed shell gaps strongly stabilize the highly deformed

N=Z=38 76Sr ore, and lead to a situation in whih the 80Zr deformed on�gura-

tion is more stable than the spherial on�guration, even with a subshell losure at

N,Z=40. The stability of the deformed 76Sr ore is also believed to be responsible

for the partile stability of the proton-rih nuleus 77
39Y38 [41℄.

Exept for the olletivity at N ∼ Z, the expeted shell gap at nuleon number

40 is evident for both protons and neutrons in the neutron-rih nulei. Figure 1.9(a)

shows E(2
+
1 ) for the neutron-rih 40Zr isotopes relative to their nearest neighbor even-

even isotones over a range of neutron numbers from N=50 to N=58. 90Zr50,
96Zr56

and 98Zr58 all show evidene of an inrease in E(2
+
1 ) relative to the nearest isotoni

even-even neighbours, supporting the presene of a Z=40 subshell gap. However, this

quasi-magi gap is eroded with the addition of neutrons beyond N=58, due to the

attrative monopole interation between ν1g7/2 neutrons and π1g9/2 protons [15℄.

The bulk of evidene for the expeted N=40 subshell gap omes from studies

of 68
28Ni40 and its nearest-neighboring isotopes. As is shown in Figure 1.9(b), the

energy of the �rst 2+ state in 68Ni is 2.033 MeV [45℄, signi�antly higher than in the

neighboring 66Ni and 70Ni isotopes, providing an experimental signature indiative of

a subshell losure at neutron number N=40. Further evidene for the N=40 subshell

losure in the Ni isotopes omes from the E(4
+
1 )/E(2

+
1 ) ratio, whih reahes a loal

minimum at 68Ni, and the low transition probability [46,47℄ for exitation to the �rst

exited 2+ state.

While in the Ni isotopes there are numerous indiators for the goodness of the

N=40 subshell losure, with the addition or removal of protons away from the magi

number Z=28, the N=40 losure is rapidly washed out. Figure 1.9(b) shows the

systematis of E(2
+
1 ) for the even-Z 24Cr through 32Ge isotopi hains surrounding

N=40. The E(2
+
1 ) values for the 24Cr, 26Fe, 30Zn and 32Ge isotopes all derease with
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inreasing neutron number, even through N=40. Deformation of the ground state

is well-known in the ase of the higher-Z 32Ge isotopes. As disussed by Leenhardt

et al. [48℄, systematis of B(E2: 2
+
1 →0

+
1 ) support the trends seen in E(2

+
1 ), and

suggest that the 30Zn isotopes are a transitional region between the spherial 28Ni

isotopes and the well-deformed 32Ge isotopes.

Colletivity has also been observed to develop near N=40 for the isotopes below

Z=28. Hannawald et al. [42℄ identi�ed the �rst 2+ state in 66Fe40 at E(2
+
1 )=573 keV

following β deay from 66Mn. This low exitation energy was taken to be an indiation

of olletivity near the ground state, and a quadrupole deformation parameter of

β2=0.26 was obtained from the Grodzins relation [26℄. A reent measurement has

extended the data for the 26Fe isotopes past N=40, identifying the �rst exited state

in 68Fe42 at 517 keV in a 2p knokout reation [43℄. This is the most neutron-rih Fe

isotope studied, and shows that the dereasing trend of E(2
+
1 ) for the 26Fe isotopes

ontinues past N=40.

The systemati derease of E(2
+
1 ) is even more pronouned in the 24Cr isotopes

[see Fig. 1.9(b)℄. The low E(2
+
1 ) values in

60Cr36 and 62Cr38 are indiative of defor-

mation, leading to dedued values of β2=0.27 and 0.31 respetively [44℄. Deformation

is also suggested by the reported large quadrupole deformation lengths for 60,62Cr

obtained in the analysis of proton inelasti sattering [49,50℄. While data are not yet

available for the low-energy struture of 64Cr40, the trend of lowering E(2
+
1 ) values

is predited [51℄ to ontinue at and beyond N=40, as observed already in the 26Fe

isotopes.

Understanding the origin of olletivity, whih apparently develops in the region

of N=40 in nulei above and below Z=28, requires a knowledge of the interations

at work. The strength of the N=40 subshell losure is dependent on the energy

separation between the 1f5/2,2p1/2 neutron orbitals and the higher-lying 1g9/2 orbital.

The strong repulsive monopole p-n interation between protons in the π1f7/2 (l+1/2)

orbit and neutrons in the ν1g9/2 (l + 1/2) orbit dereases with the removal of π1f7/2
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protons (Z<28), as does the attrative π1f7/2 (l+1/2) - ν1f5/2 (l−1/2) interation,

whih auses a narrowing of the ν1g9/2-ν1f5/2 energy separation. This e�etively

weakens the N=40 subshell losure, whih may only manifest itself in 68Ni due to

reinforement by the spherial Z=28 losed shell [52℄.

In addition to the weakening of the spherial N=40 subshell losure by the

monopole interation, the �rst two Nilsson substates of the ν1g9/2 orbital are steeply

downsloping in energy with inreasing quadrupole deformation, as is shown in Fig. 1.10.

The redued energy gap at N=40 is insu�ient to maintain the nuleus in a spherial

on�guration [48℄, as oupation of the deformed levels is energetially preferential,

and olletive deformed ground states develop, further eroding the N=40 subshell

losure. Thus, the 1g9/2 neutron orbital plays a strong role in determining olletiv-

ity near N=40, as its approah to the Fermi surfae permits development of ground

states with signi�ant quadrupole deformation. The derease in energy of 9/2+ states

in odd-A Cr isotopes approahing N=40 [53�55℄ o�ers further evidene of the 1g9/2

orbital approahing the Fermi surfae.

Considering Figure 1.9(b) in more detail, the derease in E(2
+
1 ) suggests an onset

of deformation in the 24Cr isotopes beginning at N=36, while in the 26Fe isotopes,

suh evidene for deformation �rst appears at N=38. The point at whih olletivity

sets in in this region will add to the understanding the e�et of the neutron 1g9/2

orbital on the struture of nulei at the extremes of the fp shell. The neutron-rih

24Cr and 26Fe isotopes have been investigated, but sant data are available for the

neighbouring odd-Z 25Mn isotopes near to N=40. An understanding of the onset of

deformation for the 25Mn isotopes would ontribute signi�antly to the understanding

of the evolving struture in the region near N=40.
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1.5 Motivation for the measurement

The motivation for the present study was to more fully understand the evolution of

the single partile energies in the neutron-rih nulei of the fp shell. Within the fp

shell, and at its upper and lower borders, the evidene of evolving single-partile level

ordering has been desribed. Further experimental data are required to onstrain

nulear theory, and help in the development of ross-shell interations, whih are

believed to be ritial for the desription of nulei on the border of major shells.

Near N=32,34, β deay of the
53,54

20Ca isotopes was investigated to gain insight

into the low-energy strutures of the daughter
53,54

21S isotopes. Isomeri deay of

states in 54,56S provided additional information for these isotopes. The odd-Z 21S

nulei are nulei with a few nuleons more than a losed shell, and, as disussed

previously, the low-energy level shemes an be desribed in terms of proton-neutron

multiplets. Within this simple framework, insight into the neutron on�gurations in

the S isotopes an be gained. An improved understanding of the situation in the

21S isotopes may shed light on the ase of the 20Ca isotopes, and the open question

of a N=34 subshell losure at 54Ca.

At higher Z, the onset of deformation for nulei with Z <28 approahing N=40

is also interesting. As disussed, 26Fe and 24Cr isotopes have been well studied, but

the loation of the onset of deformation for the intermediate 25Mn isotopes is not

lear. While extensive level shemes up to high-spin have been dedued for the lighter

57−60
25Mn isotopes [56℄, no level strutures are available for Mn isotopes with N>38.

In-beam γ rays have been reently observed for neutron-rih 59−63Mn produed by

multinuleon transfer between a 70Zn projetile and a 238U target [57℄. For the most

neutron-rih 63Mn only a single γ ray was assigned. Five γ rays were assigned to

62Mn, ompleting the low-energy level sheme proposed previously from β deay [58℄,

a struture whih is ompliated by the presene of two β-deaying states. γ rays

have been assigned from both β deay [59℄ and in-beam work [57℄ in the ase of
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61Mn. Transitions identi�ed in the former β deay by Sorlin et al. were not plaed in

a level sheme, while only yrast states have been identi�ed in the latter in-beam work.

The present work studied the β deay of 61Cr to states in 61Mn to produe a more

omplete level sheme for this nuleus. Comparison with shell model alulations in

di�erent valene spaes were found to provide insight into the onset of olletivity, and

the monopole migration of the deformation induing ν1g9/2 orbital with dereasing

oupany of the π1f7/2 orbital.

The low-energy isomeri struture of 50
19K31 was also studied, and provided insight

into the evolution of the proton single partile 1d3/2 and 1s1/2 states just below the

fp shell. The insight gained in this region of the nulear hart does not larify urrent

open questions, but rather adds to mounting evidene for strutural evolution outside

the preditions of urrent theoretial treatments.

1.6 Organization of Dissertation

An introdution to the onepts of nulear shell struture and the need for studying

neutron-rih nulei was presented in this hapter, inluding the motivation for the

present measurement. The priniples of the measurement tehniques of β and γ deay

are presented in Chapter 2, as well as an explanation of how they pertain to nulear

struture. Details of the experimental setup are presented in Chapter 3, inluding a

desription of the detetors. The results for the low-energy level strutures of 50K,

53,54,56S and 61Mn are presented in Chapter 4, and the impliations of these results

disussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 inludes a summary of this work, and a disussion

of the possibilities for future studies using both β deay and other omplementary

tehniques.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Tehniques

β-delayed γ-ray spetrosopy is a powerful method to probe the struture of the

most exoti nulei, inluding short-lived nulei near the driplines. A highly sensitive

tehnique, β deay itself an provide valuable information on half-lives, deay Q

values, and branhing information, even in ases with very few events. The branhing

of the β-deay proess populates states in a daughter nuleus seletively, based on the

relative angular momenta and parities of the parent and daughter states. The exited

states populated in a daughter nuleus most often de-exite by the emission of γ rays.

The energy of the emitted γ rays provides information on the exitation energy of the

states populated in the β deay, another key observable in nulear struture studies.

This hapter details the relevant proesses of β and γ deay, and outlines how their

ombined use permits aess to details of the struture of exoti nulei.

2.1 β deay

β deay, in the most qualitative sense, desribes the proess of the onversion of a

proton in the nuleus into a neutron, or vie versa. During this proess, the atomi

number (Z) and neutron number (N) of the nuleus is hanged, but the mass number

(A) remains the same. Thus, β deay moves nulei along isobari hains towards
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stability. One of the earliest observed radioative deay modes, β deay is governed

by the weak fore, and enompasses three distint deay proesses:

β− : A
ZXN → A

Z+1 Y +
N−1 + β− + ν + Qβ , (2.1)

β+ : A
ZXN → A

Z−1 Y −
N+1 + β+ + ν + Qβ , and (2.2)

Eletron Capture : A
Z XN + e− →A

Z−1 Y −
N+1 + ν + Qβ , (2.3)

where e− is an orbital eletron, β± is a beta partile, ν is a neutrino, ν is an anti-

neutrino, and Qβ represents the harateristi amount of energy released for a given

β deay proess [3℄. The energy released, Qβ , must be greater than zero for β deay

to our. On the neutron-rih side of stability β− deays our, driving nulei towards

stability along an isobari hain by onverting neutrons to protons within the nuleus.

On the neutron-de�ient side of the line of stability, both β+ and eletron apture

proesses an our, though β+ is only observed in nulei with a su�iently large Qβ ,

due to a 1.022 MeV threshold for the reation of an e−-β+ pair.

Eletron apture is the proess in whih an orbital eletron is aptured by the nu-

leus, and ombines with a bound proton to ahieve the transformation of a nuleus

A
ZXN into

A
Z−1 YN+1. The Qβ for eletron apture is given by QEC = [m(AZXN ) −

m( A
Z−1 YN+1)]c

2 − Bn, where Bn is the binding energy of the aptured n-shell ele-

tron [3℄. Only one partile, a neutrino, is emitted in the eletron aptures proess. Due

to the extremely small neutrino mass, and the fat that neutrinos have no harge, it

is nearly impossible to observe this partile diretly. Thus, eletron apture proesses

are typially observed by monitoring seondary radiation. The aptured eletron is

most often an inner shell (i.e. K or L shell) eletron, and its apture during the de-

ay proess reates a vaany, whih is �lled by eletrons from higher shells. These

downward transitions result in emission of harateristi X rays or Auger eletrons,

whih an provide a signature for the eletron apture proess.

The other possibility for neutron-de�ient nulei to move towards stability along
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an isobari hain is β+ deay. The Qβ value for β+ deay is given by Qβ+ =

[m(AZXN )−m( A
Z−1 YN+1)−2me]c

2, and thus there is an energy threshold for β+ de-

ay, requiring an atomi mass di�erene of at least two eletron rest masses, 1.022 MeV,

between the parent and daughter speies. As was the ase in eletron apture, a neu-

trino is emitted during the deay, but a seond partile, a β+, is also emitted. It is

very di�ult to detet the neutrino, but it is possible to detet the β+, either diretly,

through its interation with atomi eletrons in a detetion medium, or by detetion

of the two 511-keV γ rays whih result when the positron thermalizes and annihilates

with an eletron.

On the neutron-rih side of stability, the relevant β-deay proess is β− deay.

The Qβ value for this deay is the simplest ase, given by the di�erene in the atomi

masses of the parent and daughter, Qβ− = [m(AZXN )−m( A
Z+1 YN−1)]c

2. As was the

ase in β+ deay, this proess involves emission of two partiles, an anti-neutrino and

a high-energy eletron or β− partile. The β− an be deteted diretly through its

interation with atomi eletrons in the detetion medium. It is this deay mode that

is of interest in the present study of neutron-rih nulei.

2.1.1 β-deay half-lives

One of the most fundamental quantities desribing a β-deay proess is the rate at

whih the deay ours. β deay is governed by �rst-order rate law, and the number

of nulei, N , in a sample at a time t is given by:

N(t) = N0e
−λt, (2.4)

where N0 is the number of nulei originally in the sample, and λ is the deay onstant

harateristi of the deay. Physially, λ represents the probability per unit time for

the deay of a given nuleus [3℄. The deay onstant, λ, is losely related to the more
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often quoted half-life, T1/2 as:

T1/2 =
ln(2)

λ
. (2.5)

The half-life orresponds to the average time required for half of the nulei in a

sample to deay. Governed by the weak interation, the half-life of β-deay proesses

ranges from a few milliseonds to seonds or even longer. The longest-lived β-deaying

nulei have half-lives in exess of 1018 years. The half-life of a β-deay proess depends

strongly on the energy of the deay proesses, and di�erenes (i.e. spin and parity)

between the parent initial state and the �nal state in the daughter. The dependene

on the initial and �nal state strutures an be qualitatively understood, and relates to

the seletion rules for β deay, whih are disussed in Setion 2.1.3. The next setion

addresses the proess of β-delayed neutron emission, a deay mode whih an be a

signi�ant part of the deay of neutron-rih nulei.

2.1.2 β-delayed neutron emission

Neutron emission is a deay proess involving diret emission of a neutron from a

nuleus aording to the following equation:

A
ZXN →A−1

Z XN−1 + n + Qn, (2.6)

where Qn represents the mass-energy di�erene between the initial and �nal states.

When the daughter nuleus,
A−1

ZXN−1, is left in its ground state, Qn = -Sn, where Sn

is the neutron separation energy, a measure of how muh energy is required to remove

a neutron from a given nuleus, as disussed in Chapter 1 (see Eqn. 1.1). In general

the neutron separation energy beomes lower with the addition of neutrons along an

isotopi hain. Thus, for the most neutron-rih nulei, neutron separation energies are

quite low, and in fat when the separation energy reahes zero, the nuleus is said to

be at the neutron dripline. Not being subjet to the Coulomb fore, and thus without

a Coulomb barrier, the last neutron is simply not on�ned within a nuleus at the
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neutron dripline.

While the ground state of a β-deay daughter nuleus may be bound with respet

to neutron emission (i.e. Sn > 0), there are many ases in β− deay in whih the deay

populates states in the daughter whih are above the neutron separation energy, or

neutron threshold. When this ours, the emission of a neutron from the exited state

of the daughter an proeed rapidly, as neutron emission is mediated by the strong

fore and ompetes favorably with γ-ray emission mediated by the eletromagneti

interation. Following neutron emission, exited states in the βn daughter may be

populated, and further de-exite through emission of γ radiation harateristi of

that nuleus. It is possible to identify β-delayed neutron emission in the deay of

neutron-rih nulei through the detetion of these harateristi γ rays.

2.1.3 Seletion rules and logft

β− deay involves the emission of two partiles, a β−, or high energy eletron, and an

anti-neutrino. These emitted partiles are leptons with intrinsi spin S=1/2, and an

arry additional orbital angular momentum. If the spins of the two emitted partiles

are antiparallel, they are oupled to Sβ=0, and the system undergoes what is alled

Fermi deay [3℄. The other possibility, that the spins of the eletron and neutrino

are aligned parallel, oupling to Sβ=1, is alled Gamow-Teller deay. The orientation

of the eletron and anti-neutrino spins provides the �rst lassi�ation of β deay �

whether the eletron and/or neutrino arry additional angular momentum further

divides the β-deay proess.

The so-alled allowed β deay desribes the situation in whih the eletron and

neutrino arry no orbital angular momentum (l=0). With Sβ=0, an allowed Fermi

deay has no hange in the nulear spin, ∆J = |Ji - Jf | = 0. Additionally, with l=0,

there is no hange in parity between the initial and �nal states, π = (-1)l in this

ase. Sβ=1 for allowed Gamow-Teller deays, and one unit of angular momentum

is arried by the eletron and neutrino, even with zero additional units of orbital
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Table 2.1: β deay seletion rules for allowed and forbidden transitions. Table adapted

from Ref. [4℄.

Transition Type ∆π ∆l ∆J logft

Superallowed No 0 0 2.9 - 3.7

Allowed No 0 0, 1 4.4-6.0

First forbidden Yes 1 0, 1, 2 6 - 10

Seond forbidden No 2 1, 2, 3 10 - 13

Third forbidden Yes 3 2, 3, 4 ≥ 15

angular momentum (l=0). Allowed Gamow-Teller deays thus have ~Ji = ~Jf + 1, and

so |Jf − 1| ≥ Ji ≥ |Jf + 1|, or ∆J=0,1. Again, with l = 0, there is no hange in

parity between �nal and initial states in allowed Gamow-Teller deay. Sine ∆J=0 is

allowed in both ases, most transitions are mixed Fermi and Gamow-Teller deays,

exept when Ji = Jf = 0, in whih ase only Fermi deay is possible [3℄. This speial

ase is alled a �super-allowed� deay.

Allowed β-deay transitions are among the fastest, although other transitions

in whih the eletron/neutrino arry non-zero orbital angular momentum (l > 0)

are possible. These so-alled `forbidden' transitions are not ompletely forbidden as

the name suggests, but are slower and thus muh less likely to our than allowed

transitions. The degree of forbiddenness inreases with l � �rst forbidden deays have

the eletron and neutrino emitted with l=1, while l=2 orresponds to seond forbidden

deays, et. Table 2.1 summarizes the seletion rules for β deay up to third forbidden

deays.

The omparative half-life, or ft value provides a method for omparing the β-

deay probabilities in di�erent nulei. The dependene of the β-deay rate on spei�

nulear properties suh as the Coulomb interation based on the atomi number

of the daughter, Z, and the maximum energy of the β transition are inorporated

into the value of f , the Fermi integral [3℄. With these well-understood dependenies

removed, di�erenes in ft, or the more ommonly reported logft, represent di�erenes

between the initial and �nal nulear states. Values for the Fermi integral are tabulated
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for ranges of Z and the maximum β energy, Emax, but approximate values an be

obtained using the empirial expression for logfβ− [60℄:

log fβ− = 4.0 log Emax + 0.78 + 0.02Z − 0.005(Z − 1) log Emax. (2.7)

The value of t in logft is the partial half-life for the deay to a spei� state in the

daughter nuleus. If the parent nuleus has a total hal�ife T total
1/2

, then the partial

half-life for deay populating a spei� state i in the daughter is given by [3℄:

T
partial,i
1/2

=
T total

1/2

BRi
, (2.8)

where BRi is the branhing ratio to the state i in the daughter.

2.2 γ-ray deay

Following β deay, the daughter nuleus may be left in an exited state. Internal

transition or olloquially, γ-ray deay, is the proess by whih an exited nuleus an

release exess energy in the form of eletromagneti radiation, or a photon. From

a shemati perspetive, the emitted eletromagneti radiation onnets two states

within the nuleus, eah of whih have de�nite spin, J , and parity, π. The emitted

photon must onnet the states in energy, and onserve both spin and parity. This

results in strit seletion rules for γ-ray transitions.

2.2.1 Seletion rules and lifetimes

Photons have no intrinsi spin, and thus the orbital angular momentum, λ, arried

by a photon is onstrained by the spins of the initial (Ji) and �nal (Jf ) nulear states

as:

|Ji − Jf | ≤ λ ≤ (Ji + Jf )~. (2.9)
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Table 2.2: γ-ray deay seletion rules and multipolarities up to λ=3. Table adapted
from Ref. [4℄.

Radiation Type Name λ=∆J ∆π

E1 Eletri dipole 1 Yes

M1 Magneti dipole 1 No

E2 Eletri quadrupole 2 No

M2 Magneti quadrupole 2 Yes

E3 Eletri otupole 3 Yes

M3 Magneti otupole 3 No

While there may be a number of possible λ values, or multipolarities for γ-rays on-

neting two nulear states, the transition rate is strongly dependent on λ, and the

lowest possible γ-ray multipolarity will be favored. However, the required onserva-

tion of parity plays a signi�ant role in determining the type of γ-ray transition whih

ours.

Eah nulear state orresponds to a distint distribution of matter and harge,

and thus an eletromagneti transition onneting two nulear states neessarily or-

responds to a hange in the distribution of protons and neutrons within that nu-

leus [4℄. A shift in the harge distribution produes an eletri �eld, while a shift

in the distribution of urrent gives rise to a magneti �eld. Thus, de-exiting γ-ray

transitions an be lassi�ed as either eletri or magneti in nature. Eletri transi-

tions are haraterized by a parity dependene on λ of ∆π=(-1)λ, while for magneti

transitions, the parity hange is ∆π=(-1)λ+1. Combined with the angular momentum

requirements, the resulting γ-ray seletion rules are summarized in Table 2.2.

Based upon the type and multipolarity of a de-exiting γ-ray transitions, estimates

an be made for the expeted lifetime of the parent state. The deay onstant for the

emission of a photon from a well-de�ned single state with exess energy is given by

what is known as Fermi's golden rule [4℄. The transition rate, T (Eλ) or T (Mλ), for
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a γ-ray transition with energy Eγ an be written as follows [4℄:

T (Eλ) = α~c
8π(λ + 1)

λ[(2λ + 1)!!]2

(

Eγ

~c

)2λ+1 1

~
B(Eλ), (2.10)

T (Mλ) = α~c

(

~

2mpc

)2 8π(λ + 1)

λ[(2λ + 1)!!]2

(

Eγ

~c

)2λ+1 1

~
B(Eλ), (2.11)

where α is the �ne struture onstant, ~ is Plank's onstant divided by 2π,  is the

speed of light, mp is the mass of the proton and B(Eλ) and B(Mλ) are the redued

eletri and magneti transition probabilities respetively, whih ontain all of the

nulear wavefuntion information.

To obtain useful estimates of the transition rates for γ-ray transitions, estimates

of the redued transition probabilities are required. However, these values depend

strongly on nulear models. A ommonly-used value was derived for the extreme

single-partile model, disussed earlier in Setion 1.2.1. Assuming that the transition

involves the hange of a single partile in a uniform density nuleus, then the so-alled

Weisskopf single-partile estimates for the redued transition probabilities are given

by the following [4℄:

BW (Eλ) =
(1.2)2λ

4π

(

3

λ + 3

)2

A2λ/3e2(fm)2λ, (2.12)

BW (Mλ) =
10

π
(1.2)2λ−2

(

3

λ + 3

)2

A(2λ−2)/3
(

e~

2mpc

)2

(fm)2λ−2. (2.13)

Combination of the Weisskopf single-partile transition probability estimates with

the expressions for the γ-ray transition rates yields the so-alled Weisskopf estimates

for γ-ray deay transition rates. The Weisskopf estimates for the lifetimes of ertain

types of γ-ray transitions are given in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Weisskopf single-partile lifetimes estimates for eletri and magneti γ
transitions up to multipolarity 3 [4℄. A represents the mass number of the nuleus,

while Eγ is the γ energy in MeV.

Radiation Type Weisskopf Estimate for Transition Lifetime (s−1)

E1 1.0 × 1014A2/3E3
γ

M1 5.6 × 1013E3
γ

E2 7.3 × 107A4/3E5
γ

M2 3.5 × 107A2/3E5
γ

E3 34A2E7
γ

M3 16A4/3E7
γ

2.2.2 Isomeri γ-ray transitions

The possibility exists in nulei for exited states to be relatively long-lived, or isomeri.

Isomeri states are those whih have unexpetedly long lifetimes ompared to other

nearby states in the nuleus. While there is no lear lifetime ut-o� for lassifying a

nulear state as isomeri, for example states with lifetimes > 10−9 s an be onsidered

isomeri, partiularly in omparison to the typial lifetime for nulear states of order

10−15 s.

When low-lying states in a nuleus have very di�erent angular momenta and

there are no intermediate states, the γ-ray deay from the higher-lying state will

be hindered due to the large hange in angular momentum, a result predited even

by the Weisskopf single-partile estimates. This leads to long-lived nulear exited

states, or isomeri states. When this long lifetime arises due to a large hange in

angular momentum between the exited state and lower-lying states, this is known

as spin isomerism. Also evident from the expressions for the Weisskopf single-partile

lifetime estimates is a strong γ-ray energy dependene. Low-energy γ-ray transitions

may be long-lived, partiularly in heavy nulei with large mass number.

There are other soures of hindered γ-ray transition probabilities whih an lead

to nulear isomerism. As an example, in highly-deformed nulei, the projetion of the

total angular momentum onto the nulear symmetry axis, K, is an approximately
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onserved quantum number. As suh, seletion rules emerge for transitions allowed

based on ∆K, and K isomerism is possible when transitions are inhibited by a large

∆K [19℄.

Aside from large hanges in quantum numbers hindering γ-ray transitions, isomers

an arise when transitions to lower states involve a signi�ant hange in nuleon on-

�guration, even without a large hange in angular momentum. The overlap between

initial and �nal states an be poor, and thus hinder the transition. These are alled

strutural isomers and are analogous to the moleular isomers in hemial systems.

As suh, the presene (or absene) of nulear isomers an provide ritial insight into

nulear struture.

2.2.3 Internal onversion

A ompeting proess to γ-ray deay, internal onversion, ours when an exited

nuleus de-exites by interating eletromagnetially with an orbital eletron, and

ejeting it [3℄. This proess involves no diret eletromagneti radiation (no photons

are involved), and the ejeted eletrons will have disrete energies, related to the

transition energy aording to:

EIC = Etransition − Eeletron binding energy. (2.14)

Sine orbital eletrons oupy disrete shells, within a onversion eletron spetrum,

separate lines will appear orresponding to ejetion of K, L, M, et. shell eletrons.

To quantify the proess of internal onversion, and its ompetition with γ-ray

deay, an internal onversion oe�ient (α) is de�ned as follows:

α =
number of internal onversion deays

number of γ-ray deays
=

λIC
λγ

. (2.15)

As there are ontributions to the internal onversion proess from eletrons in a
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number of eletron shells, the total probability of deay, αtotal is given by summing α

for all possible atomi eletrons. However, αtotal is usually dominated by ontributions

from ejetion of inner (i.e. K and L) shell eletrons.

Compilations for internal onversion oe�ients are available [61℄, whih provide

the internal onversion oe�ient for eah atomi eletron shell, as well as the total

value. Internal onversion is expeted to ompete most strongly with γ-ray deay for

heavy elements (high Z), and low transition energies (low E) [3℄.

2.3 Summary of the deay of exoti nulei

Governed by the seletion rules presented in Table 2.1, the allowed β deay of a

state in the parent nuleus seletively populates states in the daughter aording to

∆J = 0, 1. Usually the β-deaying state is the ground state, though isomeri states

may also undergo β deay. If the spin and parity of the deaying state is known, the

seletivity of the β-deay proess immediately provides limitations for the possible

Jπ values of the states populated in the deay.

Following the β-deay proess, exited states populated in the daughter will de-

exite by γ-ray emission to the ground state, or if the populated state is above the

neutron separation threshold for the nuleus, by neutron emission to states in the

βn daughter. β-delayed neutron emission an be identi�ed and quanti�ed by moni-

toring the γ-rays emitted when states in the βn daughter de-exite, as disussed in

Setion 2.1.3. Emitted γ rays provide information not only on the energy of states in

the daughter, but an also limit spin and parity values, when ombined with other

information. The most intense γ-ray transitions will, in general, orrespond to low

multipolarity transitions, usually limiting non-isomeri transitions to ∆J = 1, 2. This

requirement an further onstrain possible Jπ values for states populated in the de-

ay based on the observed γ-ray transitions onneting to other states. Considering

energetis, γ rays may de-exite a state diretly to the nulear ground state, in whih
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ase the γ-ray energy is equal to the exitation energy of the state. Alternatively,

γ rays may our in asade, through an intermediate state. Level energies an be

determined by looking for γ energy sums in the ase of γ-asades. Often, there is

more than one possible asade, and identifying γ-ray transition sums an help in

building up nulear level shemes. γ-γ oinidene measurements also provide invalu-

able information in determining γ-ray asades, while γ-ray transition intensities an

additionally onstrain the possibilities.

Prompt, or isomeri γ-rays an be similarly used to determine low-energy level

shemes of parent nulides. Summing relationships and γ-ray intensities provide valu-

able input for assembling level strutures from prompt γ-ray data.

The very powerful tehniques of β-delayed γ-ray spetrosopy and prompt γ-ray

spetrosopy were used to study the low-energy level strutures of neutron-rih nulei

in the fp shell in the present work. The next hapter will detail the experimental

set-up used for the present study.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

The motivation for nulear struture studies of exoti neutron-rih radioative iso-

topes was presented in Chapter 1, fousing on important ases in the fp shell. The

seond hapter presented the fundamentals of β and γ deay, disussing the sele-

tivity of these proesses and the utility of β-delayed and prompt γ-ray spetrosopy.

This hapter fouses on the more pratial aspets of the experimental set-up used

in two β-deay experiments that studied neutron-rih fp shell nulei at the National

Superonduting Cylotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Mihigan State University. Pro-

dution and separation of the short-lived isotopes of interest using fragmentation and

in-�ight separation is disussed. The details of the experimental end-station detetors,

inluding the β ounting system (BCS) and Segmented Germanium Array (SeGA)

are presented, inluding a desription of the readout eletronis and alibrations per-

formed for eah detetor system. Details of the proedure for implantation-deay

orrelations and elements of data analysis are also inluded.

3.1 Isotope prodution and identi�ation

Only a handful of very long-lived radioisotopes are naturally abundant on Earth.

Thus, to study unstable nulei, it is neessary to produe these speies in an arti�ial
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Figure 3.1: Shemati of the NSCL Coupled Cylotron Faility, showing the K500

and K1200 ylotrons and the A1900 fragment separator.

way. At NSCL, seondary beams of exoti rare isotopes are produed using the pro-

jetile fragmentation tehnique. The fragmentation proess involves the interation of

a medium-energy primary beam (100-160 MeV/nuleon) on a stationary target. The

primary beam is a stable isotope that is �rst ionized in one of the NSCL's eletron

ylotron resonane (ECR) ion soures. The primary beam of ions is then aelerated

by the oupled K500 and K1200 ylotrons, shown shematially in Fig. 3.1. After

extration out of the K1200 ylotron, the primary beam has an energy in the range

100 to 160 MeV/nuleon. The beam is then impinged on a prodution target. Typi-

ally the prodution targets are thin 9Be foils with thiknesses of order hundreds of

mg/m2. Beryllium is used beause of its high number density and robust physial

properties. Fragmentation of the primary beam in the prodution target, in whih a

range of nuleons is abraded from the heavy beam, results in the prodution of nulei

between the A and Z of the primary beam and hydrogen. As fragmentation reations

are mostly peripheral reations, there is a relatively small momentum transfer [4℄,

and the surviving larger-mass fragments emerge from the thin prodution target with

energies lose to that of the primary beam. These seondary beam omponents are

forward foused and ontinue into the A1900 fragment separator [62℄.
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Given the large variety of ions produed in the fragmentation proess, and the low

prodution rates for the most exoti nulei, it is ritial to e�iently separate the ions

of interest from all others produed. This is aomplished at NSCL using the A1900

fragment separator [62℄. The A1900 separator is a large aeptane, ahromati, high

resolution separator. Fragments entering the separator after the prodution target

are separated by a ombination of magneti seletion and energy loss (Bρ-∆E-Bρ).

Ions of a single magneti rigidity, Bρ = mv/q, are seleted in the �rst stage of

the separator. Sine ions emerge from the prodution target with approximately the

same veloity (v), this �rst separation selets ions with nearyly the same mass/harge

(m/q) ratio. At the seond intermediate image of the separator, the dispersive image

(image 2, or I2), maximum horizontal dispersion of the beam is present and the ions

pass through a wedge-shaped energy degrader. The ions entering the wedge have the

same Bρ, but experiene an energy loss proportional to Z2 in the wedge material,

and thus exit the wedge degrader with di�erent energies, and di�erent momenta. A

seond Bρ separation stage in the seond half of the separator then provides isotopi

resolution [63℄.

The rate and purity of the seondary beam are determined by the omposition

and thikness of the prodution target and wedge degrader, as well as the momen-

tum aeptane settings. Variably-adjustable slits are loated at eah of the three

intermediate images of the separator, and an be narrowed to limit the momentum

aeptane of the separator below the maximum ∆p/p ∼5%.

The A1900 is a versatile devie, and an be tuned to aommodate the needs of

a wide variety of experiments. Many experiments require a high level of purity in

the seondary beam, while others have more stringent requirements in terms of the

overall fragment rate. The two experiments disussed in this dissertation made use of

so-alled �oktail beams�, with multiple omponent nulei, as the overall beam rate,

and not beam purity, was most important.

Regardless of the spei� requirements of a given experiment, a ritial experi-
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mental neessity is partile identi�ation. Nearly all experiments at NSCL use the

ombination of energy loss in a thin detetor and time-of-�ight (TOF) to identify

seondary beam partiles. The general requirement for partile identi�ation is thus

two detetors separated by some distane over whih to measure a time of �ight. The

BCS set-up measures energy loss in a silion PIN detetor, whih is a part of the BCS

detetor telesope, desribed in detail in the following setion. The time-of-�ight mea-

surement with the BCS uses the signal from the energy-loss PIN as a start, and either

the ylotron RF signal, or a signal from a plasti sintillator at image 2 of the A1900,

as a stop signal. The plasti sintillator an also be used to provide an event-by-event

momentum orretion to the time-of-�ight for those experiments in whih the A1900

is operated with a large momentum aeptane. The I2 sintillator is read out by two

photomultiplier tubes, one on eah end, permitting determination of the approximate

position of fragments in the sintillator. The position information is used to orret

time-of-�ight measurements for the di�ering path lengths and veloities of ions when

a large momentum aeptane is used. Suh time-of-�ight orretions were neessary

for both experiments disussed in this dissertation.

This setion has desribed in general terms the prodution, separation and iden-

ti�ation of exoti nulei at NSCL. The following subsetions present the spei�

details for prodution of the oktail beams used in NSCL experiments 05101 and

07509, the experiments disussed in this dissertation.

3.1.1 NSCL experiment 05101

The main fous of NSCL experiment 05101 was the study of neutron-rih 20Ca iso-

topes, and settings of the A1900 magneti rigidities were optimized for 54Ca and 54K

prodution. Some data, however, were taken with an inorret target setting, whih

resulted in a seondary beam of isotopes in the region of 60V. The fragmentation pro-

ess used to produe these neutron-rih nulei was the interation of a 76Ge beam with

a Be target. The primary beam of 76Ge was ionized to 12+ in the room-temperature
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ECR ion soure and aelerated to 11.6 MeV/nuleon in the K500 ylotron. Follow-

ing foil stripping to a harge state of 30+, the 76Ge primary beam was aelerated to

a full energy of 130 MeV/nuleon by the K1200 and impinged on a 47-mg/m2 9Be

target, loated at the objet position of the A1900 separator. Seondary fragments

were separated through the A1900 with magneti rigidity settings of Bρ=4.403 Tm

before the wedge, and Bρ=4.134 Tm following a 300 mg/m2 Al wedge loated at

the intermediate image of the separator. The full momentum aeptane of the A1900

(∆p/p∼5%) was used for fragment olletion. Given the large momentum aeptane

used in the experiment, the plasti sintillator at the dispersive image of the A1900

(I2) was used for event-by-event momentum orretion, and as the stop for the time-

of-�ight measurement. The start of the TOF measurement was provided by the signal

of the most upstream PIN detetor in the BCS silion telesope, PIN01, desribed in

the next setion. The seondary oktail beam onsisted of ∼10 isotopes, inluding

60V, delivered to the experimental end-station of the BCS + SeGA loated in the N3

vault. The partile identi�ation plot for this setting is shown in Fig. 3.2(a).

3.1.2 NSCL experiment 07509

The isotopes of interest in NSCL experiment 07509 were those entered only around

54Ca. The primary beam of 76Ge was aelerated to 130 MeV/A in the same man-

ner as in NSCL experiment 05101, whih was detailed in setion 3.1.1. The beam

was impinged on a 352-mg/m2 thik Be prodution target, and the projetile-like

fragments entered into the A1900 fragment separator. The �rst half of the separator

was set to a magneti rigidity of 4.103 Tm. A thin 45 mg/m2 Al wedge was plaed

at the A1900 intermediate image to provide di�erential energy loss. The seond half

of the separator was set to a magneti rigidity of 4.030 Tm to optimize prodution

and separation of 54Ca. The A1900 was operated with a maximum momentum aep-

tane of ∼5%. In total 24 isotopes, inluding 54Ca, were direted to the experimental

end station set up in the S2 vault. As was the ase in experiment 05101, the TOF
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Figure 3.2: Partile identi�ation plots for the relevant experimental settings in NSCL

experiment (a) 05101, and (b) 07509. In both ases, time of �ight measurements were

started by the signal from the most upstream PIN detetor of the BCS, and stopped

by a signal from the I2 sintillator. Energy loss was measured in the upstream PIN

detetor of the BCS. The partile groups were identi�ed by their subsequent deay.
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measurement was started by the signal from the upstream PIN detetor of the BCS,

PIN01, and stopped by the delayed signal from the I2 sintillator. The I2 sintilla-

tor was also used to provide event-by-event momentum orretion for the TOF. The

partile identi�ation plot for experiment 07509 is shown in Fig. 3.2(b).

3.2 Detetor apparatus for β-deay experiments

The experimental apparatus for both experiments disussed here onsisted of the

NSCL β ounting system (BCS), and detetors from the SeGA. Seondary beam

fragments were implanted into the detetors of the BCS, whih provided triggers for

both implantation and β-deay events. γ rays were deteted in the SeGA detetors,

and γ-ray events were reorded for both implantation and deay proesses. The fol-

lowing setions desribe the end-station systems in detail for NSCL experiments 07509

and 05101. The end-station set-ups for these two experiments were nearly idential.

However, the minor di�erenes between the set-ups will be noted when present.

3.3 β Counting System

The NSCL β ounting system (BCS) [64℄ onsists of a stak of Si detetors. A

shemati of the BCS detetors as set-up in NSCL experiment 07509 is shown in

Fig. 3.3. The enterpiee of the system is a highly-segmented double-sided Si mi-

rostrip detetor (DSSD), into whih the seondary beam is implanted. The high

segmentation of the implantation detetor permits event-by-event orrelation of frag-

ment implantations with their subsequent β deays. The detetors of this system as

set-up for NSCL experiment 07509 are desribed in this setion. The readout ele-

tronis, alibration proedures and alibration results are also desribed.

The entral detetor of the BCS was a 4 m by 4 m, 40×40 DSSD, manufatured

by Miron Semiondutors. The segmentation of the detetor with 40×1 mm strips
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Figure 3.3: Shemati diagram of the silion detetors whih onstitute the NSCL β
Counting System. The arrangement of detetors for experiments 07509 and 05101 were

as pitured; for details regarding detetor thiknesses, see the text. Figure adapted

from Ref. [65℄.
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on the front and 40×1 mm perpendiular strips on the bak resulted in eletrial

segmentation into 1600 individual pixels, eah of whih at as an individual dete-

tor. Fragments were ontinuously implanted in this detetor, and implantations were

orrelated with deays on an event-by-event basis. The orrelation requirements are

desribed in detail in Setion 3.5 at the end of this hapter. A DSSD detetor thik-

ness of 995 µm was used in NSCL experiment 07509, while the implantation detetor

used in experiment 05101 had a nominal thikness of 979 µm.

Downstream of the implantation detetor were six 5 m by 5 m, 16-strip single-

sided silion strip detetors (SSSDs), whih onstituted the β alorimeter. Segmented

in only one diretion, the orientation of strips in the SSSDs was alternated between the

horizontal (x) and vertial (y) diretions for adjaent detetors, as is shown in Fig. 3.3.

This arrangement of detetors allowed for two-dimensional position information for

any partiles moving downstream of the DSSD. The thiknesses of SSSD1 through

SSSD6 for NSCL experiment 07509 were 975 µm, 981 µm, 977 µm, 989 µm, 988 µm,

and 985 µm respetively. For experiment 05101, the thiknesses were 981 µm, 977 µm,

975 µm, 988 µm, 989 µm, and 985 µm for SSSD1-SSSD6 respetively.

A stak of three silion PIN detetors were plaed upstream of the DSSD, whih

ated as ative energy degraders and provided the energy loss and timing information

required for partile identi�ation. The thiknesses of the three PIN detetors were

297 µm for PIN01, 297 µm for PIN02, and 488 µm for PIN03, during NSCL experiment

07509. Experiment 05101 had thiknesses of 991, 997 and 309 µm for PIN01, PIN02,

and PIN03, respetively.

A passive aluminum energy degrader was plaed upstream of the PIN detetors

to ensure fragments were stopped near the enter of the DSSD implantation detetor.

A 7.5 m×7.5 m Al degrader foil was held on a rotating mount, that was used to

adjust the angle, and thus the e�etive thikness, of the foil with respet to the beam.

The Al degrader thikness for experiment 07509 was 4 mm, while experiment 05101

only required a degrader with a thikness of 2.3 mm.
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Figure 3.4: Shemati diagram of the signal proessing eletronis for the DSSD of

the BCS.

3.3.1 Eletronis

A shemati diagram of the signal proessing eletronis for the DSSD is shown in

Figure 3.4. Signals for the front and bak segments were arried from the detetor

within the vauum hamber to feedthroughs on a bakplate by separate ungrounded

50-pin ribbon ables. Outside the vauum, 50-pin ribbon ables arried signals for

the front and bak of the DSSD to a grounding board. On the ground board, signals

from eah strip were paired with ground signals, and were grouped in units of 16 to

math the input hannel density of the onventional analog eletronis. The grouping

performed on the ground board reated bloks with F1-16, F17-32, F33-40, B1-16,

B17-32 and B33-40, where F and B represent front and bak strips respetively, and

numbers refer to the strip number of the detetor.

One of the hallenges of using a single detetor to detet both implantation events

and β deays is the dynami range required to measure both types of events. Ion

implantation deposited energies of order several GeVs, while β deays deposited muh
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lower energies, of order a few hundred keVs. The BCS overomes this hallenge by

using dual-gain preampli�ers from Multi Channel Systems (MCS). The 16-hannel

preamps have a high-gain ampli�ation for the lower-energy β signals of 2 V/pC, and

a low-gain ampli�ation for the high-energy implantation signals of 0.1 V/pC. The

50 Ω low-gain signals from the MCS preamps were impedane mathed to the 1 kΩ

inputs of 32-hannel CAEN 785 VME analog-to-digital onverters (ADCs). The high-

gain signals from the preampli�ers required further signal proessing to amplify the

small signal. The high-gain outputs of the MCS preamps were sent into PioSystems

programmable CAMAC shaper/disriminator modules. These 16-hannel modules

have programmable disriminator thresholds and gains, and analog energy and digital

timing outputs for eah hannel. A logial OR of the disriminator output of all 16

hannels is also available from eah module. Analog energy signals were sent to VME

CAEN 785 ADCs, where eah blok of 16 high-gain signals and the orresponding low-

gain signals were digitized in a single ADC module. The digital timing outputs were

sent to SIS 3820 VME saler modules for rate monitoring on a hannel-by-hannel

basis. The logial OR of the 16 hannels was used to de�ne the master trigger logi, as

disussed at the end of this setion, and also sent to a VME CAEN V977 oinidene

register for sparse readout. A given 32-hannel ADC ontained both high- and low-

gain signals from one blok of 16 DSSD hannels. The oinidene register redued

the event size by allowing restrition of the ADC digitization to those modules that

had data above threshold.

Shown in Fig. 3.5 is a shemati of the eletronis for the six SSSDs downstream

of the implantation DSSD. Signals from eah of these 16-strip detetors were arried,

with paired grounds, by 34-pin ribbon ables from the detetor to the bakplate

feedthroughs, and from the bakplate to MCS preamps idential to those used with

the DSSD. However, in the ase of the SSSDs, only high-gain signals were proessed.

Similar to the DSSD eletronis, the SSSD signals were ampli�ed and disriminated

using PioSystems shaper/disriminator modules. Analog energy signals were sent to
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Figure 3.5: Shemati diagram of the signal proessing eletronis for the SSSDs of

the BCS.

VME CAEN 785 ADCs, with two SSSDs worth of signals in a single ADC, in pairs of

SSSDs 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6. The individual hannel disriminator outputs

were not monitored in salers. However, the OR of the 16 disriminator outputs was

sent to the VME CAEN V977 oinidene register allowing sparse readout of the

ADCs, as was the ase in the DSSD eletronis. Additionally, for NSCL experiment

07509, a logial OR was taken of the ORs of the disriminator signals from SSSD5 and

SSSD6. This signal was used to veto the master gate trigger against light partiles

that did not stop in the DSSD, and inrease the data aquisition live time. Suh a

veto was not required in NSCL experiment 05101.

The eletronis for all three upstream PIN detetors were essentially idential. The

signal from eah detetor was sent through a four-hannel Tennele TC178 preampli-

�er, and then a Tennele TC248 shaping ampli�er. The slow unipolar output from

the shaping ampli�er was then sent to a VME CAEN 785 ADC, while the fast timing

output was analyzed by a Tennele TC455 onstant fration disriminator (CFD).

One of the CFD outputs from PIN01 was sent to a oinidene register. The set bit

for PIN01 was used to ontrol the readout of the ADC ontaining the signals from

all three PIN detetors, as well as signals derived from the PIN detetors, inluding

those from time-to-amplitude onverters (TACs) used to measure time-of-�ight. Tim-

ing signals from the CFDs of all three PIN detetors were distributed to VME SIS
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detetors used in NSCL experiments 07509.

3820 saler modules for rate monitoring, and to time-to-digital onverters (TDCs) as

a stop signal, where the module was gated with a ommon start derived from the

master trigger of data aquisition. Figure 3.6 is a shemati of the eletronis for the

PIN detetors.

The master-gate trigger (MG) for data readout was derived using the disriminator

signals from the implantation detetor, the DSSD. The MG for experiment 07509 was

generated in hardware by taking a logial OR of all of the front strips logially ANDed

with a logial OR of all of the bak strips of the DSSD. The MG was vetoed by the

logial OR of signals from SSSD5 and SSSD6. The MG was more ompliated in

the ase of NSCL experiment 05101. The MG was generated by a logial OR of: (1)

DSSD front AND bak, as desribed for 07509, (2) signal above threshold in any

of the 16 strips of the most upstream SSSD01, and (3) signal above threshold in

the most upstream PIN01. A master gate live (MGLive) signal was derived in both

experiments from MG by requiring a hardware logial AND with a signal from the

data aquisition omputer indiating not-busy. The MGLive signal was used to trigger

data aquisition, as well as to generate digitization gates for all ADCs, TDCs, and
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the oinidene register. A shemati of the trigger eletronis for 07509 is shown in

Fig. 3.7.

A ritial requirement for β-deay experiments with ontinuous implantation is

the ability to orrelate implantations and their subsequent deays, and have a measure

of the time elapsed between the events. To this end, eah event inluded a timestamp

generated by a SIS3820 saler module speially on�gured to at as a 50-MHz lok.

The 32-bit lok data word, whih had a resolution of 20 ns per lok tik, was

saled into a 24-bit parameter in software. This lok parameter, with a resolution of

5.12 µs per saled tik, was su�ient for the measurement of β-deay half-lives in the

ms regime.
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3.3.2 BCS alibrations

Eah of the silion detetors of the Beta Counting System was alibrated for energy

using a 228Th α soure. An α spetrum was olleted from the 228Th soure for

eah detetor, ontaining su�ient statistis (∼100 ounts/peak) to allow position

determination of the four main α peaks below 8 MeV, in all strips inluding those at

the edge of the detetor. Eah strip was gain mathed by adjusting a slope parameter

to plae the lowest-energy (5.4 MeV) α peak at hannel 350 in a 9-bit histogram in

eah strip of the detetor. Calibrated spetra inluded, in addition to gain-mathing,

adjustment by an o�set determined by the pedestal of the ADC. A simple shift was

applied to eah strip to align the �rst data hannel for eah strip at zero. Histograms of

the raw energy parameter for a representative strip (strip 20) on the front and bak

of the DSSD are shown in Figures 3.8(a) and (b), respetively. Calibrated spetra

for the same detetor strips following the gain-mathing and o�set adjustment, are

presented in Figures 3.8() and (d).

A 90Sr soure was used to set energy thresholds for eah silion detetor. The β

deay of 90Sr has an end-point energy of 546 keV, but the daughter 90Y, whih also

undergoes β deay, has an end-point energy of 2.280 MeV [2℄. The signal indued in

a 1 mm thik Si detetor for suh β energies is a ∆E signal of order hundreds of keV.

Thus, the thresholds of detetors deep within the stak of the BCS detetors ould

be heked even after other detetors were in plae. Hardware thresholds were set for

eah BCS detetor (the DSSD and SSSDs) by omparing the analog output triggered

by the CFD output for the same detetor hannel on a digital osillosope. Spetra

were then olleted for eah strip using the 90Sr soure, and software thresholds were

established based upon the position of the noise signal. The alibrated 90Sr spetra for

DSSD front strip 20 and bak strip 20 are shown in Figures 3.8(e) and (f), respetively.

The arrow in the �gures indiates the position of the software threshold, whih was

applied when determining the signals ontributing to sums, et., in data analysis.
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Figure 3.8: Calibration spetra for a representative front and bak DSSD strip from

NSCL experiment 07509. (a) and (b) are the raw ADC spetra for a 228Th soure

on the front and bak of the detetor respetively, while () and (d) are the same

spetra following gain-mathing and o�set adjustment. (e) and (f) are alibrated 90Sr

spetra for the front and bak strips of the DSSD respetively, from whih software

thresholds were set.
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3.4 Segmented Germanium Array

Detetors from SeGA [66℄ were used for monitoring prompt and β-delayed γ rays

during NSCL experiments 07509 and 05101. Eah SeGA detetor onsists of a single

ylindrially symmetri, n-type high-purity Ge rystal, with a diameter of 7 m, and

a length of 8 m. The ore eletrode lies along the entral axis of the detetor. The

outside surfae of eah rystal is eletrially segmented into 4 quadrants azimuthally,

and 8 × 10 mm thik slies longitudinally. The high segmentation of the SeGA de-

tetors is useful for in-beam γ-ray spetrosopy experiments with fast beams, where

a Doppler orretion to the γ-ray deteted energy is ritial for ahieving the best

possible resolution [66℄. However for the ase of β-delayed γ-ray spetrosopy, the

nulei are stopped before γ-ray emission. Therefore determination of the position of

interation from the segmentation of SeGA is not required, and only the entral on-

tat signal for eah SeGA detetor was read out during NSCL experiments 07509 and

05101.

A total of 16 SeGA detetors were mounted in a lose-paked geometry surround-

ing the beam pipe ontaining the BCS detetors, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The detetors

were arranged in two onentri irles of eight detetors eah, a on�guration known

as β-SeGA or barrel-SeGA. The rystal of eah detetor was oriented with its long

axis parallel to the beam pipe, fae to fae with a detetor in the opposite ring. The

array was positioned suh that the implantation detetor of the BCS de�ned the

plane between the two rings of detetors. The eletronis for the SeGA detetors, and

details of the energy and e�ieny alibrations for the array are desribed in the next

setions.

3.4.1 Eletronis

A shemati of the SeGA eletronis is presented in Figure 3.10. Two idential output

signals are available from eah SeGA detetor from the internal preampli�er attahed
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Figure 3.9: Geometri arrangement of the 16 SeGA detetors surrounding the beam

pipe ontaining the BCS silion detetors.

to the entral ontat signal. These two idential signals were distributed through

di�erent pathways to provide both timing and energy signals. One signal was sent to

an Orte 863 timing fration analyzer (TFA) for fast shaping, and then into a Tennele

TC455 onstant fration disriminator. One of the CFD outputs was delayed, and

used as the stop signal for a Philips CAMAC 7186H TDC that was started by the

MGLive signal. A seond CFD output was sent to a VME SIS3820 saler module for

rate monitoring. The other entral ontat preampli�er signal was proessed by an

Orte 572 shaping ampli�er and the unipolar output was digitized by a four-hannel

Orte AD413A CAMAC ADC. The ADC was gated by a signal derived from the

MGLive trigger. The width of this gate was set to 20 µs to permit the detetion

of isomers with half-lives in the µs range following implantation events. The time

between implantations and photon emission was measured by a time-to-amplitude

onverter (TAC), whih was started on the MGLive signal, and stopped by an OR of

all of the SeGA CFD outputs.
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Figure 3.10: Shemati diagram of the signal proessing eletronis for SeGA dete-

tors.

3.4.2 SeGA Calibrations

Energy alibrations were ompleted for the entire array of SeGA detetors before,

during, and after NSCL experiment 07509. Two alibration soures were used to ali-

brate the full 4-MeV range of the γ-ray histogram: a 56Co soure, for the high-energy

alibration, and a NIST-Standard Referene Material (SRM) soure, ontaining the

radionulides 154,155Eu and 125Sb, suitable from 40 keV to 1500 keV. Energy alibra-

tion data were olleted by triggering the data aquisition system on a logial OR of

the CFD outputs for eah of the 16 SeGA detetors. Calibration soures were plaed

outside of the beampipe and moved during the run to ensure that eah detetor au-

mulated su�ient statistis, ∼50 ounts in the 2.6 MeV peak of 56Co, to perform the

alibration. The alibration spetra were analyzed using the Oak Ridge Data Analysis

and Manipulation Module (DAMM) to determine the entroid and assoiated error

for the loation of eah γ-ray transition, based on a Gaussian �t. Energy alibration

parameters were obtained from a third-order polynomial �t to the entroid for eah

peak as a funtion of the known γ-ray transition energy. A third-order polynomial was

required to aount for both non-linearity of the detetor response at low energies,

and a previously observed [67℄ non-linearity in the response of the Orte AD413 ADCs

between low (<1.5 MeV) and high energies. Appliation of alibration parameters in
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software provided alibrated energy histograms for eah SeGA detetor. The energy

resolution of all detetors was ≤ 3.5 keV full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for the

1.3 MeV transition in 60Co. During experiment 07509, one of the detetors of SeGA

exhibited poor gain stability, even shifting gain during a single hour-long run. Due to

the instability of this detetor, it was omitted from all analysis, leaving a 15-detetor

array for this experiment. All 16 detetors of the array were inluded in analysis for

the ase of experiment 05101.

The residuals from the energy alibration applied to eah SeGA detetor are pre-

sented in Figure 3.11. The residual is de�ned as the di�erene between the known

γ-ray transition energy and the value dedued from the alibrated spetrum. Vertial

error bars are the error in the entroid resulting from the �t of a Gaussian to a given

peak in the alibrated energy spetrum. The residuals for the summed spetrum of all

15 SeGA detetors is given in Fig. 3.12. A onservative systemati error of ±0.25 keV

was attributed to the energy alibration of the SeGA detetors. This error enom-

passes the omplete distribution of the residuals, and orresponds to approximately

twie the root-mean square residual value. The errors quoted for γ-ray energies in

the present work were determined by adding, in quadrature, this error from the en-

ergy alibration (±0.25 keV), and the error in the entroid of the peak loations as

determined using DAMM.

One of the SeGA detetors, SeGA11, had to be realibrated due to a gain shift

during the ourse of experiment 07509. Well-known γ-ray transitions from nulides in

the oktail beam made a realibration possible. The γ-ray transitions used to real-

ibrate SeGA11 during experiment 07509 are summarized in Table 3.1. The residuals

of the �t to these known transitions before the new energy alibration was imple-

mented is depited in Fig. 3.13(a), while the residuals with the orreted alibration

are shown in (b). The realibration did not alter the ±0.25 keV systemati error for

the full array attributed to the energy alibration. The gains of all other detetors

were heked for gain shifts by monitoring the loation of well-known transitions in
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Table 3.1: Known γ-ray transitions used to perform a re-alibration of SeGA11 during

experiment 07509.

Soure of Transition Eγ (keV)

54S isomer deay 110±1.0 [68℄
57Ti deay 174.8±0.4 [69℄
57V deay 267.8±0.3 [70℄
55Ti deay 323.4±0.4 [71℄
56V deay 668.4±0.3 [70℄
55Ti deay 672.5±0.4 [71℄
57V deay 692.4±0.4 [70℄
58V deay 879.8±0.4 [70℄
54S deay 1001.2±0.5 [31℄
56V deay 1006.1±0.3 [70℄
58V deay 1056.4±0.4 [70℄
54S deay 1494.8±0.8 [31℄
57Ti deay 1861.5±0.4 [69℄
58V deay 2217.5±0.4 [70℄

the data, but no other orretions were neessary.

Absolute peak detetion e�ienies were dedued for eah SeGA detetor by pla-

ing the SRM standard soure at the position of the DSSD within the vauum hamber.

Two alibration data sets were olleted in parallel for eah detetor, one set using

the NSCL data aquisition system (DAQ) triggered on the output of the CFD for the

SeGA detetor of interest, and the other using a PC-based multi-hannel analyzer

(MCA). The PC-based MCA olleted data independent of the DAQ trigger, and

reorded data for a dead-time adjusted total of 3600 s, thus assuring a true measure-

ment of the absolute detetor e�ieny. The DAQ system was known to have a trigger

rate dependene, but ambiguity in the ADC dead-time orretion made absolute ef-

�ieny determination less ertain. Thus, the two independent systems were used to

ross-hek one another and ensure a good determination of the γ-ray e�ieny of the

array. Peak e�ienies were dedued by omparison of the observed emission rates as

deteted by SeGA with the known ativity of the isotopes in the SRM soure. A rel-

ative e�ieny measurement for photon energies above 1.5 MeV was also ompleted

using a 56Co γ-ray soure. Data was taken using only the DAQ system, triggered by
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Figure 3.14: Peak detetion e�ieny urve for NSCL experiment 07509. Data points

represent measured e�ienes using the NSCL data aquisition system. Data were

�tted with a �fth-order polynomial, denoted by the solid line.

a logial OR of the individual SeGA detetor CFD outputs for the relative e�ieny

measurement. Peak e�ienies were dedued from the 56Co data by assuming the

same absolute e�ieny for the 873.2 keV transition in 154Eu from the SRM soure

and the 846.7 keV transition in 56Co, and normalizing the other transitions in 56Co

to this value based on known relative intensities. The resulting e�ieny urve for

SeGA for experiment 07509 is shown in Figure 3.14, and was �tted with a �fth-order

polynomial. The peak e�ieny for the array orresponds to 6.6 % at 1 MeV and 3 %

at 3 MeV. Similar peak e�ienies were obtained, and an analogous e�ieny urve

produed for NSCL experiment 05101.

3.5 Data analysis: Correlations and data �tting

The previous setions of this hapter provided details of the physial experimental

set-up used in NSCL experiments 05101 and 07509, inluding the beam delivery,

detetor systems, and eletronis. This setion desribes the other ritial omponent

of orrelation experiments with ontinuously implanted beams: the logi and methods
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used to build up orrelations from the data and to extrat the values of interest,

inluding half-lives and deay branhing ratios, in a robust manner.

3.5.1 Implantation-deay orrelations

The method of ontinuous implantation β-deay spetrosopy relies on the ability to

orrelate individual implantation events with their subsequent β deays. The method

makes use of both position and time information to perform the orrelations.

Eah event was evaluated in software to determine the nature of the event. Raw

signals from eah detetor were alibrated and ompared to software-de�ned upper

and lower thresholds. Software �ags were set to indiate valid data for those detetors

in whih signals satis�ed the threshold requirements. Additionally, for the segmented

detetors in whih multiple strips may have had valid signals for a given event, the

energies observed in eah strip were evaluated to loalize the event to a single strip.

The spatial position, or pixel (x, y) of an event in the DSSD was de�ned to be the

front and bak strip with the largest reorded energy signal.

Implantation events were identi�ed as those with a valid signal in eah of the

upstream PIN detetors (PIN1, PIN2 and PIN3) as well in the low-gain histograms

of both a front and bak strip of the DSSD. Implantation events additionally required

the absene of a valid signal in SSSD1. When these onditions were met for a given

event, the event was positively identi�ed as an implantation and the ∆E, time-of-�ight

and time-stamp information was stored within a two-dimensional array in software,

in the array element orresponding to the (x, y) position of the pixel of the DSSD to

whih the implantation had been loalized.

Deay events were identi�ed as those events whih had no valid signal in any of

the upstream PIN detetors but had a valid signal in the high-gain histograms of

both a front and bak strip of the DSSD. One an event was assigned as a deay, a

series of heks were made based on time and position to orrelate the deay event

with a previous implantation. The (x, y) position of the deay event was heked to
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see the last time that an implantation event ourred at the same geometri loation

within the DSSD. Only idential (x, y) oordinates were onsidered in the ase of

experiment 07509 (implantation rates of ∼100 Hz). When rates were su�iently low,

as in the ase of the other experiment 05101 (average implantation rate ∼30 Hz),

the orrelation position was extended to also allow orrelation of a deay with an

implantation in any of the eight nearest neighbor pixels (x±1, y±1). If an implantation

event had ourred, an additional hek was made to ensure that there had not

been bak-to-bak implantations in that pixel within a short time frame, whih ould

ause ambiguity in assigning a deay to one implantation over the other. One the

integrity of the implantation was veri�ed, the time between the deay event and the

implantation was heked to ensure that the event had ourred within a pre-de�ned

orrelation time window for eah isotope, established as some multiple of the expeted

deay half-life. With the geometri and temporal onditions met, the deay event was

onsidered to be positively orrelated with a previous implantation.

Deay urves were onstruted for all isotopes by histogramming the time di�er-

ene between the implanted ion of interest and the orrelated β deay. Deay urves

were �tted as desribed in Setion 3.5.2 and the half-lives dedued for eah isotope.

Additionally, by integrating the deay urve for the parent isotope ontribution, the

total number of deteted β deays for the parent was dedued. Combined with the

total number of implanted ions from the partile identi�ation spetrum, the aver-

age β-detetion e�ieny of the DSSD was alulated for eah isotope. The average

β-detetion e�ieny for all isotopes studied in NSCL experiment 07509 using a

single-pixel orrelation was found to be 11.4±0.4%.

The basi requirements for orrelation of an implantation and its subsequent deay

are well established. However, there are a number of variables whih an be adjusted to

optimize the orrelation e�ieny based on the experimental onditions and expeted

properties of the deay. The orrelations are determined entirely by the onstraints set

by the geometry and timing in analysis. The following setion desribes the adjustable
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variables in the orrelation proedure, and the hoies made in the present analysis

based on implantation rates.

Implantation rates and orrelation limits

As disussed in the previous setion, the two time frames ritial to the orrelation

proedure are the minimum time between bak-to-bak implantations in a pixel, and

the orrelation time window, orresponding to the maximum elapsed time over whih

an implantation would be orrelated with a deay. These time windows were adjusted

in the data analysis on an isotope-by-isotope basis to optimize the orrelations, using

the expeted half-life of the parent isotope. The orrelation time windows were hosen

to be approximately ten half-lives of the parent nulide, permitting a good determi-

nation of the parent, subsequent generations, and the bakground ontributions to

a deay urve. The minimum time between bak-to-bak implantations was set to

math the orrelation time.

To minimize random orrelations ertain onditions related to the rate of events

in the detetor must be met. The implantation rate must be su�iently low that, on

average, the time between bak-to-bak implantations in a pixel is greater than the

length of the orrelation time window. The overall implantation rate for experiment

07509 was ∼100 Hz. However, these implantation events were not distributed evenly

over the detetor surfae. The beam pro�le was suh that pixels near the enter of

the detetor experiened a higher implantation rate than those at the edge of the

detetor. An average of less than 5 s separated implantations in the most entral

pixels of the implantation DSSD. The average time between implantations for eah

pixel of the surfae of the DSSD is shown in Fig. 3.15(a). However, for most nulei

inluded in experiment 07509, even the highest implantation rate allows a su�iently

long orrelation time window. A more signi�ant problem was posed by the build-

up of ativity from subsequent generations in pixels with higher implantation rates.

With an average of four β deays to reah stability from eah implanted fragment,
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the aumulated ativity in the detetor reates a bakground of random orrelations

in all spetra. In Figure 3.15(b) is shown the average number of observed β-deay

events ouring in a one-seond time interval in eah pixel of the detetor. Assuming

the average β-detetion e�ieny of 11.4±0.4%, the average rate of β deays is more

than 3/s in the most entral pixels. The higher bakground rates inrease the hane

of random orrelations, and both γ-ray spetra and half-life urves will have pixel-

dependent bakground ontributions.

The non-uniformity of the beam pro�le was used to provide an alternate analysis

of deays whih required a longer orrelation time window. A ut was made in position

based upon the time between bak-to-bak implantations, and only a subset of pixels

orresponding to those with >100 s between bak-to-bak implantations was used

for the primary analysis of isotopes with longer half-lives. The pixels satisfying the

ut are shown in Fig. 3.15(). The bak-to-bak implantation rate requirement was

used in software to limit analysis to the ∼800 pixels, or half of the detetor surfae

on the edge of the detetor with lower rates. Imposing this restrition did not a�et

the average β-detetion e�ieny for a single-pixel orrelation, but did result in a

redution of statistis by a fator of ten.

The bene�ts of making a restrition on the bak-to-bak implantation rate are

best illustrated in an example. The β deay of 55Ti is reported to have a half-life

of 1.3±0.1 s, and 9 γ-ray transitions have been previously reported [71℄. 55Ti was

a omponent of the oktail beam in NSCL experiment 07509, and its deay was

examined for both the subset of pixels of the DSSD shown in Fig. 3.15(), and all

pixels, with a orrelation time window of 5 s. The resulting β-delayed γ-ray spetra

are presented in Figs. 3.16(a) and (b) respetively. The known transitions in 55Ti

and its daughter 55V are marked by the �lled irles. The bakground ontribution

to the spetrum of Fig. 3.16(a) is redued in the spetrum of Fig. 3.16(b), while the

known transitions are apparent in both spetra. The half-life urve is also a�eted by

bakground, as illustrated in Figs. 3.16() and (d). The deay urve generated from
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Figure 3.15: Rate pro�les over the surfae of the implantation DSSD. (a) shows the

average time, in seonds, between implantations for eah pixel of the DSSD. (b) is the

average number of deay events in a given pixel within a 1 seond time interval. ()

illustrates the pixels of the DSSD in whih the time between implantations is ≥100 s.
This rate requirement, whih enompasses 1/2 of the DSSD pixels, was applied in

analysis to selet a subset of pixels.
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Figure 3.16: (a) and (b): β-delayed γ-ray spetra following the deay of 55Ti for data
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in whih the time between implantations was ≥100 s. () and (d): β-deay urves

derived from data using () all pixels of the DSSD, and (d) pixels near the edge of

the DSSD.

all data in Fig. 3.16() was �tted with an exponential deay for the parent, the growth

and deay of the daughter 55V, and a onstant bakground. The resulting �t gave a

half-life a fator of two longer than the known value. The deay urve resulting from

data in the edge pixels only [see Fig. 3.16(d)℄ was �tted in the same manner and the

dedued half-life is in good agreement with literature [71℄.

Primary analysis for data from NSCL experiment 07509 was restrited to the

subset of pixels with low implantation rates as desribed above when the required

orrelation time window was greater than 1 s. This inludes the analysis of the β

deays of 53Ca and 54S, disussed in the next hapter. The restrition to a subset

of DSSD pixels allowed a lean analysis of the deay properties of these longer-lived

isotopes. However, it would be preferable in future experiments to further defous

the beam over the detetor surfae to redue the implantation rate in the entral

detetor pixels. The loss in statistis due to fragments missing the detetor would

likely be less than that arising from limiting the analysis region. The implantation
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rate was onsiderably lower for NSCL experiment 05101; the total implantation rate

was ∼30 Hz. It was therefore not neessary to limit the analysis to any spei� region

of the DSSD.

3.5.2 Deay urve �tting methods

One of the key values that an be extrated from β-deay spetrosopy data is the

half-life of implanted nulei. A ritial step in extrating a half-life from ontinu-

ous implantation data is the orret orrelation of implantation events with their

subsequent deays, whih was desribed in the previous setion. Equally important,

however, is the method used to �t the deay urve data with funtions desribing not

only the deay of the parent nuleus of interest, but also ontributions from deay of

the daughter isotope(s) and randomly orrelated bakground events, whih must be

inluded due to the <100% β-detetion e�ieny of the DSSD.

Typially, �tting tehniques require the minimization of a �goodness of �t� pa-

rameter, whih often takes the form of a χ2 value. A ommonly used parameter is the

Gaussian χ2, de�ned as follows [72℄:

χ2
Gaussian =

N
∑

i

(yi − yfit(a))2

σ2
i

, (3.1)

where yi represents the ith data point, with assoiated variane σi, and yfit(a) is the

�t to the data point, whih is a funtion of the set of �t parameters, a. The best �t

parameters are determined by minimizing the value of χ2 iteratively, by onsidering

the numerial derivatives of χ2 with respet to eah of the �t parameters, a.

Data from low ount-rate experiments follow Poisson statistis [4℄, and the use

of χ2
Gaussian is not appropriate. An alternative method for nulear ounting experi-

ments with low statistis is to use the maximum likelihood of the Poisson probability
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distribution. The likelihood funtion (L) for Poisson statistis is given by [73℄:

L =
N
∏

i

PP (yi, µ) =
N
∏

i

µyie−µ

yi!
, (3.2)

where PP (yi, µ) is the probability of measuring a value of yi, when the true mean of

the distribution is given by µ, for N events. Taking the natural logarithm of Eqn. 3.2,

the log-likelihood funtion is given by:

lnL =
N

∑

i=1

[yi ln µ − µ − ln yi!]. (3.3)

With some rearrangement of Eqn 3.3, a version of the χ2 statisti derived from

maximizing the log-likelihood funtion for Poisson distributed data an be expressed

as:

χ2
LL = 2

N
∑

i

[yfit − yi ln(yfit) + ln(yi!)], (3.4)

where yfit is the �t to the data point yi. Minimization of this χ2
LL orretly determines

the �t parameters for Poisson distributed data, irrespetive of the proedure used to

histogram the event data.

Results are disussed in the next hapter whih inlude half-lives dedued using

two distint methods: a urve �tting method based within the ROOT data analysis

framework [74℄, whih optimized a �t to the binned deay urve data, and a maximum

likelihood approah, where eah instane of a orrelated deay event is evaluated and

assoiated with a spei� member of a deay hain, or to bakground. Both of these

methods used the Poisson statistial approah and are outlined in more detail in the

following setions.
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Funtional urve �t with ROOT

The majority of ases under onsideration in the present study had good statistis, and

the half-lives were dedued from the deay urve data using a traditional urve-�tting

approah. A ROOT-based �tting program was written that provided a graphial user

interfae and the option to ustomize the �tting funtion based on the properties of

a given deay. Fit funtions were based on the Bateman equations for nulear deay

proesses inluding parent, daughter, and grand-daughter deays as required, with

the option of inluding β-delayed neutron branhing and the assoiated βn daughter

deays. Two �tting algorithms were available with the ROOT pakage: minimization

of a Gaussian χ2, de�ned as in Eqn. 3.1, and maximization of the Poisson likelihood

funtion by minimization of the χ2
LL statisti as de�ned in the previous setion. The

latter method was applied for all deay urve �ts disussed in Chapter 4.

Maximum likelihood analysis

The Maximum Likelihood (MLH) �tting method was based upon the maximization

of a ustom log-likelihood funtion de�ned for a given data set. As applied to the

analysis of nulear deay half-lives, the MLH method provides a mathematially or-

ret desription of the probability of observing hains of deay events, and thus makes

use of all available information, on an event-by-event basis, to dedue the unknown

deay properties. The MLH method and its appliation to low-statistis β-deay data

are desribed in detail elsewhere [65℄.

No β deays in the present work were analyzed using the MLH method to dedue

a half-life value. However, the method was adapted to treat low-statistis isomer γ-ray

deay data for 50K, disussed in the next hapter. The nature of γ-ray deay, with

disrete energy transitions, allowed simpli�ation of the MLH method as ompared

to the treatment of β deay. As it is possible to disriminate γ-ray deays based on

energy, there are essentially only two options for the identity of a deay event � a real

parent γ-ray deay, or a random bakground event. Contributions from the deays
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of subsequent generations in the likelihood funtion an thus be exluded. Gating

on a spei� γ-ray energy also signi�antly redues the bakground rates assoiated

with any given isomer deay event. The elimination of ontributions from subsequent

deays and bakground greatly simpli�es the MLH method, reduing the Poisson

log-likelihood maximization tehnique to treatment of individual data points.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Results

The previous hapters have outlined the tehniques of β deay and β-delayed and

prompt γ-ray spetrosopy, as well as the details of the experimental set-up for NSCL

experiments 05101 and 07509. Results from these experiments are presented in this

hapter.

Prompt γ-ray information provided information on µs isomers for nulei implanted

in both experiments. β-deay half-lives and β-delayed γ-ray spetra were also obtained

from implantation-deay orrelations as desribed in the previous hapter. γγ matries

were onstruted for events with γ multipliities of two or higher, allowing analysis of

γ oinidene information. These data were used to establish level shemes. Combined,

the data obtained permitted onsiderable expansion of the knowledge of the neutron-

rih fp shell nulei.

Experiment 07509 inluded over 20 neutron-rih nulei in the region surrounding

54Ca, and provided new information on the quantum struture of the neutron-rih

53,54,56
21S isotopes, both through the deay of the parent

53,54
20Ca nulides, as well as

via prompt γ-ray emission from isomeri states in the even-A 54,56S isotopes them-

selves. Prompt γ rays from 50
19K were also observed in experiment 07509, providing

information on the low-energy struture of this nulide. New data for the low-energy

struture of neutron-rih 61
25Mn was obtained from experiment 05101, via β deay from
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the parent 61
24Cr isotope. This hapter presents results, inluding β-deay half-lives, β-

delayed γ-ray information and prompt γ-ray information, for 50K, neutron-rih 21S

and 20Ca isotopes from N=32 to N=35, and 61Cr.

4.1 Low-energy struture of neutron-rih 21S

isotopes

The presene of subshell gap at N=32, the result of a sizeable energy spaing between

the ν2p3/2 single-partile orbital and the higher-lying ν2p1/2 and ν1f5/2 orbitals, has

been observed experimentally in the 20Ca, 22Ti and 24Cr isotopes. Additional to this

subshell losure, the possibility exists in the 20Ca isotopes for a N=34 subshell losure,

resulting from the ontinued upward shift of the ν1f5/2 orbital attributed to a redued

monopole interation. Con�rmation of the presene or absene of a N=34 subshell

losure in the Ca isotopes has been the fous of a number of experimental e�orts in

the fp shell. The primary goal of experiment 05101 was to investigate the β deay

of 54K to states in 54Ca, with the hopes of populating the �rst 2+ exited state in

54Ca. Observation of the γ-ray de-exiting the 2
+
1 state in 54Ca would have provided

a diret measurement of the exitation energy of the state, and when onsidered in the

systematis of the 20Ca isotopes, potentially the �rst evidene for a N=34 subshell

losure. However, only 73 54K implantations were observed after one week of running

time. The prodution yields proved prohibitively low for a suessful β-γ measurement

during the allotted time.

Experiment 07509 was also motivated by the possibility of observing the γ-ray

deay of the 2
+
1 state in 54Ca and measuring E(2+

1 ). Within the data of experiment

05101, 3 ounts were observed at 327 keV in the γ-ray spetrum olleted within

15 µs following 54Ca implantations. Could an isomeri state be present in 54Ca?

The possibility for suh an isomer arises when low-energy 4− and 5− negative parity

states, an outome of the oupling of the ν2p1/2 and ν1g9/2 orbitals, are onsidered.
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Figure 4.1: γ-ray spetrum olleted within 20 µs following a 54Ca implantation. No

evidene of an isomer deay is observed. The peak at 110 keV is due to random

orrelations with the γ ray in the isomer deay of 54S.

The isomeri deay from a 5− state in 54Ca would be expeted follow the sequene

5− → 3+
1 → 2+

1 → 0+
1 . Thus, the goal of experiment 07509 was to investigate the

possible isomeri deay of 54Ca, and measure the energies of the γ-ray transitions

involved, in partiular that of the 2+
1 → 0+

1 transition, expeted to be ≥2 MeV. The

γ-ray spetrum olleted within 20 µs following a 54Ca implantation in experiment

07509 is shown in Fig. 4.1. No evidene of an isomer was observed.

While the struture of 54Ca has proven di�ult to probe diretly at present, the

possibility of an N=34 subshell losure at Z=20 an be investigated indiretly by

onsidering the level strutures of neighboring isotopes, e.g. the 21S isotopes. The

low-energy struture of the S isotopes should be desribed by the oupling of the

single valene f7/2 proton to the valene neutrons. Thus, the low-energy levels in the

21S isotopes surrounding N=34 should be sensitive to the neutron single-partile

energy spaings, and may shed light on the possible N=34 subshell losure in the Ca

isotopes.

Four neutron-rih 21S isotopes from N=32 to N=35 were inluded in the oktail

beam delivered to the NSCL β ounting system in experiment 07509, as well as

three 20Ca isotopes from N=32 to N=34. The 20Ca isotopes provided aess, via
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their β deays and β-delayed γ-ray emissions, to the low-energy struture of their

daughter 21S isotopes. Prompt γ-ray emission in 54S omplemented the deay data,

providing additional insight into the low-energy struture of this isotope. Prompt γ

rays provided the only aess into the low-lying levels of 56S, for whih the parent

56Ca was not produed with su�ient yield to permit β-γ analysis. The results for

the low-energy strutures of the S isotopes, determined both from deay of the Ca

isotopes and prompt γ-ray emission from the S isotopes themselves, are presented

in the following setions.

4.1.1 β deay of
53
Ca to

53
S

The β-delayed γ-ray spetrum for 53Ca in the range 0 to 3 MeV for deay events

within 5 s following an implantation event is shown in Fig. 4.2. Due to the length

of the orrelation time window used in the analysis of the 53Ca deay, this spetrum

inludes only deays orrelated with implantations isolated in pixels towards the edge

of the implantation detetor, as disussed in Setion 3.5.1. One transition is apparent

in this spetrum at 2109.0±0.3 keV, and has been assigned to the β deay of 53Ca.

This newly assigned transition has reently been on�rmed in one-proton knokout

from 54Ti [75℄.

The deay urve onstruted from 53Ca-orrelated β deays with the additional

requirement of a oinident 2109-keV γ ray is presented in Fig. 4.3(a). Extration of

the half-life from the full data without a γ-ray oinidene requirement is ompliated

by unertain quantities, inluding daughter half-lives and neutron branhing ratios,

whih must be inluded in the �tting funtion. It is therefore desirable to additionally

gate the deay urve on a known γ ray, to remove ontributions from both bakground

and subsequent deays in the deay hain. The newly observed 2109-keV γ ray ould

be used in the ase of 53Ca, and the full statistis of the DSSD ould be used in this

ase � the additional 2109-keV γ-ray oinidene requirement redued bakground

events, allowing extration of a lean deay urve. The γ-gated deay urve was
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Figure 4.2: β-delayed γ-ray spetrum in the energy range 0-3 MeV following the deay

of 53Ca. The spetrum is limited to inlude γ rays oinident only with β deays in

the subset of pixels near the edge of the DSSD. The transition assigned to the β deay

of 53Ca is marked by its energy in keV.

�tted with a single exponential deay and a onstant bakground, yielding a half-life

value of 461±90 ms. This value is higher than the value of 230±60 ms previously

reported by Mantia et al. [76℄. However, as noted in Ref. [76℄, the possibility of a

seond β-deaying state in 53Ca, whih ould aount for the disrepany between

the present result and previous measurements, annot be exluded. A �t to the deay

urve without the additional γ requirement is required to determine the total number

of observed 53Ca β deays. The �t to the un-gated deay urve, onsidering only

deay orrelated with implantations towards the edge of the implantation detetor,

and �xing the half-life at 461 ms, is presented in Fig. 4.3(b).

An absolute γ intensity of 56±12% was determined for the 2109-keV transition

from a Gaussian �t to the peak in Fig. 4.2, the absolute e�ieny of the 15-detetor

geometry of SeGA (4.3±0.2%), and the number of 53Ca β deays (252) that were

orrelated with fragment implantations, as determined from the �t to the deay urve

of Fig. 4.3(b). The absolute intensity of the 2109-keV transition suggests that the

majority of β intensity from the deay of 53Ca, exluding βn ontributions, proeeds

through an exited state depopulated by this transition. The 2109-keV transition is

thus proposed to diretly feed the 53S ground state, and the assoiated 2109-keV
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Figure 4.3: β-deay urves for the deay of 53Ca. (a) Deay urve onstruted onsid-

ering β-deay events orrelated with 53Ca implantations over the entire surfae of the

DSSD, with the additional requirement of a oinident 2109-keV deay γ ray. These

data were �tted with a single exponential deay and a onstant bakground. (b) De-

ay urve onstruted onsidering only data in the subset of pixels near the edge of

the DSSD, with a orrelation time of 5 s. Data were �tted with an exponential deay

of the parent, with the half-life �xed at 461 ms, growth and deay of the β and βn
daughters, assuming a 40% neutron-branhing ratio [77℄ and a onstant bakground.
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Figure 4.4: Deay sheme for the deay of 53Ca to states in 53S. The number in

square brakets following the γ-ray energy is the absolute γ-ray intensity. Apparent

logft values were alulated based on the apparent β-feeding values, the dedued half-
life and the exitation energy of the state [79℄. The deay Q value, Qβ , and neutron

separation energy, Sn, were dedued from data in Ref. [80℄.

state is tentatively assigned spin and parity (3/2)−, on the basis of seletion rules for

allowed β deay from the presumed (1/2)− 53Ca ground state [76,78℄. The proposed

level sheme for 53S following the β deay of 53Ca is shown in Fig. 4.4, inluding the

apparent β-feeding branhes and logft values.

4.1.2 β deay of
54
Ca to

54
S

The β-delayed γ-ray spetrum following the deay of 54Ca in the range 0 to 2 MeV is

shown in Fig. 4.5. With the short orrelation time of 1 s, data from the entire surfae of

the DSSD ould be inluded in the analysis. One transition at 247.3±0.3 keV has been

assigned to the β deay of 54Ca. The absolute intensity of this single transition was

dedued to be (65±9)%. This transition orresponds to the γ ray previously observed

by Mantia et al. [76℄ at 246.9±0.4 keV with an absolute intensity of (97±32)%.

The 247-keV transition is plaed as a ground-state transition and the 247-keV state
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Figure 4.5: β-delayed γ-ray spetrum following the deay of 54Ca to states in 54S, in

the range of 0-2 MeV. Observed transitions assigned to the deay of 54Ca are marked

by their energy in keV, while transitions in the β deay of the daughter 54S are

marked by a �lled irle.

assigned Jπ=(1)+ based on the apparent allowed β deay to this level from the 0+

54Ca ground state. As disussed by Mantia et al. [76℄, the 247-keV state populated in

the deay of 54Ca de-exites promptly (within a few ns). A prompt 247-keV transition

from a 1+ state to the 54S ground state preludes a Jπ=4+ assignment for the 54S

ground state, as Weisskopf estimates for a 247-keV M3 transition would suggest a

half-life of order days. The observed β-feeding pattern to states in 54Ti from 54S

had previously limited the ground state spin and parity to (3,4)+ [31℄. The present

result suggests a 3+ assignment for the ground state spin and parity of 54S � a 247-

keV E2 transition is expeted to have a half-life in the ns range, onsistent with the

observed prompt nature of the transition. The unobserved β intensity of 35±9% an

be attributed to a possible βn branh in the 54Ca deay, as diret feeding to the (3)+

ground state of 54S is unlikely from the 0+ ground state of 54Ca.

The deay urve derived from 54Ca-orrelated β deays within 1 s of an implan-

tation event is shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The deay urve of Fig. 4.6(a) was �tted with

a single exponential deay for the parent 54Ca, exponential growth and deay of the

β daughter isotope, 54S (T1/2 = 526 ± 15 ms, see Setion 4.1.3), and a onstant

bakground omponent. The dedued half-life for the deay of 54Ca was 101±9 ms,
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Figure 4.6: β-deay urves for the deay of 54Ca. (a) Deay urve onstruted from

54Ca-orrelated β-deay events over the entire DSSD surfae, using a orrelation time

of 1 s. These data were �tted with an exponential deay of the parent, growth and

deay of the β daughter, and a onstant bakground. (b) The deay urve for 54Ca,

with the additional requirement of a 247-keV deay γ ray oinident with the β deay.

The urve was �tted with a single exponential deay and a onstant bakground.

within 1σ of the value of 86±7 ms reported by Mantia et al. [76℄. The di�erene in

the dedued half-life value is a result of the new, longer half-life for the 54S daughter

nuleus (see Setion 4.1.3). A �t to the present data using the previous 54S half-life

of 360±60 ms [31℄ used by Mantia et al. gave a half-life value of 88±13 ms. Shown in

Fig. 4.6(b) is the deay urve obtained by requiring a oinidene with the 247-keV

β-delayed γ ray observed in the 54Ca deay. The 247-keV γ-gated deay urve yields

a half-life value of 107±14 ms, again onsistent with both the un-gated deay urve

and the previous value reported by Mantia et al. [76℄. The proposed deay sheme

for levels in 54S populated following the β deay of 54Ca is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Qβ and Sn were dedued from data in Ref. [80℄.

4.1.3 β deay and isomeri struture of
54
S

Analysis of the β deay of 54S used a orrelation time of 5 s, with primary analysis

restrited to the subset of pixels towards the edge of the implantation DSSD, as

disussed in Setion 3.5.1. The β-delayed γ-ray spetrum for 54S in the range 0 to

3 MeV is presented in Fig. 4.8. Twelve transitions were identi�ed in this spetrum.

The four lowest energy transitions were eliminated as andidates for transitions in

the deay of 54S on the basis of their apparent half-lives, and likely belong to the

deay of the daughter nuleus, 54Ti. γγ analysis indiates that these four transitions

are in oinidene with one another, and the lowest energy transition at 108 keV

orresponds to a known transition in 54V [68℄. The remaining eight transitions are

assigned to the β deay of 54S, and are summarized in Table 4.1. The transitions

observed at 1002, 1021 and 1495 keV were observed previously in β deay [31℄ and

deep-inelasti studies [81℄.

The deay urve for 54S-orrelated deay events inluding deay events over the
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Figure 4.8: β-delayed γ-ray spetrum following the deay of 54S, for γ-ray transitions

in the energy range 0-3 MeV. Transitions in the deay of 54S are marked by their

energies in keV, while transitions belonging to the deay of the daughter are marked

by a �lled irle. Transitions marked by shaded triangles were used to gate the β-deay
urve of Fig. 4.9(a).

Table 4.1: Energies and absolute intensities of β-delayed γ rays assigned to the β deay

of 54S. The half-life dedued from a γ-gated deay urve, onsidering data over the

entire surfae of the DSSD, is also inluded for all transitions in whih statistis were

su�ient to �t a urve.

Eγ (keV) Iabsolute
γ (%) Initial State (keV) Final State (keV) Half-life (ms)

484.6 ± 0.4 4 ± 1 3000 2516 564±99
840.5 ± 0.4 7 ± 2 3338 2497 620±104
1002.4 ± 0.3 40 ± 4 2497 1495.0 522±28
1020.8 ± 0.4 9 ± 2 2517 1495.0 556±53
1495.0 ± 0.3 79 ± 5 1495.0 0 525±19
1504.0 ± 0.3 2 ± 1 3000 1495 521±113
1965.7 ± 0.4 7 ± 1 3460 1495 458±100
2517.5 ± 0.3 5 ± 1 2517 0 �
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entire surfae of the DSSD, with the additional requirement of a oinident 1002, 1021,

1495, 1504 or 1966-keV γ transition, is presented in Fig. 4.9(a). A �t to these data

using a single exponential deay and onstant bakground yielded a half-life for 54S

of 526±15 ms, longer than the value 360±60 ms determined by Liddik et al . [31℄.

One possible explanation for the disrepany between the present half-life requiring

a oinident deay γ ray, and the previous value would be the presene of a seond

β-deaying state in 54S. However, as noted by Liddik et al . [31℄, the ordering of low-

energy states predited by the shell model is not supportive of a β-deaying isomer.

Additionally, deay urves gated on individual γ transitions yielded half-life values

in good agreement with one another (see the last olumn of Table 4.1, whih is not

indiative of an isomer.

Another possible explanation for the disrepany between the half-lives is the

deonvolution of the previously observed β-deay urve. A half-life of 2.1±1.0 s, used

in the present analysis, was determined in the 07509 data set for the daughter 54Ti and

is in agreement with, though slightly longer than the literature value [82℄. Additionally,

the unobserved β intensity in the present work is suggestive of a neutron-branhing

ontribution of ∼20%. Inlusion of these fators, not onsidered by Liddik et al. [31℄,

would result in an underestimation of the parent half-life in the previous work.

The proposed levels in 54Ti populated by the β deay of 54S are shown in Fig.

4.10. Plaement of the 1002-, 1021- and 1495-keV transitions follows the assignments

made in previous work [31,81℄, and is on�rmed by both the absolute γ-ray intensities

of the transitions, and observed γγ oinidenes. The new transitions with energies

484, 840, 1505 and 1965 keV were plaed on the basis of the observed γγ oinidenes,

as shown in Fig. 4.11. Energy-sum relationships were used to plae both the 1505-keV

ross-over transition onneting the states with energies 3000 and 1495 keV, and the

2517-keV transition between the 2517-keV level and the ground state.

The apparent β feeding and log ft values dedued from the absolute γ intensities

are inluded in Fig. 4.10. Jπ for the states with energies 1495, 2496 and 2517 keV are
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Figure 4.9: Deay urves for the β deay of 54S to states in 54Ti using a orrelation

time of 5 s. (a) Deay urve, onsidering data over the entire surfae of the DSSD,

with the additional requirement of a oinident 1002, 1021, 1495, 1504, 1966 or 2518-

keV γ ray (marked by the shaded triangles in Fig. 4.8). These data were �tted with a

single exponential deay and onstant bakground. (b) 54S β-deay urve onstruted
onsidering β deays loalized to the subset of pixels on the edge of the DSSD. The

deay urve was �tted with a funtion inluding a single exponential deay, growth and
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assuming a neutron branhing ratio of 20%. The half-life of the parent 54S was �xed

at 526 ms, as determined from the γ-gated deay urve.
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adopted from previous works [31, 81℄. Apparent allowed feeding to both the 2+ and

4+ states suggest a Jπ assignment of 3+ for the 54S ground state, in agreement with

the assignment made based on the β deay of 54Ca into 54S, disussed in Setion

4.1.2. No diret feeding is therefore expeted to the 0+ 54Ti ground state. The missing

β intensity an be aounted for by a βn branh of 16±9% in the deay. An allowed

β deay from the (3)+ 54S ground state limits the spin of the newly-plaed states

with energies 3000, 3337 and 3460 keV to Jπ = 2+, 3+ or 4+.

The γ-ray spetrum olleted within a 20-µs window following a 54S implantation

event is shown in Fig. 4.12. Observation of a 110-keV isomeri transition in 54S was

�rst reported by Grzywaz et al. [68℄, where the 110-keV transition was assigned

E2 multipolarity, based on Weisskopf estimates. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the 110-keV

isomeri transition was observed with high statistis and an improved half-life for

this isomeri state was dedued. The prompt γ-ray energy is shown as a funtion of

time after implantation of 54S fragments into the DSSD in Fig. 4.13(a). The 110-keV

transition is visible, with an intensity deaying with time. Fig. 4.13(b) is a projetion

of the data in Fig. 4.13(a) onto the time axis, showing the time dependeny of the

110-keV transition. This deay urve was �tted with a single exponential funtion with

a half-life for this isomeri state of 2.77±0.02 µs. The present half-life value agrees

with measurement of Grzywaz et al. [68℄, but signi�antly improves the preision.

The improved preision of the half-life for the 110-keV isomeri transition in 54S

allowed on�rmation, through omparison with Weisskopf estimates, of the E2 mul-

tipolarity assignment for this transition. The (3)+ spin and parity assignment for the

54S ground state, and an E2 isomeri transition limits Jπ of the 110-keV state to

J = 1, 5. A spin of J=1 is exluded by the non-observation of feeding to this state

by the β deay of 54Ca. Thus, under the assumption of an E2 multipolarity for the

transition, the 110-keV isomeri state in 54S is tentatively assigned a spin and parity

of Jπ=(5)+, as was originally suggested by Grzywaz et al. [68℄. However, this assign-

ment assumes a single-partile nature for the �nal and initial states. The situation
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is less ertain when more ompliated wavefuntions involving on�guration mixing

are onsidered. As will be disussed further in Setion 5.1.2, a 4+ spin and parity

assignment for the 110-keV isomeri state may also be possible.

4.1.4 β deay of
56
S

The analysis of the β deay of 56S only required a orrelation time of 1 s, and the

full DSSD implantation detetor ould be used in the analysis. The β-delayed γ-ray

spetrum for 56S in the range 0 to 2 MeV is shown in Fig. 4.14. Nine transitions in this

spetrum have been assigned to the deay of 56S, and are summarized in Table 4.2.

Two additional transitions were assigned to the deay of the granddaughter nulide,

56V (T1/2 = 216± 4 ms [70℄) � no transitions are known in the deay of the daughter

56Ti (T1/2 = 200 ± 5 ms [71℄). The transitions with energies 592, 690, 751, 1129

and 1161 keV agree well with γ rays previously observed in both β deay [31℄ and

deep inelasti in-beam experiments [81℄. In Ref. [31℄, it was noted that the transition

at 592.3±0.5 keV was within the error of a known transition in 55Ti [83℄, and the

possibility of β-delayed neutron emission was suggested. In addition to the 592-keV

transition, another known transition in 55Ti, at 1204 keV, is present in the β-delayed

γ-ray spetrum, on�rming β-delayed neutron emission in the deay of 56S.

Liddik et al. [31℄ proposed two β-deaying states in 56S: a low-spin state with

T1/2 = 35±5 ms, and a higher-spin state with slightly longer T1/2 = 60±7. Given the

di�erent spin values, the two β-deaying states were observed to populate di�erent

levels in the 56Ti daughter. γ-gated deay urves were generated for eah γ-ray tran-

sition identi�ed in Fig. 4.14 and �tted with a single exponential deay plus onstant

bakground. The γ-gated deay urves are presented in Figure 4.15, and the resultant

half-life values are summarized in Table 4.2. The values dedued from deay urves

gated on the 690 and 1161-keV transitions were 73±10 ms and 78±9 ms respetively,

onsistent within 1σ of the previous half-life determination for the higher-spin isomer,

60±7 ms [31℄. The transitions assigned to the βn deay also have half-lives onsistent
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deay of the grand-daughter nulide, 56V.

Table 4.2: Energies and relative intensities of β-delayed γ rays observed following a

56S-orrelated deay event and assigned to the deay of 56S. Observed half-lives for

γ-gated deay urves are also inluded.

Eγ Iabsolute
γ Deay Initial State Final State T1/2

(keV) (%) Mode (keV) (keV) (ms)

591.7 ± 0.3 14 ± 2 βn 591.7 0 78 ± 25
689.6 ± 0.3 18 ± 2 β 2979 2289 73 ± 10
750.9 ± 0.4 8 ± 2 β 1880 1128.7 24 ± 7
1128.7 ± 0.3 48 ± 4 β 1128.7 0 51 ± 6
1160.6 ± 0.3 30 ± 3 β 2289 1128.7 78 ± 9
1203.5 ± 0.3 8 ± 1 βn 1795 591.7 68 ± 19
1466.8 ± 0.3 6 ± 1 β - - 60 ± 13
1494.8 ± 0.3 3 ± 1 β 4474 2979 150 ± 44
1711.6 ± 0.3 3 ± 1 β - - 29 ± 10
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with deay from the higher-spin state, as do the transitions with energies 1467 and

1495 keV.

The half-life of the lower-spin β-deaying state in 56S was previously dedued

to be 35 ± 5 ms from a two-omponent �t to the deay urve gated on the 1129-

keV γ transition, whih depopulates a state fed diretly and/or indiretly by both

β-deaying states in 56S. Two newly-identi�ed γ-ray transitions with energies 751

and 1712 keV were found to have half-lives similar to that extrated previously for

the lower-spin isomer. These two γ rays apparently depopulate states fed exlusively

by the lower-spin isomer. The weighted average of the half-lives for the 751- and

1712-keV transitions yields a half-life for the lower-spin isomer of 26 ± 6 ms.

Levels in 56Ti and 55Ti populated in the deay of the two β-deaying states in

56S are shown in Fig. 4.16. The states in 55Ti are known from the 55S β deay

in NSCL experiment 07509 [84℄, previous β-deay studies [31℄, and deep inelasti

work [83℄. The three states at 1129, 2290 and 2980 keV in 56S were previously

identi�ed and tentatively assigned spin and parities [31, 81℄, whih are shown in Fig.

4.16. γγ oinidenes [see Fig. 4.17(a),(),(d)℄ also on�rm the plaement of the 690-,

1129- and 1160-keV γ transitions assoiated with these three levels. The observed γγ

oinidenes between the 1129- and 751-keV transitions [see Fig. 4.17(b),()℄ suggest

the plaement of an additional state populated by the lower-spin β-deaying state

at 1880 keV. γγ oinidenes between the 1495- and 690-keV transitions [see Fig.

4.17(a),(e)℄ suggest that the higher-spin β-deaying state populates a level at 4474

keV, in addition to populating the two states at 2290 and 2980 keV. Only the 1467-

and 1712-keV γ transitions remain unplaed in the present level sheme for 56Ti.

Absolute γ-ray intensities were determined for the β-delayed γ-ray transitions in

the 56S deay by omparison of the number of observed γ rays, adjusted for the abso-

lute e�ieny of SeGA, with the number of observed 56S deay events. Typially, the

number of parent deays is obtained from the deay urve �t, as previously desribed

in Setion 3.5.1. However, a preise value for 56S ould not be obtained using this
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approah. The presene of the two β-deaying states in this ase results in a deay

urve �t with a large number of free parameters. Instead, the number of 56S deays

was determined using the total number of implantations, taken from the partile iden-

ti�ation, and the average β-detetion e�ieny of 11.4±0.4%. The absolute γ-ray

intensities are inluded in Table 4.2, and in the deay sheme of Fig. 4.16. Apparent

β branhes were dedued from the absolute γ-ray intensities. Deay from the higher-

spin isomer apparently populates both the 4+ and 6+ states in 56Ti. This suggests

that the higher-spin isomer has Jπ=5+, in ontradition to the previous assignment

of (6,7)+ by Liddik et al. [31℄. However, the large Qβ value for the deay allows

the (4)+ state at 2289 keV to be populated by asades from above, resulting in the

observed intensity di�erene between the 690- and 1161-keV transitions. Given this

possibility, the higher-spin β-deaying state has been tentatively assigned as (5,6)+.

The state with an energy of 4474 keV, also populated by the higher-spin β-deaying

state, has Jπ limited to 4+, 5+, 6+ or 7+, depending on the spin and parity of the

higher-spin β-deaying state in 56S.

Deay from the lower-spin β-deaying state in 56S apparently diretly feeds the

�rst exited 2+ state in 56Ti, whih limits the spin and parity of this β-deaying state

to 1+, 2+ or 3+. The Jπ for the 56S ground state an be further restrited if there is

diret β feeding to the 56Ti ground state. The absolute intensity of the 592-keV tran-

sition in the βn daughter 55Ti suggests a lower-limit for the neutron branhing ratio

of 14±2%. Even under the assumption that the two unplaed γ transitions diretly

populate the 56Ti ground state, there is 29±7% of the β intensity unaounted for.

Two senarios an aount for the missing intensity: either diret feeding to the 56Ti

ground state or βn deay populating the ground state of 55Ti diretly. Eah possibility

was investigated by reanalyzing the β deay of 56S with the longer orrelation time of

5 s. With a longer orrelation time, it was possible to ompare the intensities of γ-ray

transitions in the deay of the βn daughter 55Ti (672.5 keV, Iabsolute
γ = 44±4%), and

the ββ granddaughter 56V (668.4 keV, Iabsolute
γ = 26± 2%). Within a 5 s orrelation
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Table 4.3: Determination of the β and βn ontributions to the deay of 56S, based on

the observation of γ-ray transitions in subsequent deays within the β and βn deay

hains.

56S Deay Signature Eγ Iabsolute
γ Counts (5 s Number of % of 56S

Deay Deay (keV) (%) Correlation Observed Deays

Mode Time Deays

β 56V→56Cr 668.4±0.3 26±2 94±12 362±54 71±14
βn 55Ti→55V 672.5±0.4 44±4 64±10 145±26 29±6

time, >90% of the 55Ti (T1/2 = 1.3 ± 0.1 s [71℄) populated in βn deays would have

deayed, while 56Ti (T1/2 = 200± 5 ms [71℄) populated in the β deay of 56S would

have deayed into 56V (T1/2 = 216±4 ms [70℄), whih would also have deayed. Thus,

the ratio of β to βn deays in 56S an be determined by the ratio of the intensities of

the 668- and 673-keV transitions, whih are deteted with nearly the same e�ieny

in SeGA.

The results of the βn/ββ analysis are summarized in Table 4.3. Approximately

70% of the deays of 56S populate states in 56Ti. Thus, the missing β-intensity

annot be fully aounted for by βn deay to the ground state of 55Ti, and there is

apparent diret population of the 0+ 56Ti ground state. The higher-spin (5,6)+ β-

deaying state annot populate the 56Ti ground state diretly, and so the lower-spin

isomer must deay diretly to the 56Ti ground state. The apparent feeding of the 0+

56Ti ground state and the �rst 2+ exited state thus suggests a spin and parity for

the lower-spin β-deaying state of Jπ=1+. Diret feeding from the (1)+ β-deaying

state limits Jπ of the state at 1880 keV to (0,1,2)+.

4.1.5 Isomerism in
56
S

The γ-ray spetrum olleted within a 20-µs time window following the implantation

of 56S is presented in Fig. 4.18. Five transitions were observed, and are summarized

in Table 4.4. Those transitions with energies 140, 188, and 587 keV are in agreement

with the three transitions previously reported by Liddik et al. [31℄.
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a 56S implantation. The γ rays assigned to the isomer deay in 56S are marked

by their energies in keV. The additional peak visible in the spetrum at 110 keV is

ontamination from the isomer deay of 54S.

Table 4.4: Energies and relative intensities of isomeri γ rays observed in the 20 µs

window following a 56S implantation event. Relative γ intensities are orreted for

internal onversion [61℄, based on the transition multipolarity and energy. Transition

multipolarities were assigned based on Weisskopf half-life estimates.

Eγ Irelative
γ Transition Total Internal Initial Final

(keV) (%) Multipolarity Conversion State State

Coe�ient (αtotal) (keV) (keV)

47.7 ± 0.3 70 ± 19 M1 (1.16±0.02)×10−1 775 727

140.5 ± 0.3 61 ± 7 M1 (6.6±0.1)×10−3 727 587

187.8 ± 0.3 61 ± 8 E2 (2.63±0.04)×10−2 775 587

587.2 ± 0.3 100 ± 12 M1 (2.34±0.04)×10−4 587 0

727.1 ± 0.3 32 ± 5 E2 (2.45±0.04)×10−4 727 0
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Figure 4.19: Time evolution of the prompt γ-ray transitions in 56S. (a) Prompt γ-ray

energy plotted as a funtion of the time elapsed following a 56S implantation event.

(b) Projetion of (a) onto the time axis, gated on the �ve prompt γ-ray transitions.

The data were �tted with a single exponential deay and a onstant bakground.

The observed γ-ray energy is presented as a funtion of the time elapsed between

a 56S implantation and prompt γ-ray emission in Fig. 4.19(a). The �ve transitions

with energies 48, 140, 188, 587 and 727 keV appear to deay with the same half-life.

Figure 4.19(b) ontains a projetion of the data of Fig. 4.19(a), gated on the �ve

isomeri transitions, onto the time axis. The resulting deay urve was �tted with a

single exponential deay and a onstant bakground with a half-life for the isomeri

state in 56S of 290±30 ns.

The low-energy struture of 56S populated by isomeri deay, presented in Fig. 4.16,

was established based on the observed γγ oinidenes (see Fig. 4.20), and relative
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Figure 4.20: γγ oinidene spetra for the (a) 48-keV, (b) 140-keV, () 188-keV,

(d) 587-keV and (e) 727-keV transitions in the 20-µs time window following a 56S

implantation. The number of oinident ounts are given by the numbers in square

brakets following the transition energies.

transition intensities orreted for internal onversion. Energy-sum relationships to

the ross-over transitions with energies 188 and 727 keV provided further support for

the proposed level sheme.

A novel approah was taken to determine whih of the two β-deaying states

in 56S is populated by the isomeri deay. A half-life urve was onstruted in-

luding only β-deay events orrelated with 56S implantations that were in turn

oinident with one of the �ve prompt γ rays. The resulting deay urve is pre-

sented in Fig. 4.21. A �t to these data with a single exponential deay for the 56S

parent, growth and deay of the daughter (56Ti, T1/2 = 200 ± 5 ms [71℄) and grand-
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Figure 4.21: Deay urve for 56S-orrelated β deays onsidering only 56S implan-

tations oinident with identi�ed isomeri γ-ray transitions. The deay urve was

�tted with a single exponential deay, growth and deay of the β-deay daughter and

granddaughter, and a onstant bakground.

daughter(56V, T1/2 = 216 ± 4 ms [70℄), and onstant bakground yielded a half-life

of 30±5 ms, onsistent with deay of the lower-spin β-deaying state, previously

assigned Jπ=(1)+ (see Setion 4.1.4). Knowledge of the quantum numbers of the

lowest-energy state of the isomer `band' permits tentative Jπ assignments for the

remaining low-lying levels populated in the isomeri deay of the isomeri state in

56S. The 188-keV transition, whih diretly depopulates the isomeri level, has E2

multipolarity, based on Weisskopf estimates (see Table 4.5). The 48-keV transition is

assigned multipolarity M1, on the basis of the observed favourable ompetition with

the 188-keV transition, and omparison with Weisskopf estimates. It follows that the

140-keV transition must also have M1 multipolarity. The observed intensities of the

727-keV and 140-keV transitions depopulating the isomeri state then suggest the

former transition to be E2, whih aording to Weisskopf estimates, will proeed at a

omparable rate to the 140-keV M1 transition. Finally, the remaining 587-keV transi-

tion must have M1 multipolarity. These assignments lead to the tentatively assigned

Jπ = (2)+, (3)+ and (4)+ values for the states in 56S at 587, 727 and 775 keV

exitation energy above the base state, assuming that the base state has Jπ=(1)+.
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Table 4.5: Weisskopf half-life estimates for the �ve prompt γ-ray transitions observed

in 56S.

Eγ Weisskopf single partile half-lives

(keV) E1 M1 E2 M2 E3 M3

47.7 4.7 ps 114 ps 209 µs 5.9 ms 4.0 hours 1.5×106 years

140.5 184 fs 4.5 ps 942 ns 27 µs 7.6 s 92 years

187.8 77 fs 1.9 ps 221 ns 6.3 µs 990 ms 6.7 years

587.2 2.5 fs 61 fs 738 ps 21 ns 339 µs 2.1 hours

727.1 1.3 fs 32.2 fs 254 ps 7.2 ns 76 µs 1084 s

4.2 Isomeri Struture of
50
K

The neutron-rih 19K isotopes with N ≥ 20 are situated on the border of two major

shells, with protons oupying the high-lying sd-shell single-partile orbitals, and

neutrons �lling low-lying fp-shell orbitals. The low-energy levels in the K isotopes

are thus sensitive to the relative spaing of the proton single-partile orbitals below

the Z=20 shell losure. Reent evidene [85,86℄ suggests an evolution of the energies of

the π1d3/2 and π2s1/2 states for the K isotopes with N>28 outside of the preditions

of the most urrent sd-fp ross-shell e�etive interations. The low-energy levels in

50
19K31 are thus interesting to better understand the evolution of the proton single-

partile states below Z=20 with inreasing neutron exess.

Isomerism in 50K was �rst reported by Lewitowiz et al. [87℄, with more details

inluded in the work of Daugas [88℄. The prompt γ-ray spetrum for 50K implanta-

tions olleted in this work is presented in Fig. 4.22(a). Three transitions are apparent

in this spetrum, at 43, 128 and 172 keV, and their details are summarized in Ta-

ble 4.6. The observed transitions are in agreement with those previously observed

by Daugas [88℄. However, the additional two transitions with energies 70±1 keV and

101±1 keV also reported in Ref [88℄ are not apparent in the γ-ray spetrum depited

in Fig. 4.22(a). Fragment-γγ oinidenes, shown in Fig. 4.23, indiate a oinidene

relationship between the 43- and 128-keV transitions, however, the ordering of these

transitions is not uniquely determined. The third transition at 172 keV in the spe-
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Table 4.6: Energies, relative intensities and half-lives for the γ rays observed within

the 20 µs following a 50K implantation event. Relative intensities are orreted for

internal onversion [61℄, based on the transition multipolarity and energy. Transition

multipolarities were assigned based on omparison to Weisskopf half-life estimates

as disussed in the text. Half-lives for individual γ-ray transitions were determined

using the MLH method. A weighted average of the MLH values is also presented, as

well as the results of a �t to the data for all three transitions using the ROOT �tting

program.

Eγ Irelativeγ Transition Total Internal Number of MLH

(keV) (%) Multipolarity Conversion Counts for Half-life

Coe�ient (αtotal) T1/2 (ns)

42.8±0.3 84±22 M1 0.107±0.003 4 65
+75
−30

128.4±0.3 75±15 M1 0.0059±0.0002 21 135
+37
−27

172.2±0.3 100±19 E2 0.0287±0.0008 11 229
+125
−69

MLH Weighted average: 154
+34
−26 ns

ROOT �t: 158±27 ns

trum in Fig. 4.22(a) is plaed as the ross-over transition, based on the energy-sum

relationship.

The time evolution of the 50K γ rays is given in Figure 4.22(b). The three tran-

sitions observed in Fig. 4.22(a) are apparent, though statistis are low. The number

of ounts are further redued when onsidering only γ rays with deay times greater

than 1 µs, after the bakground of prompt x-rays whih ours upon fragment im-

plantation into the DSSD. The γ-ray spetrum with this ut on the deay time is

shown in Fig. 4.22(), and the low statistis are evident. The total number of ounts

for eah of the three transitions is summarized in Table 4.6.

An MLH analysis was used to extrat the isomer half-life information due to the

low statistis for the observed γ rays. The likelihood funtion (see Setion 3.5) was

evaluated for eah event, and maximized to yield a half-life value for eah of the three

γ rays assigned to the deay of the 50K isomeri state. The resultant half-lives are

listed in Table 4.6. The half-lives are onsistent with one another, and a weighted

average yields a value of 154
+34
−26 ns for the isomeri state with energy 172 keV in 50K.
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Table 4.7: Weisskopf half-life estimates for the three prompt γ-ray transitions observed

in 50K.

Eγ Weisskopf single partile half-lives

(keV) E1 M1 E2 M2 E3 M3

42.8 6.5 ps 158 ps 359 µs 10 ms 8.6 hours 4.1×106 years

128.4 241 fs 5.9 ps 1.5 µs 42 µs 14.2 s 206 years

172.2 100 fs 2.4 ps 340 ns 9.6 µs 1.8 s 14.7 years

The results of a deay urve �t, using the ROOT program with Poisson analysis,

to the summed data for all three transitions yields a value of 158±27 ns, onsistent

with the average MLH result. Both half-life values agree with the value of 125±40 ns

reported by Daugas [88℄.

Comparison of the dedued lifetime with the Weisskopf estimates (see Table 4.7)

suggests an E2 multipolarity for the 172-keV transition. The ompetition of the 43-128

keV γ-ray asade with the diret ground state transition from the isomeri 172-keV

state suggests that the multipolarities of the 43- and 128-keV transitions are M1. The

low-energy level sheme for 50K is presented in Fig. 4.24. Spins and parities for the

low-energy states populated in the prompt γ-ray deay of 50K are disussed in detail

in Chapter 5.

4.3 Struture of
61
Mn from β deay of

61
Cr

Below the Z=28 shell losure and approahing N=40, there is evidene in both the

24Cr and 26Fe isotopi hains of inreasing olletivity, whih develops below Z=28

with the approah of the 1g9/2 neutron orbital to the Fermi surfae. While the onset

of olletivity has been investigated in the 24Cr and 26Fe isotopi hains, data in the

intermediate 25Mn isotopes is less abundant. The level struture of 61Mn will extend

the information in the Mn isotopi hain, and provide insight into the development

of olletive behavior for Z=25.

Implanted 61Cr fragments were orrelated with their subsequent β deays by re-
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Figure 4.24: Proposed low-energy level sheme for 50K. The numbers in square brak-

ets following the γ-ray transition energies are the relative transition intensities. The

order of the two γ-ray asade is not uniquely determined � the tentative 2− state

may alternately be loated at an exitation energy of 42.8 keV.

quiring the presene of a high-energy implantation event in a single pixel of the DSSD,

followed by a low-energy β event in the same or any of the eight neighbouring pixels,

using a orrelation time of 3 s. The deay urve for 61Cr-orrelated β deays given

in Fig. 4.25 was �tted with a single exponential deay ombined with an exponen-

tial growth and deay of the short-lived daughter, 61Mn, whose half-life was taken

to be 670±40 ms from Ref. [89℄. A onstant bakground was also inluded as a free

parameter in the �t. A half-life of 233±11 ms was dedued for the ground-state β

deay of 61Cr. This new value ompares favorably with the previous measurement

by Sorlin et al. [59℄ of 251±22 ms, but is more than 1σ shorter than the 270±20 ms

value reported earlier by Ameil et al. [90℄.

The β-delayed γ-ray spetrum from the deay of 61Cr is shown in Fig. 4.26. The

spetrum overs the energy range 0 to 2.5 MeV. The seven transitions assigned to the

deay of 61Cr are listed in Table 4.8. The peaks observed with energies of 207 and

629 keV in Fig. 4.26 are known transitions in the deay of the 61Mn daughter [91℄. The

1028- and 1205-keV transitions from the deay of the grand-daughter 61Fe [92℄ are
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a onstant bakground.

also seen in Fig. 4.26. The peaks at 355, 535, 1142 and 1861 keV orrespond in energy

to the transitions previously reported by Sorlin et al. [59℄. However, the transition

observed in that work at 1134 keV was not apparent in the present work, see Fig. 4.26.

The three additional γ-ray transitions at 157, 1497, and 2378 keV an be assigned

for the �rst time to the deay of 61Cr. It is worth noting that two transitions with

energies 155 and 355 keV had previously been assigned to the β deay of 62Cr [58℄.

Observation of these transitions in Fig. 4.26 suggests that they are assoiated with

levels in 61Mn, and their observation in Ref. [58℄ may be evidene for β-delayed

neutron deay of the 62Cr ground state. The in-beam γ-ray spetra for 61Mn and

62Mn obtained by Valiente-Dobón et al. [57℄ inlude transitions with energies of 157

and 155 keV, respetively, supporting the present assignment of the 157-keV γ-ray

transition in Fig. 4.26 to the deay of 61Cr.

The proposed deay sheme for levels in 61Mn populated following the β deay

of 61Cr is presented in Fig. 4.27. The β-deay Q value was taken from Ref. [80℄.

Absolute γ-ray intensities were dedued from the number of observed 61Cr γ rays,

the γ-ray peak e�ieny, and the number of 61Cr implants orrelated with β deays,

as derived from the �t of the deay urve in Fig. 4.25. The two-γ asade involving
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Table 4.8: Energies and absolute intensities of the β-delayed γ rays assigned to the

deay of 61Cr. The initial and �nal states for those transitions plaed in the proposed
61Mn level sheme are also indiated.

Eγ Iabsoluteγ Einitial E�nal Coinident

(keV) (%) keV keV γ rays (keV)

157.2±0.5 9±2 157 0

354.8±0.4 16±2 1497 1142 535, 1142

534.6±0.5 5±1 2032 1497 355

1142.2±0.4 21±2 1142 0 355

1497.3±0.5 9±2 1497 0

1860.8±0.4 20±2 1861 0

2378.2±0.4 11±1 2378 0
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the 1142- and 355-keV transitions was on�rmed by γγ oinidene relationships (see

Fig. 4.28). However, the ordering of the two transitions is not uniquely determined.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 4.27 was based on the absolute intensities of the 1142-

and 355-keV transitions. No evidene was found for γ rays in oinidene with the

157-keV ground-state transition within the statistial unertainty of the measurement.

Two ounts in the 355-keV oinidene spetrum of Fig. 4.28(b) suggested plaement

of the 535-keV line in asade from a higher-lying level at 2032 keV. This tentative

plaement is represented in Fig. 4.27 by a dashed line.

The apparent β-deay feeding to levels in 61Mn was dedued from the absolute

γ-ray intensities. The dedued values, along with apparent logft values, are also given

in Fig. 4.27. The observed β branhes all have apparent logft values between 4 and

6, onsistent with allowed transitions. The 1142-keV level was found to have a small

β branhing with a large error, and might not be diretly populated by the β deay

of 61Cr.

A ground-state spin and parity assignment of 5/2− was assigned to 61Mn by

Runte et al. [91℄, based on the systemati trends of ground-state Jπ values for the

less neutron-rih, odd-A Mn isotopes. The �rst exited state at 157 keV has been

tentatively assigned Jπ=7/2− from the in-beam γ-ray results. Allowed β feeding to

the lowest two states would then limit the Jπ quantum numbers of the 61Cr ground

state to values of 5/2− or 7/2−. Gaudefroy et al. [58℄ tentatively assigned the ground

state of 61Cr to be Jπ=5/2− on the basis of the observed β-deay properties of the

progenitor, 61V, and suh an assignment is adopted in Fig. 4.27. It is likely that the

1142-keV state has low spin, either Jπ=1/2− or Jπ=3/2−. The level at 1142 keV

is apparently weakly fed by β deay, was not identi�ed in the yrast struture of

61Mn [57℄, and does not depopulate to the 7/2− level at 157 keV within the statistial

unertainty of this measurement. The 1497-keV level is tentatively assigned a Jπ of

3/2− or 5/2− beause of the apparent allowed β-deay branh and the favorable

ompetition between the two depopulating γ rays that suggests that both transitions
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have M1 multipolarity. The proposed levels at exitation energies of 1861 and 2378 keV

are apparently fed by allowed β deay as well, and an take Jπ values in a range from

3/2− to 7/2−.
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Chapter 5

Disussion

5.1 Interpretation of the low-energy levels in

neutron-rih 21S

One of the more interesting questions with regard to nulear struture in the fp shell

is that of the possible N=34 subshell losure in the 20Ca isotopes. The maximum

upward monopole shift of the ν1f5/2 orbital with the ompletely empty π1f7/2 or-

bital in the Ca isotopes may result in a signi�ant gap between the ν1f5/2 orbital

and the lower-lying ν2p1/2 orbital, reating a subshell gap at N=34 similar to that

previously observed at N=32. As disussed previously in Setion 4.1, a number of

experiments have been performed to probe the struture of 54Ca diretly, with the

hope of determining whether or not a subshell losure exists at N=34 for the Z=20

Ca isotopes. However, these experiments have proven di�ult, and to date, no diret

measurement has been suessful.

Having one proton in addition to the Ca isotopes, the low-energy struture of

the 21S isotopes may provide insight into the neutron single-partile energy spaing

near N=34, and thus into the possible N=34 subshell losure in Ca. The low-energy

strutures of 53,54,56S have been determined in the present work, by onsidering

both the β deay of the parent nulei 53,54Ca, as well as the isomeri deay of 54,56S.
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The low-lying levels of these 21S isotopes will be disussed in the ontext of the

extreme single-partile model, as a oupling of the odd 1f7/2 proton to the valene

neutron on�gurations in the 20Ca ore isotopes. The suess or failure of simple

oupling shemes to explain the observed low-energy struture of the S isotopes an

also provide indiret indiations of the presene or absene of subshell losures in the

Ca ore nulei.

Below, the strutures of the neutron-rih S isotopes are disussed in the frame-

work of the simple oupling of the valene proton and neutrons. The experimental

levels are then ompared to the results of more realisti shell-model alulations.

5.1.1 Low-energy struture of odd-A 53
S

The low-energy struture of 53S an be interpreted as a weak oupling of the valene

πf7/2 proton to states in 52Ca, whih, assuming a robust N=32 subshell losure, an

be viewed as a doubly magi ore [12℄. Coupling of the valene proton to the �rst 2+

state in 52Ca should produe a quintet of states in 53S with Jπ values ranging from

3/2− to 11/2−, at energies entered around ∼2.6 MeV. Studies of 53S produed in

deep inelasti reations [93℄ have populated 9/2− and 11/2− states near this energy,

whih are likely members of the πf7/2⊗2+ multiplet (see Fig. 5.1). The β deay of

53Ca was observed to populate only one state in 53S. The population of a single

state in the deay of 53Ca deay is expeted for allowed β deay from the presumed

1/2− 53Ca ground state, sine the deay should only populate the 3/2− state of the

πf7/2⊗2+ multiplet. Thus, the single new level at 2109 keV is a likely andidate for

the 3/2− member of the πf7/2⊗2+ multiplet. The three known levels in 53S, shown

in Fig. 5.1, reside at above 2 MeV, as expeted within the weak oupling framework.

While not all states of the expeted quintet have been identi�ed, this simple sheme

desribes the three known levels well. The apparent suess of the weak oupling

desription for 53S provides support for the robust nature of the N=32 subshell

losure in the 20Ca isotopes.
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Figure 5.1: The omparison of the known levels in 53S [75, 93℄ to states in 52Ca

suggests that 53S is aurately desribed by weak oupling of the odd πf7/2 proton

to the 52Ca ore. The experimental states are also in good agreement with preditions

of shell-model alulations using the GXPF1A e�etive interation [94℄.

A more advaned approah to desribe the low-energy struture of 53S omes

from onsidering more realisti wavefuntions, that allow on�guration mixing. Shell-

model alulations using the GXPF1A e�etive interation [34℄ were performed for

53S [94℄, and are presented in Fig. 5.1. The alulated levels are in good agreement

with the three known exited states, although there are signi�antly more alulated

levels. Additional experimental work is required to identify the remaining levels and

omplete the expeted πf7/2⊗2+ multiplet in 53S.

5.1.2 Low-energy struture of even-A S isotopes

The struture of the even-A (odd-odd) 21S isotopes an be desribed by oupling the

valene πf7/2 proton partile with p3/2, p1/2, f5/2, and at higher energies, g9/2, va-

lene neutron on�gurations. The suess of suh a desription is shown most diretly

by onsidering the ases of 50S and 52S, where this simple interpretation explains

many aspets of the known low-energy strutures.

50S has one proton and one neutron outside of the doubly magi 48Ca ore, and

the lowest energy levels an be desribed by oupling a valene πf7/2 proton and νp3/2
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neutron. The low-energy struture, known from β deay [95℄, transfer reations [96℄,

and harge exhange reations [97℄ is summarized in Fig. 5.2(a). The four states

lowest in energy with Jπ = 2+ to 5+ arise from the on�guration (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp3/2)

1.

The partile-partile oupling rules [21℄ predit the arrangement of the states of this

multiplet in a downward-opening parabola, whih agrees with the experimental energy

level ordering. Promotion of the valene neutron in 50S to the νp1/2 level gives the

on�guration (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp1/2)

1, produing only two states with Jπ=3+, 4+. Two 3+

states are identi�ed in the level sheme of 50S above 2 MeV, and either is a andidate

for the 3+ member of this doublet. The energy spaing between multiplets arising

from on�gurations involving the νp3/2 and νp1/2 states depends on the νp3/2-νp1/2

single-partile spaing, and thus the νp3/2-νp1/2 spin-orbit splitting. The apparent

separation of these two multiplets in 50S is on the order of 2 MeV, a gap su�ient

to aount for an established N=32 subshell losure in 21S.

The struture of 52S an be similarly desribed by the oupling of a valene πf7/2

proton partile and νp3/2 neutron hole, taking 52Ca as the inert ore [93℄. States in

this odd-odd nuleus have been identi�ed in β deay studies [11℄, in-beam γ-ray spe-

trosopy following seondary fragmentation [98℄ and deep-inelasti work [93,99℄. The

known levels are presented in Fig. 5.2(b). Shell model alulations for 52S using the

GXPF1, GXPF1A and KB3G e�etive interations are presented in Fig. 5.3(a). As

disussed in Refs. [93,99℄, the lowest-lying quartet of states in 52S an be assoiated

with the on�guration (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp3/2)

−1. The four states with Jπ=2+-5+, should

form an upward-opening parabola, sine the oupling involves a proton partile and

neutron hole. The lowest 3+ and 4+ states in this parabola are expeted to be lose

in energy. The energy separation between these states has not been established exper-

imentally, but is likely to be small [99℄. The Pandya transform [100℄ an be applied

to relate the partile-partile (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp3/2)

1 states of 50S to the partile-hole

(πf7/2)
1⊗(νp3/2)

−1 states in 52S. The Pandya relationship assumes the validity of

jj oupling and is based on the simple form of the oe�ients of frational parent-
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Table 5.1: Results of the appliation of the Pandya transform to the low-lying πf1
7/2

⊗
νp1

3/2
neutron-partile states in 50S to predit the πf−1

7/2
⊗ νp1

3/2
neutron-hole states

in 52S.

50S (πf1
7/2

νp1
3/2

) 52S (πf1
7/2

νp−1
3/2

)

Jπ Experimental Jπ Calulated Experimental ∆(Ecalc − Eexp)

Energy (keV) Energy (keV) Energy (keV) (keV)

3+ 0 3+ 26 0 26

2+ 257 4+ 0 x -x

3+ 328 5+ 229 212+x 17-x

4+ 756 2+ 880 675 105

age (the probability of a given J state arising from a spei� nuleon on�guration)

relating one- and two-hole states [100℄. The results of this transform applied to 50S

to the orresponding states in 52S are presented in Table 5.1. For a small energy

separation between the 3+ and 4+ states (x) in 52S, the transform provides exellent

agreement, suggesting that the on�gurations of these low-lying levels in both nulei

are fairly pure. Calulations using the GXPF1 e�etive interation [12℄ support the

relative purity of the four lowest-energy levels (see Fig. 5.3).

At higher exitation energies in 52S, the oupling of the πf7/2 proton to an ex-

ited νp1/2 neutron to give a pair of states with Jπ=3+, 4+ aounts for the observed

4+ state in 52S at ∼1.7 MeV. The 6+ state at ∼2.3 MeV in 52S has been shown in

shell-model alulations to also have parentage that inludes this on�guration, al-

though the extent of this ontribution varies between shell-model interations. Calu-

lations using the GXPF1A interation [99℄ suggest that the primary parentage of the

2.3-MeV 6+ state is (πf7/2)
1⊗(ν(p2

3/2
p1
1/2

)), while the (πf7/2)
1⊗(ν(p2

3/2
f1
5/2

)) on-

�guration is predited to dominate the �rst 8+ state in 52S, experimentally observed

at ∼3.6 MeV [99℄ [see Fig. 5.3(a)℄. Experimentally, the energy separation between

states dominated by the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp3/2)

−1 and (πf7/2)
1⊗(ν(p2

3/2
p1
1/2

)) on�gura-

tions appears to be ∼2 MeV, again orresponding to the spin-orbit splitting between

the νp3/2 and νp1/2 single-partile states, in agreement with the results for 50S. As
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noted by Fornal et al . [99℄, the apparent separation between the νp1/2 and νf5/2

single-partile states, as inferred from the energy spaing between the 6+ and 8+

states in 52S, is slightly smaller than that assumed in the GXPF1A interation.

The low-energy struture of 54S, with two additional neutrons, should be sig-

ni�antly di�erent. The νp3/2 orbital is now fully oupied, and the 54S struture

at low energy should re�et oupling of the valene f7/2 proton partile to either a

p1/2 or f5/2 neutron, again taking 52Ca as an inert ore. The νp1/2 single-partile

level is expeted to lie below the νf5/2 state in the 21S isotopes, based on the ob-

servations in 52S. Assuming this ordering, the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp1/2)

1 oupling yields a

doublet of states with Jπ=3+, 4+, whih is expeted to be lowest in energy in 54S.

Shell model results [31, 94℄ predit the 3+ and 4+ states of this on�guration to be

lose in energy, and thus the spin and parity of the 54S ground state is not lear from

a theory perspetive. The ground state of 54S has been tentatively assigned Jπ=3+

in the present work (see Setions 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). Considering the situation purely in

terms of the proton-neutron oupling, it may be natural to assume that the isomeri

110-keV level orresponds to the 4+ state arising from the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp1/2)

1 on�g-

uration. However, within the simple oupling framework it is di�ult to understand

why the in-multiplet M1 transition is hindered strongly enough to yield the experi-

mental isomer half-life of 2.8 µs. In this ase, the two other states identi�ed in 54S,

the isomeri (5)+ level and higher-lying (1)+ state, may arise from the on�guration

(πf7/2)
1⊗(νf5/2)

1. This oupling results in a sextet of states ranging from Jπ=1+

to 6+, and the partile-partile oupling would produe a downward-faing parabola.

There are however, inonsistenies in the level ordering ompared with the spin and

parity assignments made in 54S. The 1+ state lies above the possible 5+ state in

energy in the level sheme as presented in Fig. 5.2(), a result whih is inonsistent

with the expetations of the partile-partile parabola, and alulations using the

GXPF1, GXPF1A and KB3G e�etive interation [see Fig. 5.3(b)℄. An alternative

Jπ assignment for the states in 54S with a 4+ ground state and 6+ 110-keV isomeri
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level is a possibility, but the plaement of the 6+ level below the 1+ level is also unex-

peted would also ontradit the shell-model preditions. The apparent experimental

level ordering ould be better explained if the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp3/2)

−1 on�guration was

the origin of the 3+ and 5+ states. However, as demonstrated for the lighter S iso-

topes, the νp3/2-νp1/2 spin-orbit splitting is a fairly onstant ∼2 MeV, so that the

νf7/2-νp3/2 multiplet should reside at ∼2 MeV in 54S.

An alternative to the 5+ assignment for the 110-keV isomeri state is a 4+ assign-

ment. While not expeted based on omparison of the dedued isomer lifetime with

Weisskopf single-partile estimates, whih favor an E2 multipolarity for the 110-keV

transition, a 4+ spin and parity annot be exluded for the 110-keV state. Calulations

using the GXPF1 [33℄, GXPF1A [34℄ and KB3G [35℄ interations all predit a doublet

of states near the 54S ground state with Jπ=3+ and 4+. The transition probabilities,

B(M1 : 3+ → 4+) and B(E2 : 3+ → 4+) alulated with these three interations

are shown in Table 5.2, along with the alulated partial half-lives. In all ases, the

M1 omponent would dominate the transition. However, the B(M1 : 3+ → 4+) val-

ues are small, giving rise to half-lives of order nanoseonds or longer � muh slower

than the pioseonds expetation from the single-partile Weisskopf estimate. The

B(M1 : 3+ → 4+) value is very sensitive to the degree of mixing in the wavefun-

tions for the 3+ and 4+ states [94℄. With inreased on�guration mixing, there is

inreased suppression of the B(M1 : 3+ → 4+) value, hindering the transition. A 4+

spin and parity assignment is in better agreement with the expetation for the level

ordering in 54S. However, more work is required to make a �rm spin assignment for

the 110-keV isomeri state in 54S.

The 1+ state at energy 247 keV in 54S an only be explained by the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νf5/2)

1

on�guration. Even if this is the only member of the multiplet identi�ed, the energy

separation between the ground state with (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp1/2)

1, and the exited state

with (πf7/2)
1⊗(νf5/2)

1, appears to be small. Shell model results using the GXPF1

and GXPF1A e�etive interations [31, 94℄ predit a νp1/2-νf5/2 separation of more
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Table 5.2: Calulated transition probabilities and half-lives for the transition between

the 3+ and 4+ states in 54S, using the GXPF1, GXPF1A and KB3G shell-model

e�etive interations. The Weisskopf single-partile estimates for the half-life of a

110-keV transition are also inluded.

GXPF1 GXPF1A KB3G Single-Partile

B(M1 : 3+ → 4+) (µ2
N ) 0.02611 0.00369 0.00080

T1/2(M1) (s) 8.10×10−10 1.56×10−8 8.94×10−7 9.30×10−12

B(E2 : 3+ → 4+) (e2fm4) 5.07 6.24 6.96

T1/2(E2) (s) 4.05×10−6 1.72×10−5 1.03×10−3 2.89×10−6

than 1 MeV, whih manifests itself in 54S as an expanded low-energy level struture,

seen in Fig. 5.3(b). The ompression in the experimentally established struture of

54S suggests a νp1/2-νf5/2 single-partile energy separation smaller than that as-

sumed in the GXPF1 and GXPF1A e�etive interations, and is inonsistent with a

robust N=34 subshell losure.

Another rapid struture hange should be evident in the heavier 56S nuleus,

sine the addition of two neutrons to 54S will �ll the νp1/2 single-partile orbital.

The unpaired valene neutron will then oupy the νf5/2 state. Under this assump-

tion, the lowest energy states in 56S would have a (πf7/2)
1⊗(νf5/2)

1 on�guration.

The resulting sextet of states with Jπ=1+ to 6+ should be arranged in a downward

faing parabola, with the 4+ state at the vertex. The hallenge in omparing these ex-

petations in 56S to the new data is that the absolute energies of the two β-deaying

states are not known. The states expeted at low energy in 56S with Jπ=1+, 2+

and (5,6)+ are likely attributed to the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νf5/2)

1 on�guration. The 3+ and

4+ states annot be trivially assigned the same on�guration, as they may also arise

from the (πf7/2)
1⊗(νp1/2)

1 oupling, depending on the relative position of the νp1/2

and νf5/2 single-partile orbitals. In fat, signi�ant mixing would be expeted be-

tween the 3+/4+ states in the πf7/2-νf5/2 and πf7/2-νp1/2 multiplets if there is only

a small energy gap between the νf5/2 and νp1/2 e�etive single-partile energies, as

suggested in 54S. This mixing an also be seen in the alulated levels [94℄, even with
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a large νp1/2-νf5/2 gap.

5.2 Re-ordering of proton single-partile states in

neutron-rih K isotopes

The neutron-rih 19K isotopes with N ≥ 20 sit on the border of two major shells,

with protons oupying the nearly full sd shell below Z=20, and neutrons oupying

the next major shell, the fp shell. As suh, shell-model desriptions of the neutron-

rih K isotopes remain hallenging, as ross-shell interations are required to desribe

the interation of valene sd-shell protons and fp-shell valene neutrons. Interations

whih aount for exitations of nuleons aross the shell gaps are even more hal-

lenging than those within a given shell. However, new interations do exist whih

attempt to aurately reprodue the ross-shell interations between the sd and fp

shells [101�103℄. The results of shell-model alulations using suh interations will

be disussed for the region surrounding 50K in the following setions. However, the

struture of the neutron-rih K isotopes will �rst be desribed in terms of oupling

of the valene nuleons, and the expeted shifts in nuleon single-partile energies

resulting from the monopole interation. The systematis of the neutron-rih 19K iso-

topes surrounding the N=28 shell losure are examined within this framework in the

next setion.

5.2.1 Systematis of the 19K isotopes around N=28

As disussed in Chapter 1, the tensor monopole interation between protons and

neutrons is attrative between j< (l − 1/2) and j> (l + 1/2) orbital pairs and repul-

sive for j<-j< or j>-j> orbital pairs. The strength of the interation is maximized

between single-partile orbitals with similar l values [17℄. Considering the e�et of

1f7/2 (l+1/2) neutrons on the proton sd-shell orbitals, it is apparent that the tensor
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monopole interation with the 1d3/2 (l-1/2) proton orbital will be attrative, while

the interation will be repulsive for the 1d5/2 (l+1/2) proton orbital. The 2s1/2 pro-

ton orbital should exhibit no tensor monopole shift, sine there are no partner orbitals

for l=0. Thus, based solely on the energy shifts expeted due to the tensor monopole

interation, the 1d3/2 proton orbital is expeted to derease in energy relative to the

2s1/2 orbital with inreasing neutron 1f7/2 oupany. This expetation appears to

be borne out in the experimental data for the even-N K isotopes between N=20

and N=28. The �rst 3/2+ state in the odd-A K isotopes an be assoiated with the

1d−1
3/2

proton-hole on�guration, while the �rst 1/2+ state is assoiated with the 2s−1
1/2

proton-hole (equivalently, the 2s1
1/2

proton-partile) on�guration. This relationship

has been on�rmed in the ase of 39K in the analysis of proton pik-up reations with

40Ca [104℄. Thus, the relative energy of the 3/2
+
1 and 1/2

+
1 experimental levels is

diretly related to the separation between the proton 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 single-partile

orbitals. A hange in the energy separation of the 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 proton-hole states

in the odd-A K isotopes with inreasing ν1f7/2 oupany is apparent in Fig. 5.4.

The π2s−1
1/2

state, whih is initially well-separated from the π1d−1
3/2

ground state in

39K, rapidly drops in energy relative to the π1d−1
3/2

state as the neutron 1f7/2 or-

bital is �lled. In fat, in 47K28, with a full ν1f7/2 orbital, the proton 1d3/2 orbital has

dropped below the π2s1/2 orbital, and
47K has been experimentally on�rmed to have

a ground state Jπ of 1/2+ [105℄, orresponding to a 2s−1
1/2

proton hole on�guration.

Moving past the N=28 shell losure, neutrons begin to oupy the 2p3/2 orbital.

The tensor monopole interation between the 2p3/2 neutron orbital and the 1d3/2

proton orbital, while attrative, is weaker than the ν1f7/2-π1d3/2 tensor interation.

Again, the π2s1/2 orbital should exhibit no tensor monopole shift. However, a seond

omponent to the monopole interation, known as the entral fore [106℄, plays a

signi�ant role in the evolution of the relative spaing of the 2s1/2 and 1d3/2 proton

orbitals in this region [107℄. The entral fore is an attrative interation between pro-

tons and neutrons, whih does not have the spin dependene of the tensor monopole
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Figure 5.4: Systemati behavior of the separation between the 3/2+ and 1/2+ states

in the odd-A potassium isotopes between N=20 and N=30. The observed energy

separation is diretly related to the separation between the 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 proton

orbitals in the K isotopes. Experimental data points are indiated by �lled irles,

while preditions using the SDPF-U e�etive interation [101℄ are represented by the

open squares.

fore. The entral fore does have an l dependene, and like the tensor fore it is max-

imized for similar l. Below N=28, the entral fore between the ν1f7/2 and π1d3/2

orbitals is stronger than that between the ν1f7/2 and π2s1/2. The entral fore on-

tribution, in that ase, reinfored the tensor monopole interation and lowered the

π1d3/2 state relative to the π2s1/2 state. However, above N=28, the entral fore

between the ν2p3/2 and π2s1/2 orbitals is expeted to be stronger than the ombined

tensor monopole and entral fores between the ν2p3/2 and π1d3/2 orbitals. Thus,

with the addition of neutrons to the 2p3/2 orbital, the π2s1/2 orbital is expeted to

drop in energy relative to the π1d3/2 orbital, and the inversion of the proton orbitals,

whih was observed between 45K26 and 47K28, reverses. The open question is how

quikly this reversal ours, whih is related to the strength of the monopole inter-

ation between the neutron and proton orbitals in the fp and sd shells respetively.

An examination of the experimentally known low-energy strutures of the K isotopes

beyond N=28 an provide �rst insight into this question.

States in the nuleus 48K, whih has one neutron beyond N=28, are known from

deep-inelasti work [108℄ and reent multinuleon transfer reations [85℄ and are shown

in Fig. 5.5. The ground state of this nuleus was initially assigned a spin and parity
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of 2− on the basis of the expetations from the shell model and observed β feeding to

states in 48Ca [109℄. However, Broda et al. [85℄ re-assigned the ground state of 48K as

Jπ=1− following analysis of multi-nuleon transfer and deep-inelasti reation data.

Suh an assignment is still onsistent with 48K β-deay results sine diret β deay

to 3− states in 48Ca is not observed. Taking the Jπ re-assignments from Ref. [85℄,

the ground state and �rst exited state at energy 143 keV in 48K an be interpreted

as arising from the oupling of the 2p3/2 neutron with the 2s1/2 proton hole, whih

gives rise to a 1− state (the ground state) and a 2− state (the 143-keV state). The

higher-energy states in 48K at 279 keV and 728 keV should orrespond to the 2− and

3− states of the (ν2p3/2)
1⊗(π1d3/2)

−1 multiplet. The 0− and 1− members of this

multiplet are unknown at this time. The expetation of an upward-opening parabola

for the partile-hole oupling would plae the 0− and 1− levels above the 2− state

at 279 keV. The separation between the 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 proton hole states in 48K

appears to be of order a few hundred keV, onsistent with a narrowing of the π1d3/2-

π2s1/2 gap with the addition of a single 2p3/2 neutron. This interpretation suggests

that the π1s1/2 level remains above the 1d3/2 level in 48K29.

The addition of two neutrons in the K isotopes beyond N=28 orresponds to the

odd-A nuleus 49K. Reent data [86℄ for 49K from multinuleon transfer suggest that

the proton 2s1/2 orbital still remains above the 1d3/2 orbital, as indiated in the

systematis shown in Fig. 5.4. In this nuleus, the π1d3/2-π2s1/2 energy separation

has narrowed further to only 92 keV.

Moving further to 50K, one an explore the relative position of the π1d3/2 and

π2s1/2 orbitals with three neutrons now in the 2p3/2 orbital. The low-energy levels

in 50K from the present work are presented in Fig. 5.6. Assuming that the proton

2s1/2 orbital has dropped further in energy and is again below the π1d3/2 orbital,

the ground state on�guration in 50K would arise from the (ν2p3/2)
−1⊗(π1d3/2)

−1

on�guration. This on�guration would aount for the 0− ground state as previously

assigned based on the β deay of 50K to states in 50Ca [110℄. However, it is di�ult
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Figure 5.5: Known states in 48K [85, 108℄, and the possible origin of the low-lying

states in the simple framework of the independent partile model.
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to understand the presene of the observed isomer in 50K if the low-lying states all

arise from the (ν2p3/2)
−1⊗(π1d3/2)

−1 on�guration. As disussed in Setion 4.2, the

dedued half-life of 154
+34
−26 ns for the 50K isomeri state at 172 keV is onsistent with

an E2 multipolarity for the 172-keV transition. The observed high level of ompeti-

tion between the diret 172-keV ground state transition and the two γ-ray asade

suggests that the �rst M1 transition of the asade must be hindered. Suh hindrane

is unexpeted for an in-multiplet M1 transition.

An alternative is that the ground state in 50K has the (ν2p3/2)
−1⊗(π2s1/2)

−1

on�guration. The ground state would be expeted then to have a spin and parity of

1−, with the �rst exited state being the Jπ=2− state of the 2s1/2 proton-hole on-

�guration. The isomeri state ould then be explained as the (ν2p3/2)
−1⊗(π1d3/2)

−1

on�guration. The isomeri state would most likely orrespond to the 3− state of this

multiplet. The M1 transition onneting the 3− isomeri state and the lower-lying

2− state would be hindered as a result of the forbidden nature of a π1d3/2-π2s1/2

transition. Suh a hindrane would explain the observed ompetition between the di-

ret 172-keV E2 ground-state transition, and the two γ-ray asade. Thus, a Jπ=1−

ground state in 50K, arising from a 2s1/2 proton hole on�guration, seems to provide

a more satisfatory understanding for the observed isomerism in 50K than any state

arising from a (1d3/2)
−1 on�guration. Suh a result would suggest that, even with

three 2p3/2 neutrons, the π2s1/2 orbital remains above the π1d3/2 orbital. The rela-

tive energy of states arising from the two proton-hole on�gurations would suggest a

π1d3/2-π2s1/2 gap omparable to that in 48K, of order a few hundred keV. However,

to resolve the unertainty in this situation, a diret measurement of the ground state

spin and parity is neessary.
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5.2.2 Comparison to shell-model alulations using sd-fp

ross-shell interations

There has been signi�ant work in reent years on the development of shell-model

e�etive interations for alulations in the sd-fp valene spae, due primarily to the

experimental observation of a weakening N=28 shell losure [111,112℄. These new ef-

fetive interations onsist of three basi omponents: (a) a proton-proton interation

in the sd shell, (b) a neutron-neutron interation in the fp shell, and () a ross-shell

proton-neutron interation. Generally, standard interations are used for the intra-

shell parts, suh as the USD interation for the sd shell [113℄, and the KB [114℄ or

GXPF1A [34℄ interations in the fp shell. The most unertain part of the sd-fp shell

model alulations is the ross-shell omponent.

Utsuno et al. [102℄ have reently developed a new sd-fp shell interation that

makes use of the USD interation in the sd shell, and the GXPF1B interation (a

slight modi�ation of the GXPF1A interation with a better 1p3/2-1p1/2 energy gap

around the Ca isotopes [102℄) in the fp shell. The ross-shell part of the interation

is built up from three omponents: a entral fore, a spin-orbit fore and a tensor

fore. Results for the K isotopes using this e�etive interation have been found to

be onsistent with experiment through 47K [102℄, orretly prediting the inversion

of the π2s1/2 and π1d3/2 single-partile orbitals.

Another reent sd-fp shell e�etive interation has been developed by Nowaki

and Poves [101℄. Their SDPF-U interation is a re�nement of the previous SDPF-NR

e�etive interation [115℄, whih makes use of the USD interation in the sd shell,

the KB interation in the fp shell, and the G matrix alulations of Kahana, Lee and

Sott for the ross-shell interation. The monopole part of the ross-shell interation

was empirially modi�ed to produe the orret evolution of e�etive single-partile

states by �tting to a number of referene states aross the region of interest. Results

from this interation for the 19K isotopes are in good agreement with experiment up
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to and inluding N=28, orretly prediting the inversion of the π2s1/2 and π1d3/2

single partile orbitals in 47K [101℄. However, immediately beyond N=28, the SDPF-

U e�etive interation predits a 3/2+ ground state in 49K30, in ontradition with

reent experimental results [86℄. The separation between the π2s1/2 and π1d3/2 sin-

gle partile orbitals predited by the SDPF-U interation for N > 30 ontinues to

inrease [101℄ and is inonsistent with the suggested (ν2p3/2)
−1⊗(π2s3/2)

−1 ground

state on�guration in 50K. Shell-model alulations for 50K were performed using

the SDPF-U e�etive interation [94℄ and are presented in Fig. 5.6. The apparent

disrepany between theory and experiment may be related to the 2p3/2-1d3/2 and

2p3/2-1s1/2 monopole strengths. These monopole interations largely determine the

evolution of the π2s1/2-π1d3/2 single-partile energy spaing with the �lling of the

ν2p3/2 orbital beyond N=28. Additionally, the 2p3/2-1d3/2 and 2p3/2-2s1/2 monopole

strengths were hanged between the SDPF-U interation and the previous SDPF-NR

interation, whih had orretly reprodued the 1/2+ 49K ground state [101℄. Addi-

tional data will be required to better onstrain the ross-shell e�etive interations,

and improve the preditive power of sd-fp shell interations.

5.3 Onset of olletivity in the 25Mn isotopes

Approahing N=40 below the Z=28 shell losure, an inrease in olletivity has

been inferred at low energy for the neutron-rih 24Cr and 26Fe nulei. The apparent

onset of deformation in these isotopes has been assoiated with the presene of the

neutron 1g9/2 single-partile orbital near the Fermi surfae as N=40 is approahed.

The observed strutural hanges in this region are again attributed in part to the

tensor monopole interation. The repulsive interation between 1f7/2 (l+1/2) protons

and 1g9/2 (l+1/2) neutrons is redued with the removal of 1f7/2 protons below Z=28,

and the 1g9/2 orbital drops in energy towards the Fermi surfae. The role of the

ν1g9/2 orbital in driving deformation, as a funtion of nulear harge, will be ritial
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to assessing the persistene of the N=50 shell gap in 78Ni and other neutron-rih

nulei in this region of the nulear hart.

As noted in Chapter 1, the systemati variation in E(2+
1 ) values [Fig. 1.9(b)℄ sug-

gest that olletivity sets in already at N = 36 for the Cr isotopes, while �rst evidene

for suh e�ets in the Fe isotopes ours at 64Fe, whih has N = 38. Therefore, the

low-energy struture of 61Mn, with N = 36, might exhibit features at low energy sug-

gestive of a hange in olletivity when ompared to other odd-A Mn isotopes nearer

to stability. The β deay of 61Cr to states in 61
25Mn36 was studied in the present work.

The newly identi�ed states extend the systematis of the odd-A Mn isotopes through

N=36, and an be investigated for signs of developing olletivity.

5.3.1 Systematis in odd-A Mn

The systemati variation of the known energy levels of the odd-A Mn isotopes with

A = 57 − 63 is shown in Fig. 5.7. The levels below 2 MeV for 57Mn were taken from

β deay of 57Cr [116℄, in-beam γ-ray spetrosopy [117℄, and the (d,3He) transfer

reation [118℄. β deay populates seven exited states below 2 MeV, as well as the

57Mn ground state. The states diretly fed by β deay are all assumed to have negative

parity, sine the 57Cr parent has ground state Jπ = 3/2−. The negative parity yrast

states observed in 57Mn were populated by a heavy-ion indued fusion-evaporation

reation, that provided tentative spin assignments of the levels up to J = 25/2. The

(d,3He) transfer reation provided unambiguous Jπ assignments to the negative parity

states below 2 MeV at 84, 851, and 1837 keV, based on angular distribution data.

Positive parity was dedued for the exited states with energies 1753 and 1965 keV.

Based on the spetrosopi strengths for proton pikup [118℄, the �rst 7/2−, 1/2+,

and 3/2+ levels in 57Mn were dedued to arry ∼ 40% of the summed single-partile

strength from shell model expetations.

Valiente-Dobón et al. [57℄ studied neutron-rih Mn isotopes by in-beam γ-ray

spetrosopy following deep inelasti ollisions of a 70Zn beam on a 238U target.
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Negative-parity yrast states were identi�ed up to J = 15/2 in 59Mn34 and J = 11/2

in 61Mn36. Only a single transition, with an energy of 248 keV, was assigned to the

struture of 63Mn38. The non-yrast levels in
59,61Mn shown in Fig. 5.7 were identi�ed

in β-deay work. The β deay of 59Cr to levels in 59Mn was most reently reported by

Liddik et al. [69℄. The ground state spin and parity of the parent 59Cr, tentatively

assigned to be Jπ = 1/2−, restrits the range of states in 59Mn aessible by allowed

β deay to those with Jπ = 1/2−, 3/2−. The ground state of 59Mn is known to

have Jπ = 5/2− [119℄. The non-yrast Jπ values for 59Mn were inferred from the

β- and γ-deay patterns. The present work has expanded the knowledge of states in

61Mn, identifying three new states, in addition to the three previously known yrast

states [57℄.

The negative parity yrast strutures below 2 MeV in odd-A 57,59,61Mn exhibit

little variation as a funtion of neutron number. These levels are onsistent with

shell model alulations reported in Ref. [57℄ employing the GXPF1A, KB3G and

fpg e�etive interations. The authors of Ref. [57℄ do note, however, that the proper

ordering of the 9/2− and 11/2− levels at ∼ 1 MeV is reprodued for all three isotopes

only by the fpg interation. The experimental energy gap between the ground state,

with Jπ = 5/2−, and the 7/2− �rst exited state exhibits a regular inrease from

57Mn (83 keV) to 65Mn (272 keV) [58℄. Both the GXPF1A and fpg shell model

interations reprodue the observed trends well.

The shell model alulations in Ref. [57℄ were extended to inlude non-yrast states

below 2 MeV. The alulations were performed with the ode ANTOINE [120℄ using

the GXPF1A [34℄ and fpg [46℄ e�etive interations. The full fp model spae was

utilized for the alulations with the GXPF1A interation. The valene spae for the

alulations with the ross shell interation fpg was limited to 2 neutron exitations

from the fp shell to the 1g9/2 orbital. As ompared to Ref. [57℄, trunation of the

basis states was neessary to reah onvergene for the higher density of states at

lower spin for the most neutron-rih Mn isotopes onsidered here. However, in those
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Figure 5.7: Systemati variation of the low-energy levels of the neutron-rih, odd-A

25Mn isotopes, along with the results of shell model alulations with the GXPF1A

and fpg interations. Only levels below 2 MeV are presented. In addition, the shell

model results shown are limited to the three lowest energy levels alulated for Jπ =
1/2− − 7/2−, and the yrast levels for Jπ = 9/2− and 11/2−. Levels with assumed

negative parity are shown as solid lines, and those with positive parity are presented

as dotted lines. Spins are given as 2I and, in nearly all ases, are tentative as disussed

in the text.
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ases where the alulations were ompleted with both 2 and 6 neutron exitations

allowed from the fp shell, similar results were obtained.

The low density of levels below 1 MeV is persistent in 57,59,61Mn, and agrees well

with the shell model results with the GXPF1A e�etive interation. The only exited

state in this energy range is the 7/2− level, whih is expeted to arry a redued

1f7/2 single-partile omponent with the addition of neutrons [118℄. The low-spin

level density below 1 MeV is shown to inrease at 61Mn in the shell model results

with the fpg interation. Here, the in�uene of the 1g9/2 neutron orbital beomes

apparent at N = 36. However, this is not borne out in the observed level struture.

The regular behavior of the low-energy levels of the odd-A 25Mn isotopes through

N = 36 follows the similar trend observed in the even-even 26Fe isotopes, where the

possible onset of olletivity at low energy is not evident until N = 38 is reahed.

5.3.2 Even-A Mn isotopes

Although no new data for the even-A Mn isotopes are reported in this work, the

systemati variation of these states provides additional support for the delayed onset

of olletivity in the Mn isotopes. Only a few exited states in the odd-odd 60,62Mn

were established based on β-deay studies [58, 121℄. The low-energy levels in these

isotopes are shown in Figure 5.8. Two β-deaying states are known in both isotopes,

but the loation and ordering of the proposed 1+ and 4+ states has not been estab-

lished in 62Mn37 [58℄. Good agreement was noted between shell model results with

the GXPF1 interation and both the low-energy struture and β-deay properties

of 60Mn35 [121℄. The low-energy struture of 62Mn built on the 1+ β-deaying state

shows marked similarity to that in 60Mn, albeit the exited 2+ and 1+ states are

both shifted ∼ 100 keV lower in energy with the addition of two neutrons. Although

Valiente-Dobón et al. reported a number of in-beam γ rays assoiated with the de-

population of yrast levels in both 60Mn and 62Mn, no level strutures were proposed

due to the lak of oinidene data [57℄. Again, the systemati variation of the (few)
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exited levels established in the odd-odd Mn isotopes through N = 37 does not sug-

gest a sudden onset of olletivity, in line with the trend established for the yrast

states of even-even 26Fe isotopes.

Beyond N=37, low-energy levels in 64Mn are known from the β deay of 64Cr [122℄.

A low-lying 2− state has been identi�ed at 40 keV in 64Mn, as shown in Fig. 5.8.

Identi�ation of suh an unnatural parity state is an indiation for the approah of

the ν1g9/2 level lose to the Fermi surfae in this isotope. This strutural signature

provides the �rst indiation of the approahing deformation-induing 1g9/2 orbital

in the Mn hain. Additional spetrosopi measurements in this isotopi hain are

required to more fully haraterize the onset of deformation in the Mn isotopes.
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5.3.3 Deformation in omparison to neighboring 24Cr

and 26Fe isotopi hains

The low density of states in 61Mn has been shown to agree with the results of shell

model alulations in the fp model spae without the need to invoke neutron ex-

itations into the 1g9/2 orbital. There is no ompelling evidene for the onset of

olletivity in the 25Mn isotopes through N=37. However, at N=39, there is evi-

dene of the in�uene of the 1g9/2 neutron orbital, in the form of a 2− unnatural

parity state at low energy in 64Mn. These observations are onsistent with the be-

havior of the neutron-rih Z+1 26Fe isotopes, where no indiation of olletivity was

observed until N=38. While spetrosopi information is not available beyond N=39

in the Mn isotopes, nulear mass systematis in the region surrounding N=40 have

reently been extended in the Cr, Mn and Fe isotopes [123℄. The systematis of the

mass observables, suh as the two-neutron separation energies (S2n), are sensitive to

deformation e�ets, as disussed in Chapter 1. Two-neutron separation energies are

shown in Figure 5.9 for the isotopes surrounding N=40 and Z=25.
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As disussed by Estradé [123℄, a redution in the slope of the S2n values as a fun-

tion of neutron number has been observed to oinide with the onset of deformation

in the Fe isotopes. The redued slope orresponds to extra neutron binding as defor-

mation sets in. The redution in the slope begins in the 25Mn isotopes at N=37, in

agreement with the spetrosopi observations to date. A hange in the slope of the

two neutron separation energies for the Fe isotopes is observed at N=40, oiniding

with the onset of deformation in the Z=26 isotopi hain. The Cr isotopes present a

less lear ase. A subtle hange in the slope begins at N=36, in agreement with the

earlier onset of deformation in the even-even 24Cr isotopes evident in the systemati

variation of the 2
+
1 states. Thus, mass systematis appear to agree with spetrosopi

observations for the onset of deformation in the Cr, Mn and Fe isotopes. Colletivity,

resulting from the lowering of the ν1g9/2 orbital loser to the Fermi surfae, ours

earliest in the 24Cr isotopes, while the onset of deformation in the 25Mn isotopi

hain ours later, more like the situation in the 26Fe isotopes. With the removal

of additional 1f7/2 protons below 24Cr, in the 22Ti and 20Ca isotopes, the ν1g9/2

orbital is expeted to be lowered further, and olletivity may develop even sooner.

The lowering of the ν1g9/2 may also lead to a new �island of inversion� surrounding

62
22Ti40, as �rst suggested by Brown [124℄, and disussed by Tarasov et al. in light of

enhaned prodution ross setions in the region near 62Ti [125℄.
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Chapter 6

Conlusions and Outlook

6.1 Conlusions

The low-energy level strutures of nulei within and near the fp shell have been

investigated using β-delayed and prompt γ-ray spetrosopy, to �nd evidene for

hanging nulear shell struture.

The low-energy levels of neutron-rih
53,54,56

21S were investigated through the

β deay of the parent nulides 53,54Ca, as well as through prompt isomeri γ-ray

emission from 54,56S. These nulei reside in the viinity of the known N=32 subshell

losure, a result of the large gap between the ν2p3/2 orbital and the higher-lying

ν2p1/2 and ν1f5/2 orbitals. The low-energy strutures of the S isotopes were analyzed

in the extreme single-partile model framework, as a oupling of the valene 1f7/2

proton to states in the orresponding 20Ca ore. Suh a desription worked well for

53S, where the valene proton weakly ouples to states in doubly-magi 52
20Ca32. The

suess of this desription provided further on�rmation for the validity of the N=32

subshell losure in the Ca isotopes. Interpretation of the low-energy levels in the even-

A S isotopes as resulting from the oupling of a 1f7/2 proton and valene neutrons

to a Ca ore provided information on the separation between the ν2p1/2 and ν1f5/2

orbitals. The energy separation between these orbitals is proposed by some shell-
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model interations to be su�ient to produe a new subshell losure at N=34 in the

Ca isotopes. While more work is required to omplete the relevant multiplets of states

in 54,56S, early indiations suggest that the low-energy levels in the S isotopes are

ompressed relative to shell-model preditions and that a signi�ant N=34 subshell

gap does not exist between the p1/2 and f5/2 neutron levels in the 21S isotopes.

More information is required for the 20Ca isotopes, spei�ally at 54Ca to determine

onlusively whether the removal of the �nal f7/2 proton is su�ient to reate a

substantial subshell losure at N=34.

The low-energy isomeri struture in 50
19K, with protons in the sd shell and neu-

tron oupying the fp shell, was investigated using prompt γ-ray spetrosopy. The

observed isomeri struture of 50K was suggestive of a re-ordering of the proton sin-

gle partile states below the Z=20 shell losure. The isomeri struture was best

explained with a ν2p3/2 ⊗ π2s1/2 on�guration for the ground state in 50K, whih

gives rise to a 1− ground state spin and parity. This is inonsistent with previous

assignment of 0− for the ground state of 50K, based on β-deay measurements [110℄.

The preditions of the most reent sd-fp ross-shell e�etive interations, the SDPF-

U interation from Nowaki and Poves [101℄, and the newest interation from Utsuno

et al. [102℄, are also inonsistent with the suggested 1− ground state in 50K. Theo-

retial work is required to reonile the preditions of these ross-shell interations

with the reent experimental results in the K isotopes. Additional spetrosopi in-

formation is also required for the K isotopes beyond N=28 to provide the onstraints

neessary to more fully understand the monopole interations involved at work, and

the evolution of the proton single-partile energies below Z=20 in the region.

The β deay of 61Cr was studied to extrat details on non-yrast exited states

in the daughter nuleus 61
25Mn36. This nuleus is situated near N=40, in a region

where evidene of olletivity has been observed in the neutron-rih 24Cr and 26Fe

isotopes, with an apparent onset at N=36 and N=38 respetively. The struture of

the neutron-rih Mn isotopes is important to determine the onset of deformation in
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the Z=25 isotopi hain, and improve the understanding of the role of the ν1g9/2

orbital in enhaning deformation. The dependene of single-partile energy shifts on

the proton number Z in this region an also be probed through study of the low-

energy levels in the Mn isotopes. The low-energy level sheme for 61Mn, dedued

following β deay of 61Cr, features �ve new exited states above a 1-MeV exitation

energy. However, the low-energy struture below 1 MeV did not resemble that from

the shell model results that onsider the 1g9/2 orbital. The low density of states below

1 MeV is a onsistent feature observed in the odd-A Mn isotopes with A = 57, 59, 61,

and follows the results of shell model alulations restrited to the fp model spae.

There is also little variation in the yrast strutures of these odd-A Mn isotopes up to

J = 15/2, as reported by Valiente-Dobón et al. [57℄. No ompelling evidene was found

for the onset of olletivity in the low-energy strutures of the Mn isotopes through

N = 37. The only evidene for the onset of olletivity in the Mn isotopes omes at

N=39, where a unnatural parity states suggests the approah of the ν1g9/2 orbital

lose to the Fermi surfae. These observations are onsistent with the behavior of the

even-even, Z+1 26Fe isotopes, but not with that of the even-even Z−1 24Cr isotopes,

where possible onset of olletivity at low energy has been suggested from the E(2+
1 )

energy at N = 36. Little data are available for both yrast and non-yrast levels in

the 25Mn isotopes beyond N = 36. Suh data will be ritial to evaluate the role of

the neutron 1g9/2 orbital in de�ning the strutural properties of the neutron-rih Mn

isotopes.

6.2 Outlook

6.2.1 Open questions in the fp shell

While the results presented here have provided information on the nulear struture

in and around the fp shell, a number of questions remain. Further experiments are

neessary in these regions may serve to provide the information ritial to larify the
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situation.

The present work has provided information on the low-energy level strutures of

the neutron rih 53,54,56S isotopes in the region surrounding N=34. However, the

atual parentage of the low-energy states in 54S and 56S needs to be on�rmed. Firm

assignments for the spin and parity of these low-energy states, and determination of

the purity of the single-partile on�gurations would serve to more fully haraterize

these nulei. A measurement of the angular distribution, or internal onversion of the

isomeri 110-keV transition in 54S would provide the required information to on�rm

the multipolarity of the transition, and establish the spin and parity of the 110-keV

state. Neutron knok-out reations into both 54S and 56S would aess the neutron

spetrosopi fators for the low-energy states in these nulei. Spetrosopi fators

will be ritial in providing the �nal on�rmation for the parentage of the low-energy

states in 54,56S, and providing the most robust hek for shell-model alulations.

However, due to the lose energy spaing in the low-lying levels of 54,56S, these

experiments may bene�t from the improved resolution expeted using next-generation

γ-ray detetor arrays, with sub-segment position resolution. The diret study of the

low energy states of neutron-rih 54,56Ca isotopes is also ritial, but will likely have to

wait for next generation aelerator failities due to the low prodution ross-setions

for these isotopes.

Evidene for the inversion of the 2d3/2 and 1s1/2 proton orbitals in the potas-

sium isotopes beyond N=28 is based on indiret measurements. The present data

in 50K is suggestive of a 1− ground state, arising from a on�guration involving a

2s1/2 proton hole. The tentative assignment suggests that the π2s1/2 orbital remains

above the πd3/2 past N=28. However, absolute on�rmation of the ground state spin

ould be obtained through a measurement of the ground state hyper�ne splitting in

49,50K. Measurement of the ground-state g-fators in the K isotopes beyond N=28

would also provide valuable information. Suh a measurement using β-NMR and laser

spetrosopy has been proposed at ISOLDE, and will provide information regarding
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the ground-state on�gurations in the K isotopes from N=29 to N=32 [126℄. Proton

transfer reations would provide the spetrosopi fators neessary to disentangle

the proton single-partile ontributions to exited states in 49,50K. Knowledge of the

parentage of these states would further larify the relative spaing of the π1d3/2 and

π2s1/2 orbitals, and the appropriate strength of the ross-shell proton-neutron tensor

interations.

There is evidene of a new region of deformation developing in the 24Cr, 25Mn and

26Fe isotopes near N=40, as the neutron 1g9/2 orbital drops in energy with inreased

oupation of the proton 1g7/2 orbital. The present results extended the knowledge in

the Mn isotopi hain at N=36. Within this region, further β-deay studies of the Cr

isotopes beyond N=36 into the Mn daughters would provide an important extension

of the knowledge in this isotopi hain. It appears that olletivity in the Mn isotopes

does not our until N=38, as was the ase in the Fe isotopi hain. Determination of

the level densities in the odd-A 63,65Mn, whih is ahievable through β deay, ould

provide the experimental signature for developing olletivity in the Mn isotopes.

Future failities will also prove ritial in this region, in pushing spetrosopy of

isotopes in the Cr, Mn and Fe hains to larger neutron exess.

6.2.2 The NSCL β Counting System with Digital Data

Aquisition

The NSCL β Counting System provides a means for determining ritial β-deay

properties needed to test nulear struture models far from the valley of stability.

The work presented in this dissertation is an example of the value both isomeri

and β-delayed γ-ray spetrosopy with the ombination of the BCS + SeGA an

play in haraterizing the evolution of nulear shell struture as a funtion of isospin.

However, planned improvements to the BCS will serve to expand its apabilities.

A digital data aquisition system (DDAS) has been developed at NSCL based
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on the Pixie-16 Digital Gamma Finder (DGF) modules by XIA LLC [127℄. When

used with segmented germanium detetors suh as SeGA, one of the greatest assets

of digital data aquisition is the opportunity for pulse-shape analysis of digitized

signals. Pulse shape analysis permits the loalization of γ-ray interation points to

sub-segment resolution, whih in turn permits more aurate Doppler orretions,

ritial for in-beam γ spetrosopy.

DDAS is being adapted for use with the BCS. Preliminary testing of the BCS dual-

gain preampli�ers with DDAS has shown that the system is ompatible with the fast

(∼300 ns rise time) output signals of these preampli�ers. With orret settings of the

DDAS energy �lter parameters, the resolution ahieved with DDAS was omparable

to, or slightly better than that ahieved with the standard BCS analog eletronis.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the 228Th spetra obtained for a single strip in a 1 mm SSSD

using both DDAS and the standard BCS analog eletronis. The main advantage in

using digital data aquisition for the BCS is the improved detetion e�ieny. The

appliation of DDAS with the BCS silion detetors is expeted to redue noise levels.

This noise redution will inrease the detetion e�ieny of the BCS, sine more of

the low-energy β partiles will produe true triggers. A gain in e�ieny will also

be realized due to the zero dead-time option of DDAS � data storage bu�ers permit

readout of the modules with no dead-time losses. In addition to the gains in e�ieny,

the ability to apture and reord waveforms will expand the possibilities for the use of

the BCS in harged-partile deay studies, where short-lived (∼ µs) harged partile

deays may be haraterized via detailed waveform analysis [128℄.
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